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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
vs 











SUPREME COURT NUMBER 
43213 
CLERK'S RECORD 
APPEAL FROM THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICTD 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
THE HONORABLE LANSING L. HA YNES, PRESIDING JUDGE 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, PRESIDING 
JAY LOGSDON 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
1607 LINCOLN WAY 
COEURD'ALENE ID 83814 
MR. LAWRENCE WASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
700 W STATE ST, 4TH FLOOR 
BOISE ID 83720-0010 
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Date: 7/16/2015 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: SASSER 
Time: 01 :26 PM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 8 Case: CR-2014-0003761 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Rome, Sonny Charles 
State of Idaho vs. Sonny Charles Rome 
Date Code User Judge 
2/13/2014 NOTE OREILLY Judge Mitchell To Be Assigned 
2/14/2014 NCRF OREILLY New Case Filed - Felony To Be Assigned 
CRCO OREILLY Criminal Complaint Robert Caldwell 
AFPC OREILLY Affidavit Of Probable Cause To Be Assigned 
ORPC OREILLY Order Finding Probable Cause Robert Caldwell 
WARI OREILLY Warrant Issued -Arrest Bond amount: 50000.00 Robert Caldwell 
Defendant: Rome, Sonny Charles Issued 2/28/14 
csos OREILLY Case Status Order *******SEALED******* To Be Assigned 
XSEA OREILLY Case Sealed To Be Assigned 
STAT OREILLY Case status changed: Inactive To Be Assigned 
3/11/2014 BNDS MCCANDLESS Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 10000.00 ) To Be Assigned 
3/12/2014 WRTA MCCANDLESS Arrest Warrant Returned, Served Defendant: To Be Assigned 
Rome, Sonny Charles 
CSOR MCCANDLESS Case Status Order *****OPEN***** To Be Assigned 
XUNS MCCANDLESS Case Unsealed To Be Assigned 
STAT MCCANDLESS Case status changed: Pending To Be Assigned 
NODF MCCANDLESS Notice To Defendant To Be Assigned 
3/13/2014 HRSC MCCANDLESS Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment/First James D Stow 
Appearance 04/30/2014 09:30 AM) 
MCCANDLESS Notice of Hearing To Be Assigned 
3/19/2014 HRSC WATKINS Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Amend James D Stow 
04/30/2014 09:30 AM) Complaint (PA) 
MOTN MCCANDLESS Motion to Amend the Complaint To Be Assigned 
NOTH MCCANDLESS Notice Of Hearing To Be Assigned 
3/21/2014 PRQD LUCKEY Plaintiffs Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
PRSD LUCKEY Plaintiffs Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
4/22/2014 HRVC LSMITH Hearing result for Arraignment/First Appearance James D Stow 
scheduled on 04/30/2014 09:30 AM: Hearing 
Vacated 
LETO HODGE Letter From Defendant To Be Assigned 
4/23/2014 LETO WATKINS Letter From Defendant - COPY TO PA AND PD To Be Assigned 
PRSD LUCKEY Plaintiffs Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
PRQD LUCKEY Plaintiffs Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
PSRS $THOMAS Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
4/25/2014 NAPH MCCANDLESS Notice of Appearance, Request for Timely To Be Assigned 
Preliminary Hearing, Motion for Bond Reduction 
and Notice of Hearing 
DRQD MCCANDLESS Defendant's Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
DRSD MCCANDLESS Defendant's Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
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Date: 7/16/2015 
Time: 01:26 PM 
Page 2 of 8 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2014-0003761 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Rome, Sonny Charles 
User: SASSER 
State of Idaho vs. Sonny Charles Rome 
Date Code User Judge 
4/29/2014 HRVC WATKINS Hearing result for Motion to Amend scheduled on James D Stow 
04/30/2014 09:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Complaint (PA) 
PSRS STHOMAS Plaintiff's Second Supplemental Response To To Be Assigned 
Discovery 
4/30/2014 HRSC GARZA Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status James D Stow 
Conference 05/15/2014 08:30 AM) 
HRSC GARZA Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Scott Wayman 
05/16/2014 01:30 PM) 
GARZA Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned 
and Preliminary Hearing 
5/5/2014 PSRS STHOMAS Plaintiff's Third Supplemental Response To To Be Assigned 
Discovery 
5/8/2014 SUBF KIPP Subpoena Return/found-SAK To Be Assigned 
SUBF KIPP Subpoena Return/found-JSD To Be Assigned 
5/15/2014 HRHD STECKMAN Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Robert B. Burton 
Conference scheduled on 05/15/2014 08:30 AM: 
Hearing Held 
5/16/2014 PHHD BUTLER Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Scott Wayman 
on 05/16/2014 01:30 PM: Preliminary Hearing 
Held 3 Witness 
BOUN BUTLER Bound Over (after Prelim) John T. Mitchell 
ORHD BUTLER Order Holding Defendant Scott Wayman 
5/19/2014 INFO HODGE Information John T. Mitchell 
MNDQ HODGE Motion To Disqualify John T. Mitchell 
5/20/2014 ORDR CLAUSEN Order to Disqualify Judge Mitchell John T. Mitchell 
5/21/2014 DISA CLAUSEN Disqualification Of Judge Mitchell - Automatic by John T. Mitchell 
PD Logsdon 
CLAUSEN Order Assigning Judge On Disqualification Lansing L. Haynes 
Without Cause - Lansing L. Haynes 
5/22/2014 MNPH OREILLY Motion For Preparation Of Preliminary Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
Transcript 
5/27/2014 HRSC SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment in District Court Lansing L. Haynes 
06/09/2014 10:00 AM) 
SVERDSTEN Notice of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
ORPH SVERDSTEN Order For Preparation Of Preliminary Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
Transcript 
6/9/2014 PLEA SVERDSTEN A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-1401 Lansing L. Haynes 
Burglary) 
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Date: 7/16/2015 
Time: 01 :26 PM 
Page 3 of 8 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2014-0003761 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Rome, Sonny Charles 
User: SASSER 








































SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Arraignment in District Court Lansing L. Haynes 
scheduled on 06/09/2014 10:00 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
MORGAN Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference Lansing L. Haynes 
08/21/2014 08:00 AM) 
MORGAN 
MORGAN 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled 
09/03/2014 09:00 AM) 2 days 
Notice of Hearing 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
MORGAN Amended Notice of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
MCCANDLESS Motion to Dismiss Charge of Aiding and Abetting Lansing L. Haynes 
a Burglary 
MCCANDLESS Plaintiffs Witness List 
JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - JSD 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
HODGE Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss Lansing L. Haynes 
06/27/2014 08:30 AM) PD - 10 mins 
JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - JSD Lansing L. Haynes 
LUCKEY Notice Of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled Lansing L. Haynes 
on 06/27/2014 08:30 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held DENIED 
Court Reporter: Samantha Drummond 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: PD - 10 mins 
CAMPBELL Notice Of Lodging Of Preliminary Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
Transcript 
CAMPBELL Lodged - Transcript Preliminary Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
MCCANDLESS Receipt Of Transcript Preliminary Hearing PD 
Receipt Of Transcript Preliminary Hearing PA 
Order on Motion to Dismiss 
Subpoena Return/found - SAK 
Subpoena Return/found - SAK 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 





OREILLY Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery Lansing L. Haynes 
MCCANDLESS Letter From Defendant 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
08/11/2014 01:30 PM 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Notice of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Amend Lansing L. Haynes 
08/11/2014 01:30 PM) and Motion to Set Bond, 
PA 
MCCANDLESS Motion to Amend Information Lansing L. Haynes 
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First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2014-0003761 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Rome, Sonny Charles 
User: SASSER 

































SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Motion to Amend scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
08/11/2014 01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated and 
Motion to Set Bond, PA 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Amend 
08/21/2014 08:00 AM) 
Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled Lansing L. Haynes 
on 08/11/2014 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Samantha Drummond 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Motion to Amend scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
08/21/2014 08:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
SVERDSTEN Order to Amend Information 
SVERDSTEN Amended Information 
HODGE Motion for Committal of Defendant Upon 
Conviction 
HAMILTON Plaintiffs Requested Jury Instructions 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference scheduled Lansing L. Haynes 
on 08/21/2014 08:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Sam Drummond 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress/Limine Lansing L. Haynes 
08/29/2014 10:00 AM) Motion in Limine, 10 mins. 
PD 
MCCANDLESS Motion In Limine Lansing L. Haynes 
MCCANDLESS Defendant's Requested Jury Instructions Lansing L. Haynes 
LUCKEY Order Setting Trial Priority Lansing L. Haynes 
LUCKEY Hearing result for Motion to Suppress/Limine Lansing L. Haynes 
scheduled on 08/29/2014 10:00 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher 
SVERDSTEN Order in Limine Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN District Court Hearing Held Lansing L. Haynes 
Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 200 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Lansing L. Haynes 
on 09/03/2014 09:00 AM: Jury Trial Started 2 
days 
SVERDSTEN District Court Hearing Held JURY TRIAL DAY rw, Lansing L. Haynes 
Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 110 
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Date: 7/16/2015 
Time: 01 :26 PM 
Page 5 of 8 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2014-0003761 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Rome, Sonny Charles 
User: SASSER 


































SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 10/24/2014 
08:30 AM) 










Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered & Lansing L. Haynes 
Sentencing Date 
Verdict - Part II Guilty Lansing L. Haynes 
Jury Instructions Given 
Verdict - Guilty of Burglary 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Acquittal Lansing L. Haynes 
Order Denying Motion for Committal of Defendant Lansing L. Haynes 
Upon Conviction 
Brief in Opposition to Motion for Judgment of Lansing L. Haynes 
Acquittal of Part II 
Hearing Scheduled (Decision 10/06/2014 01:30 Lansing L. Haynes 
PM) Oral Argument 
Notice of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Decision scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
10/06/2014 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Oral Argument 
HODGE Order Re: Motion for Acquittal as to Part II - Lansing L. Haynes 
Denied 
HODGE Request For Bench Warrant Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 
10/24/2014 08:30 AM: Failure To Appear For 
Hearing Or Trial 
Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN District Court Hearing Held Lansing L. Haynes 
Court Reporter: Sam Drummond 




Notice of Bond Forfeiture Lansing L. Haynes 
Warrant Issued - Bench Bond amount: 20000.00 Lansing L. Haynes 
Failure to Appear For Sentencing Hearing 
October 24, 2014, at 8:30 a.m. Defendant: 
Rome, Sonny Charles 
SVERDSTEN Case status changed: Inactive 
LEGARD Warrant Returned Failure to Appear For 
Sentencing Hearing October 24, 2014, at 8:30 
a.m. Defendant: Rome, Sonny Charles 
LEGARD 
LEGARD 
Case status changed: Pending 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment/First 
Appearance 11/10/2014 01:00 PM) 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Scott Wayman 
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Date: 7/16/2015 
Time: 01 :26 PM 
Page 6 of 8 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2014-0003761 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Rome, Sonny Charles 
User: SASSER 






















































Hearing result for ArraignmenUFirst Appearance Scott Wayman 
scheduled on 11/10/2014 01:00 PM: Hearing 
Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 01/05/2015 Lansing L. Haynes 
08:30 AM) 
Notice of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
Surety Bond Exonerated (Amount 10,000.00) Lansing L. Haynes 
Motion To Reorder Pre-Sentence Investigation Lansing L. Haynes 
Report 
Order for Pre-Sentence Investigation Report Lansing L. Haynes 
Presentence Investigation Report Lansing L. Haynes 
Document sealed 
New File Created #2 PSI Lansing L. Haynes 
Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
01/05/2015 08:30 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Under 100 pages 
Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
01/05/2015 08:30 AM: Continued 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 02/02/2015 Lansing L. Haynes 
09:30 AM) 
Notice of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
Motion For Mental Health Evaulation Lansing L. Haynes 
Order for Mental Health Evaluation Pursuant to IC Lansing L. Haynes 
§ 19-2524 
Memorandum of Restitution 
Motion To Release Defendant On Own 
Recognizance Or To Reduce Bond 
Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 
02/02/2015 09:30 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: SAM DRUMMOND 
CONTINUED 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 03/02/2015 
01:30 PM) 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Charles W. Hosack 
Lansing L. Haynes 
CLAUSEN Notice of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Bond Hearing 02/24/2015 Lansing L. Haynes 
01:30 PM) PD 
MMILLER 
HODGE 
Notice Of Hearing Lansing L. Haynes 
Hearing result for Bond Hearing scheduled on Lansing L. Haynes 
02/24/2015 01 :30 PM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Under 100 pages 
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Date: 7/16/2015 
Time: 01 :26 PM 
Page 7 of 8 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2014-0003761 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Rome, Sonny Charles 
State of Idaho vs. Sonny Charles Rome 
Date Code User 
2/24/2015 CONT HODGE Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 
03/02/2015 01 :30 PM: Continued 
HRSC HODGE Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 04/10/2015 
08:30 AM) 
HODGE Notice of Hearing 
3/19/2015 MNCN MMILLER Motion To Continue Hearing 
3/20/2015 NFUS MCCANDLESS Notice of Filing Under Seal 
MNTP MCCANDLESS Motion To Transport 
Document sealed 
4/10/2015 DCHH SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on 
04/10/2015 08:30 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 
SNIC LUCKEY Sentenced To Incarceration (118-1401 Burglary) 
Confinement terms: Credited time: 162 days. 
Penitentiary determinate: 4 years. Penitentiary 
indeterminate: 8 years. 
STAT LUCKEY Case status changed: closed pending clerk 
action 
JDMT LUCKEY Judgment 
4/13/2015 APSC MCCANDLESS Appealed To The Supreme Court 
4/20/2015 STAT MEYER Case status changed (batch process) 
4/24/2015 LETO HODGE Letter From Defendant 
4/28/2015 STAT RILEY Case status changed: Closed pending clerk 
action 
ORDR RILEY Order to Pay Restitution 
4/30/2015 MICR LUNNEN Motion For Reconsideration Of Sentence 
Pursuant To l.c.r. 35 
5/4/2015 HRSC SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Rule 35 06/26/2015 08:30 
AM) 
NOTH LUNNEN Notice Of Hearing 
5/12/2015 NLTR OREILLY Notice of Lodging Transcript Reporter Samantha 
Drummond Pages 15 
6/1/2015 MOTT LUCKEY Motion For Order Permitting Telephonic 
Participation At Hearing 
6/4/2015 ORDR SVERDSTEN Order Permitting Telephonic Participation at 
Hearing 
6/15/2015 NAPL MCCANDLESS Notice Of Appeal Due Date From Supreme Court 
6/26/2015 HRVC SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Rule 35 scheduled on 
06/26/2015 08:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 
TELEPHONIC 208-336-0740 EXT 4780 




Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
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Date: 7/16/2015 
Time: 01 :26 PM 
Page 8 of 8 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2014-0003761 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant: Rome, Sonny Charles 
State of Idaho vs. Sonny Charles Rome 
Date Code User 
7/8/2015 NOTH LUNNEN Notice Of Hearing 
7/10/2015 MOTN DONNENWIRT Motion for Permitting Telephonic Participation at 
Hearing 




Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
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FttEif y OF KOOTENA;/  
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOT.iffUvl1E8 f 4 Alf II• 3,1: 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION C . • .. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff 
vs. 

















Dfp TY . 
PEACE OFFICER AFFIDAVIT 
IN SUPPORT OF PROBABLE 
CAUSE AND ORDER FINDING 
PROBABLE CAUSE 
(!)<)4- J 1 LP I 
Detective Mason, being first duly sworn on oath deposes and says that: 
I am a police officer employed by the Post Falls Police Department, Kootenai 
County, State of Idaho, in the course and scope of my employment, I have conducted a 
warrantless arrest of the above named defendant for the offense(s) of 
Burglary 18-1401, 18-204. 
I do solemnly swear that the basis for the request is set forth in the attached police 
report designated as Exhibit "A" and Uniform Citation Number. I have read Exhibit "A" 
and the contents to the best of my knowledge are a true and correct account of the 
incident leading to the arrest of the above named Defendant and that I am the author of 
Exhibit "A". 
.J. K//JJ-_ 
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POST FALLS POLICE DEPARTMENT 
Officer Report for Incident 13PF23374 
Nature: SHOPLIFTER 
Location: PFl 
Offense Codes: TPSH 
How Received: 9 
Address: 6405 W POINTE PKWY 
POST FALLS ID 83854 
Agency: PFPD Received By: E. MORRIS 
Responding Officers: J. DEWITT 
Responsible Officer: R. MCDONALD 
When Reported: 18:34:29 12/11/13 








Occurred Between: 18:30:00 12/11/13 and 18:34:01 12/11/13 
Detail: 




Date Assigned: **/**/** 
Due Date: **/**/** 
Mid: 
Address: 6405 W POINTE PKWY 
City: POST FALLS, ID 83854 
Reported: TPSH Theft, Property, Shoplifting 
Additional Offense: TPSH Theft, Property, Shoplifting 
Observed: TPSH Theft, Property, Shoplifting 
Circumstances 
Responding Officers: Unit: 
I.DEWITT 1135 
Responsible Officer: R.MCDONALD Agency: 
Received By: E.MORRIS Last Radio Log: 
How Received: 9 911 Line Clearance: 
When Reported: 18:34:29 12/11/13 Disposition: 
Judicial Status: Occurred between: 
Misc Entry: Kllll and: 
Modus Operandi: Description : 
Involvements 
Date Type· Description 
01/31/14 Name ROME, SONNY CHARLES 
PFPD 
**:**:** **/**/** 
D 1 REPORT TAKEN 
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Officer Report for Incident 13PF23374 Page 2 of 12 
12/12/13 Name GEORGE, AMANDA L OFFENDER 
12/12/13 Name ROME, SONNY L INVOLVED 
12/11/13 Name GEORGE, DEBRA MARIE MENTIONED 
12/11/13 Name KOENIG, SARAH ANNE WITNESS 
12/11/13 Name WALMART, Complainant 
12/11/13 Name WALMART, VICTIM 
12/11/13 Name NOWELS, JOHN WITNESS 
12/11/13 Vehicle BRO 2000 DODG DURANGO WA VEHICLE 
12/11/13 Cad Call 18:34:29 12/11/13 SHOPLIFTER Initiating Call 
12/12/13 Property SIL DVD MEMOREX 0 EVIDENCE 
12/11/13 Property MDL MERCHANDISE VACUUM HOOVER STOLEN 
MAX219.96 
12/11/13 Prope1ty BLK Purse WOMANS 0 EVIDENCE 
12/13/13 Evidence DVD Evidence Incident 
12/12/13 Evidence PURSE Evidence Incident 
01/07/14 Interview REC CK CONTACT 
02/14/14 
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Officer Report for Incident 13PF23374 
Narrative 
Incident Report 
1. Applicable crime and code section: 
Burglary I.C. 18-1401 
Debra M. George Suspect 
Sonny C. Rome ( Suspect 
Lt. John Nowels scso, Witness 
2. Report narrative: 
On 12-11-13 at approx. 1840 hrs. I (Ofc. J. DeWitt) responded to the Walmart 
Super Center located at 6405 West Pointe Parkway, Post Falls, Idaho, regarding a 
Theft that had just occurred. Once on scene I made contact with Loss Prevention 
Officer Sarah Koenig and a witness later identified as Lt. John Nowels of the 
Spokane County Sheriff's Dept. 
Sarah stated the following; 
-Sarah stated she noticed a white female in her mid SO's in a white coat pushing 
a shopping cart quickly out the grocery doors with a large box containing Hoover 
Max Shampooer. 
-Sarah stated the EAS system went off indicating the merchandise had not been 
paid for. 
-Sarah stated the female loaded the merchandise into the rear seat of a gold 
Dodge Durango parked and idling in front of the store. 
-Sarah stated an unidentified male got into the drivers seat and sped away. 
-Sarah stated she made contact with a witness who identified himself as an 
off-duty LE officer who witnessed the incident. 
-Sarah stated she checked the stores security video and found the female suspect 
was in the store for approx. 4 minutes. where she placed a vacuum/shampooer and 
walked out of the store without making any attempt to purchase the item. 
-Sarah stated the female suspect was in such a hurry to leave she after loading 
the vacuum/shampooer that she left her purse in the shopping cart which had been 
discarded in front of the store. A check of the purse did not produce any 
identifying documents. 
At the scene I contacted Lt. John Nowels (in civilian clothes) who stated the 
following; 
-Lt. Nowels stated he was walking into the store to do some shopping and 
noticed a gold Dodge Durango stopped in front of the store near the west 
entrance. 
-Lt. Nowels stated he noticed the license plates on the Durango were covered up 
with paper. 
-Lt. Nowels stated as he walked by the car a male who was standing beside the 
vehicle asked him for some gas money. 
-Lt. Nowels stated he replied he had no money to give but inquired as to why the 
vehicle license plates were covered up. 
-Lt. Nowels stated the male made a comment to the effect of "god damn kids" and 
started to remove the paper. 
-Lt. Nowels stated once the paper was removed he could clearly read the 
Washington License Plate
Page 3 of 12 
02/14/14 
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Officer Report for Incident 13PF23374 
-Lt. Nowels stated he became suspicious the vehicle might be stolen and 
contacted Spokane Radio with his cell phone to check the plate and determine if 
it was stolen. 
-Lt. Nowels stated as he turned his back to make the phone call the female 
suspect emerged from the store and quickly loaded the vacuum/shampooer and the 
Durango sped away. 
-Lt. Nowels stated he then realized he had just witnessed a theft and made 
contact with Sarah and explained what he witnessed. 
While on scene Lt. Nowels accessed Spokane Crime Analysis and was able to obtain 
a photo of the registered owner of the gold Durango identified as Debra George. 
Sarah identified the suspect she witnessed as Debra George. Lt. Nowels contacted 
his agency and requested they send a Deputy to George's address (1815 W. 
Hutchinson #65, Spokane Valley, Wa) and try and intercept the suspect's. I later 
learned nothing was found at the address. 
Sarah provided a statement of her observations as well as a DVD copy of the 
store security video depicting the theft. At this time I am requesting a charge 
of Burglary against Debra George for the theft of the Vacuum/Shampooer which is 
valued at $219.96. Given the totality of the circumstances including the covered 
license plates on the suspect•s vehicle, the positioning of the vehicle for a 
quick get away as well as the fact Debra was in and out of the store in 4 
minutes and her hasty exit from the store causing her to forget her purse. 
The purse was taken as evidence and secured in evidence locker n at the Post 
Falls Police Department. The DVD recording provided by Sarah was secured in 
evidence locker t 
3. Date, time, reporting Officer: 
Thu Dec 12 13:42:44 PST 2013 Ofc. J. DeWitt k1135 
4 . Approved by: 
Thu Dec 12 14:43:42 PST 2013, Sgt. Kenner Kllll 
Supplement by Ofc. J. DeWitt K1135 
On 12-12-13 at approx. 1800 hrs. I (Ofc. J. DeWitt) was contacted by Lt. Nowels 
regarding some follow-up he did on this case. Lt. Nowels responded to the 
Hutchinson address and contacted Debra George. Lt. Nowels advised Debra has aged 
quite a bit and no longer looks like her crime analysis photo. In speaking with 
Debra he learned she has a daughter named Amanda L. George (  who 
looks like Debra but much younger thinner and with blonder hair. wels was 
able to find a crime analysis photo of Amanda and made the identification of her 
as the suspect. Lt. Nowels further stated he searched the Gold Durango which was 
on scene, however the Hoover vacuum/shampooer was not found. Lt. Nowels also was 
able to identify the male driver whom he spoke to in front of Walmart. The male 
driver was identified as Sonny L. Rome (  (Debra's live in 
boyfriend). Lt. Newels advised Sonny was recently released from prison for theft 
related charges. Sonny was less than cooperative and lied about his association 
with Amanda. Lt. Nowels further advised Amanda is currently a transient with no 
permanent residence (most likely staying at Debra's off and on). 
Lt. Newels advised he would complete a report detailing his actions and fax it 
over to our department when completed. I thanked Lt. Newels for his assistance. 
Thu Dec 12 19:15:06 PST 2013 
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12/13/13@ 07:45, I reviewed this report. Further follow-up forthcoming. 
Fri Dec 13 07:46:21 PST 2013, McDonald kll33 
Currently awaiting the report from Lt. Nowels from the Spokane County Sheriff's 
Dept. 
Fri Dec 20 14:20:55 PST 2013, McDonald kl133 
12/31/13, I received a copy of Lt. Nowels SCSD police report. A copy of this 
report was downloaded to the files of this report. 
I am currently trying to obtain further information on the two suspects, Sonny 
Rome & Amanda George. 
Tue Dec 31 14:34:28 PST 2013, McDonald kl133 
Using the reports provided both by Officer Dewitt, as well as Lieutenant Nowels 
of SCSD, I was able to accumulate their information and obtain certain addition 
investigative information; 
Points of interest in Lieutenant Nowels statement; On page one of the statement, 
paragraph three, Lt. Nowles documented the suspects vehicle plate# as 
Washington ABP5028(this vehicle is a 2000 Dodge Durango registered to Debra 
Marie George at 1815 N HUTCHINSON RD #65 in Spokane Valley ,WA,99212). 
On page two of the statement, paragraph six, Lt. Nowles states that the "male 
identified himself as Sonny Rome via Washington State Driver's License". 
On page three of the statement, paragraph two, Lt. Nowles states that "Looking 
at these older booking photos, I was able to identify Amanda as the female I had 
seen in the passenger side of the vehicle the previous evening". 
With the suspects being identified by Lt. Nowles as Amanda George & Sonny Rome, 
I was able to obtain the following; A DL photo for Amanda George, a TLO search 
engine print out of Amanda George's contact information (i.e. name, DOB, 88#, 
address & phone#). I was also able to obtain photos of Amanda George from her 
facebook page, as well as her pawn history. Amanda's DL & pawn history show the 
same address of 5018 N Smith, Spokane WA 99217. Amanda's TLO search information 
shows her address as the same as the registration on the vehicle, 1815 N 
HUTCHINSON RD #65 in Spokane Valley, WASHINGTON 99212. 
With regards to Sonny Rome, I was able to obtain a DL photo, a TLO search engine 
print out of Sonny_Rome's contact information (i.e. name, DOB, SB# and address). 
I was also able to obtain a photo of Sonny Rome on Debra George's facebook page. 
Sonny's DL & pawn history show the same address of 826 S Perry St, Spokane Wa, 
99202. Sonny's TLO search shows his last address as 2139 W 14th Ave, Spokane Wa 
99224. 
As far as Debra George is concerned, I located a TLO search address for her, 
which is the same as her vehicle registration (1815 N HUTCHINSON RD #65 in 
Spokane Valley ,WA, 99212) and her facebook cover page, with her and Sonny 
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pictured. 
Based on the totality of the circumstances as they occurred on the evening of 
12/11/13, as well as the investigative information gathered thus far, I 
respectfully submit the following complaint request. 
NOTE: All attempts to contact Amanda and Sonny thus far via phone have been 
unsuccessful. 
Attached to this report are the following items; 
*Written statement from Lt. Nowels at SCSO 
*Written statement from Wal-Mart Asset Protection 
*Still photos from Wal-Mart security camera footage 
*DVD video from Wal-Mart security 
*DL photo of Amanda George 
*Boss photo of the vehicle (2000 Dodge Durango) bearing Washington plate# 
ABP5038) at the area/intersection of W. Seltice Way & Baugh Way, which is the 
main entrance to Wal-Mart off of W. Seltice Way. 
**NOTE: This photo was pulled up on the BOSS camera system via the plate number 
and was taken at 6:17:38 PM on 12/11/13, which was approximately seventeen(l7) 
minutes prior to this incident being reported. Obviously at the time of this 
photo, the plate# was not covered, as it was when Lieutenant Nowels contacted 
the male suspect at the front of Wal-Mart. 
*DL photo of Amanda George from the State of Washington 
*TLO Search Engine information on Amanda George 
*Spokane pawn data base pawn history of Amanda George 
*Facebook photos of Amanda George 
*DL photo of Sonny Rome from the State of Washington 
*Printed DL return on Sonny Rome from the State of Washington 
*TLO Search Engine information on Sonny Rome 
*Spokane pawn data base pawn history of Sonny Rome 
*TLO Search Engine information on Debra George 
*Facebook photo of Debra George & Sonny Rome 
Fri Jan 03 14:44:55 ST 2014, McDonald k1123 
Case follow up delayed reference burglary investigation 13PF22719. 
Fri Jan 17 09:17:04 PST 2014 McDonald k1123 
'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''COMPLAINT REQUEST FORM''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
DATE: 01/31/2014 AGENCY: Post Falls Police Dept AGENCY REPORT #13PF23374 
OFFICER ASSIGNED Dewitt INVESTIGATING DETECTIVE: McDonald 
CHARGE: Burglary/ Business IDAHO CODE: 18-1401 
WARRANT XXXXX SUMMONS IN CUSTODY 
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ATTACHED ARE: OFFICER'S REPORT [X] SUSPECTS CRIMINAL RECORD [x] 
NAME OF BUSINESS or VICTIM(S); Wal-Mart 
DATE AND TIME OF CRIME: 12/11/13 at 18:00:00 hrs 
LOCATION: 6405 W Pointe Pkwy, Post Falls Idaho 83854 
DEFENDANT NAME Amanda Lyn George    
ADDRESS: 5018 N SMITH, Spokane Washington 99204 
BRIEF RESUME OF INCIDENT: See report 
''''''''''''''''''''''''''COMPLAINT REQUEST FORM'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
DATE: 02/03/2014 AGENCY: Post Falls Police Dept AGENCY REPORT #13PF23374 
OFFICER ASSIGNED Dewitt INVESTIGATING DETECTIVE: McDonald 
CHARGE: Burglary/ Business 
WARRANT XXXXXXX 
IDAHO CODE: 18-1401 
SUMMONS IN CUSTODY 
ATTACHED ARE: OFFICER'S REPORT [X] SUSPECTS CRIMINAL RECORD [x] 
NAME OF BUSINESS or VICTIM(S); Wal-Mart 
DATE AND TIME OF CRIME: 12/11/13 at 18:00:00 hrs 
LOCATION: 6405 W Pointe Pkwy, Post Falls, Idaho 83854 
DEFENDANT NAME SONNY CHARLES ROME    
ADDRESS: 826 S Perry St, Spokane Washington 99202 
BRIEF RESUME OF INCIDENT: See Attached Report 
Case CAA. 
Tue Feb 04 12:56:17 ST 2014, McDonald kl123 
Responsible LEO: 
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Vehicle Year: 2000 
Make: DODG Dodge 
Color: BRO/ 
Vehicle lype: SUV Sports Utility 
Vehicle 
Owner: 
Last: GEORGE First: 
Dr Lie: 
Race: W Sex: F Phone: 
Agency: PFPD POST FALLS POLICE DEPT 
Officer: J. DEWITT 
UCRStatus: 
Local Status: III Involved in Incident 
Status Date: 12/11/13 
Comments: 
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(509)315-5577 City: SPOKANE VALLEY, WA 99202 




Release Date: **/**/** 
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Property 





Total Value: $0.00 
Owner: WALMART 416756 
Agency: PFPD POST FALLS POLICE DEPT 
Accum Amt Recov: $0.00 
UCR: RAV Recordings -AudioNisual 
Local Status: EIS 
Crime Lab Number: 










Total Value: $219.96 
Owner: WALMART 416756 
Agency: PFPD POST FALLS POLICE DEPT 
Aecom Amt Recov: $0.00 
UCR: MER Merchandise (held for sale) 
Local Status: III 
Crime Lab Number: 





Property Number: 13-09957 
Item: Purse 
Brand: WOMANS 
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Officer: J. DEWITT 
UCR Status: EVI 
Storage Location: LOCKER T 
Status Date: 12/12/13 
Date Recov/Rcvd: 12/12/13 
Amt Recovered: $0.00 
Custody: **:**:** **/**/** 
Owner Applied Nmbr: 





Officer: J. DEWITT 
UCR Status: SNR 
Storage Location: 
Status Date: 12/11/13 
Date Recov/Rcvd: 12/11/13 
Amt Recovered: $0.00 
Custody: **:**:** **/**/** 
Owner Applied Nmbr: 
Model: 
02/14/14 
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Year: 0 Quantity: 1 
Meas: Serial Nmbr: 
Total Value: $0.00 Color: BLK 
Owner: DO NOT MODIFY THIS NAME FILE X 
Agency: PFPD POST FALLS POLICE DEPT Tag Number: 
Aecom Amt Recov: $0.00 Officer: J.DEWITT 
UCR: PHW Purses/Handbags/Wallets UCR Status: EVI 
Local Status: EIS Storage Location: LOCKERN 
Crime Lab Number: Status Date: 12/11/13 
Date Released: **/**!** Date Recov/Rcvd: 12/11/13 
Released By: Amt Recovered: $0.00 
Released To: Custody: **:**:** **/**!** 
Reason: 
Comments: PURSE CONTAINS COSMETICS, MISC PAPERS AND EFFECTS. NOTHING OF VALUE AND 
NO IDENTIFICATION. 
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Name Involvements: 
OFFENDER: 452528 
Last: ROME First: SONNY Mid: CHARLES 
 Dr Lie: ROME*SC451L Address: 826 S Peny St 
F 
Race: W Sex: M Phone: ()- City: SPOKANE, WA 99202 
MENTIONED :305479 
Last: GEORGE First: DEBRA Mid: MARIE 
 Dr Lie: GEORGDM378J Address: 1815 W HUTCHINSON #65 
9 
Race: W Sex: F Phone: ( 509)315-5577 City: SPOKANE VALLEY, WA 99202 
WITNESS: 451326 
Last: NOWELS First: JOHN Mid: 
 **/**/** Dr Lie: Address: 1100 W MALLON 
Race: Sex: Phone: ()- City: SPOKANE, WA 99216 
WITNESS: 408937 
Last: KOENIG First: SARAH Mid: ANNE 
 Dr Lie: GT207494A Address: 1914 W SHAWNA AVE 
Race: W Sex: F Phone: (208)651-3149 City: COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83815 
INVOLVED: 451355 
Last: ROME First: SONNY Mid: L 
 Dr Lie: Address: 1815 N HUTCHINSON #65 
Race: W Sex: M Phone: ()- City: SPOKANE VALLEY, WA 99216 
VICTIM: 416756 
Last: WALMART First: Mid: 
 **/**/** Dr Lie: Address: 6405 W POINTE PKWY 
Race: Sex: Phone: (208)777-4151 City: POST FALLS, ID 83854 
OFFENDER: 305482 
Last: GEORGE First: AMANDA Mid: L 
 01/20/81 DrLic: GEORGAL194B Address: 5018N SMITH 
0 
Race: W Sex: F Phone: (509)362-8947 City: SPOKANE, WA 99204 
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Spokane County Sheriff's Office 
Date: 12/11/2013 
Incident Classification: Theft/ Burglary 
Location: 6405 W Pointe Pkwy, Post Falls, ID 
Additional Report 
ComplainanWictim: Walmart Race: Sex:  
Suspect: Rome, Sonny C Race: W Sex: M  
George, Amanda L Race: W Sex: F 
X-Reference #!s: 
Department Status: Information Only 
NIBRS Status: Not Applicable 
Detective Lt. John Nowels 
Report#: 13PF-23374 
On 12/11/2013 at approximately 1800 hrs I was off duty and entering the Walmart in Stateline, Idaho. I was not 
wearing any department uniforms or ID and was dressed in plain clothes. 
As I approached the eastern front store entrance from the parking lot I noticed there was a silver/gold Dodge 
Durango parked directly in front of the entrance/exit doors, and there was a male pacing back and forth next to 
the drivers' side door of the vehicle. I also noticed the vehicle was running and the rear license plate of the vehicle 
was covered with paper. I noticed the way the plate was covered was not consistent with a temporary license 
plate like I have seen attached to a license plate holder when a vehicle is initially purchased. This paper appeared 
to be plain brown paper and was neatly folded completely across the plate. It was affixed in a manner indicating to 
me it was deliberately placed there to obscure/ hide the letters and numbers of the underlying license plate. I 
could, however, see the underlying plate appeared to be a Washington State license plate. 
As I approached the front door the male who was pacing by the vehicle approached me and asked me if I could 
spare some money for gas. I told him I could not, and asked him what was up with his license plates. He walked 
·around to the rear of the vehicle, without me making any indication as to which license plate I was referring to, 
and began lamenting about how those "fucking kids" had placed the paper over the license plates. He repeated 
this several times and he began  the rear plate. I could see the license plate clearly now and the 
vehicle bore WA license plate# 
As the maie was removing the paper from the rear plate I made my way towards the front of the vehicle to see if 
that plate was the same and/or covered up as well. As I got to the front of the vehicle I noticed the Durango had a 
distinctive black brush guard on the front. I further noticed the front plate was also covered up in an identical 
fashion as the rear plate. As I was looking at the front plate the male came from the rear of the vehicle to the front 
and again exclaimed "those fucking kids" repeatedly as he removed the paper from the top of the plate. I noticed 
the front plate matched the rear plate. 
I was now suspicious the mare and vehicle may be involved possibly in a robbery or the vehicle may be stolen. I 
call Spokane Sheriff Radio to see if the vehicle was stolen. I was advised the vehicle was registered to Debra 
George at 1815 N Hutchinson #65 in Spokane Valley, WA. I was further advised the vehicle was not reported 
stolen. 
As I was conversing wlth radio, a store employee advised someone had just run out of the store with what they 
thought was a stolen vacuum cleaner and get into the Durango. I exited the front doors and saw the Durango; · 
being driven by the male I had contacted, begin to pull away from the front of the store. I saw a white female with 
dyed blonde hair looking at me from the front passenger seat as they drove away. The store employee, who 
identified herself as the hair salon manager, said she had seen the female push a shopping cart with a vacuum 
cleaner in it out the front doors and the security alarms went off. She said the vacuum was placed in the Durango 
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and they sped off, She said it appeared the female pushing the cart left a black purse in it. I looked and saw what 
appeared to be a black leather purse in the child seat of the shopping cart. I retrieved it and looked inside it to see 
if there was any identifying information inside. I found none. I then contacted Loss prevention at the Walmart and 
they called Post Falls PD to the scene. I gave a statement to Post Falls PD. I contacted Sgt. Hines who was on 
duty at the time in Spokane County. I asked him to send me the most recent booking photo of the RO of the 
Durango. He sent me the picture via email. The booking photo of Debra M George dated 3/16/2010 appeared 
similar to the female I saw in the Durango. I made the remark to loss prevention that if the RO had dyed her hair 
blonde and had lost some weight since the photo was taken I would be fairly certain it was her in the passenger 
seat. I then contacted Spokane Sheriff Radio and requested SVPD send a car by the Hutchinson address to see if 
the vehicle showed up. I later learned they had not located the vehicle as of 1930 hrs. 
On 12/12/2013 at 0757hrs I knocked on the door at 1815 N Hutchinson #65. The female who answered the door 
was Debra George (I recognized her from the booking photo) and I was immediately sure she was not the female 
I had seen in the passenger side of the Durango the evening before. He hair color was still brown, and her weight 
appeared to be consistent with, if not heavier than, the booking photo. 
I advised Debra why I was there and I asked her if she knew who had her vehicle the previous evening/. Debra 
was agitated and kept telling me that she was home the entire evening and she had not lent her car to anyone. I 
asked her if her car had been stolen, or if could have possibly previously given someone permission to drive it, 
like her daughter. Debra told me she did not let her daughter use the vehicle and said she doesn't have contact 
her with her daughter. I asked Debra where her vehicle might be. She said it should be parked in her garage. I 
asked her if she would show it to me so I could confirm whether it had been stolen from her or not, and whether it 
was the vehicle driven the previous evening. She said she would show me the car. 
Debra escorted me to her garage and opened it up only halfway, stating that was all she was going to show me 
and that she wanted me to leave. The Durango had been backed into the garage and I immediately saw the front 
license plate and the distinctive brush guard I had seen on the vehicle the night before. As Debra closed the door 
I asked her if I could search the car for the stolen vacuum cleaner. She said I could not, and that she was done 
talking to me. As she padlocked the garage door, I advised her I would like a key to the padlock so when I came 
back with a search warrant for the vehicle, we didn't have to damage the lock. She asked me if I was serious 
about getting a warrant for the car. I advised her I was and would be securing the garage for the warrant 
application. 
Debra said she wanted to go talk to her "husband" who she indicated was sleeping in the upstairs part of her 
apartment. I told her I believed her daughter had been involved in the theft and said I would like to speak to her 
husband as well, to confirm he was not the one I saw with the car the previous evening. She went inside and shut 
the door. Several minutes later I again knocked on the door, and a male answered. I immediately recognized the 
male as the one driving the Durango the previous evening. I could see from the look on his face he recognized 
me as well. I asked him if he remembered me and he said he did. He also said he thought I might have been a 
cop. I advised him he was correct. I asked him where the vacuum was and he said it was gone. He said it was left 
at a house last night. I asked him who the female was and he said he doesn't know her name; he had just met her 
the previous evening. I asked him how that had happened. He said he had been pan handling at the Safeway on 
Argonne and she and another female had asked him to drive them to the Walmart in Stateline and they would 
give him $20. i asked him why he covered up his plates if he didn't know they were going to commit a crime, and 
he said he had no idea the plates had been covered up. He said that's why he removed the paper when I 
confronted him about it. I told him he removed the paper because he thought I might have been a cop. He 
adamantly denied knowing the plates were covered and said he didn't know why he was being paid $20.00 to 
drive them to a store and wait by the front door with the vehicle running. 
The male identified himself as Sonny Rome via Washington State Driver's License. Sonny said he had just 
recently been released from prison and did not want to go back. I told him I just wanted the vacuum back and the 
identity of the girl who stole it. He said the vacuum was gone, but he could try to find the girl and see if he could 
get It back. He said he didn't know how he would re~contact her. 
I asked Sonny if I could look in the Durango and make sure it wasn't there. He said I could. He took me out to the 
garage and let me look. The vacuum cleaner was not there. As I was walking towards the apartment with Sonny, I 
told him I thought he was being untruthful about the identity of the female. I told him I thought it was Debra's 
daughter, as I knew she had been contacted doing similar things In her mother's vehicle in the past. Sonny said, 
"It wasn't her daughter. She doesn't come ar,ound here." Sonny then stated he met the girl at the Yokes parking 
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lot pan handling yesterday. I stopped him and pointed out he had claimed earlie
r it was the Safeway parking rot. 
He became angry and said "it's all the same place." I believe he was lying to prote
ct the identity of the female. 
I returned to my office and retrieved booking photos of Debra's daughter, Aman
da George. I noticed Amanda has 
very similar facial features to her mother, and I did see that in past booking pho
tos Amanda had bleached Blonde 
hair. Looking at these older booking photos, I was able to identify Amanda as th
e female I had seen in the 
passenger side of the vehicle the previous evening. I gave this information to Post Falls Police
 Detective Greg. 
This concludes my involvement in this case. 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:SS 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI ) 
r'\ ~lrA-•ltl.it~AOl_ L U lji[S! l T~UAJJSS 
20J~FEB Ht Atf fl1 fJ 
Detective Mason, known to me to be the person whose name is s . · ed to tH . ou·rv 
within instrument, acknowledged to me that he/she subscribed the same and that 
he/she read the same and that the same was true to the best of his/her knowledge. 
DATED THIS /'-/ DAYOFE±~ ~~L/--J7~/ 
~ _rn~;C.h-,.,,--E JirO.-E: ... 
RE~IDIMG AT: 
COMMISSION EXPIRES: __ ..:../----=,_' _-_ 
ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE 
The above named Defendant having been arrested without a warrant for, 
the offense(s) of Burglary 18-1401, 18-204. 
and the Court having examined the Affidavit of the Post Falls Police Department Officer, 
the Court finds probable cause for believing that said offense has been committed and 
that the said Defendant committed it. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Defendant, arrested without a Warrant, 
may be detained, and that he/she may be required to post bail prior to being released. 
DATED THIS f '( DAY OF Gizru~ , 20 Ii . 
TIME:~M 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1971 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
!JCT{ OF IDAHo 
FILF"~fY OF KOOTfNt.tlss ---· --••r,,, --
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




Case No. CR-F14- 31 (J f 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
AGENCY CASE #13PF23374 
CO-DEFENDANT 
AMANDA GEORGE 
j)ef. JDJf,._) jV/a5p ,-' ,appearedpersonallybeforeme,andbeingfirstdulyswom 
t 
on oath, complains that the above named defendant did commit the crime(s) of BURGLARY, a 
Felony, Idaho Code §18-1401, 18-204, committed as follows: 
That the defendant, SONNY CHARLES ROME, on or about December 11, 2013 in the 
County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did aid and abet another and/or others who entered into a certain 
store, to-wit: Walmart, located at 5405 West Pointe Parkway, Post Falls, Idaho with the intent to 
commit the crime of theft, and where the defendant agreed to aid in the commission of the burglary 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - 1 
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by driving an automobiie to an area to facilitate the theft of merchandise , thereby aiding and/or 
encouraging the commission of the burglary, all of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of 
the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the People of the 
State of Idaho. Said Complainant therefore prays for a Warrant to be issued and for proceedings 
according to law. 
DATEDthis /'f'1Tdayof_~h_h_, ___ ,2014. 
,,.,,ttzJ~ -v J, .KI/ ;;;,;l.__ 
COMPLAINANT 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _!j_ day of Xfwv,._;:7- , 2014. 
-~·_,,. .. /./ , 
· ~#""1c.., 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SONNY CHARLES ROME 
 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
:ss. 




WARRANT OF ARREST 
STATE OF IDAHO TO: Any Sheriff, Constable, Marshal or Policeman of the State ofldaho: 
A complaint on oath having been laid before me by: 
£k. /" /r1 ~..s .. ,v and it appearing that there is probable cause to believe that the crime( s) 
of: BURGLARY, a Felony, Idaho Code §18-1401, 18-204, having been committed in Kootenai 
County, Idaho, and accusing: SONNY CHARLES ROME, thereof. 
YOU ARE THEREFORE COMMANDED forthwith to arrest the above named defendant, in 
the daytime or the nighttime, and bring the defendant before me at my office in Kootenai County, 
Idaho, or, in the case of my absence or inability to act, before the nearest or most accessible 
magistrate in the County. 
BAIL, is fixed at $ I':, a d o -
DATED at // 2...;;> o'clock _JL_.m. at my office in Kootenai County, Idaho, this ) "r' 
dayof Ki>vJo_7 ,A.D.,2014. 
Magistrate, District Court 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 






SONNY CHARLES ROME, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO. CR-2014-3761 
MOTION TO AMEND 
THE COMPLAINT 
COMES NOW, BARRY MCHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho, and 
hereby moves this Court to amend the complaint in this matter from BURGLARY, a Felony, Idaho 
Code §§18-1401, 18-204 to AIDING AND ABETTING BURGLARY, aFelony,Idaho Code §§18-
1401, 18-204. The State moves to amend the complaint to correct clerical error in charging language 
and to include the co-defendant, Amanda George, in the above-entitled matter. 
DATED this~ day of MARCH, 2 
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Ml,- t B"E COMPLETED 
TO Bl: CONSIDERED 
.- -:iled i./-ctSl-li AT m. ---
CLER~ OF THE DISTRI .,COURT 
BY I , I : ;, ' /~UTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT Of THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRI T OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
APPLICATION FOR:5'0/v'/ C.,~? ~/V'v£ ) CASE NO. C-,R,_. ~0 l q -J?t, l 
D ARENT ) -
  l 
) 
BY ~--~) FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER 
) 
 
NOTE: If this application is being made on behalf of a minor, please answer the following questions as they 
apply to his/her parents or legal guardian. Include information for you and your spouse. 
I, the above named defendant (or the parent(s) on behalf of a minor), being first duly sworn on oath, depose and 
say in support of my request for court appointed counsel: 
My current mailing address is: • " L'· - 0 · W-3 e-}~ W~1.J. Cc c?-bb 
Street or P.O. Box ty State Zip Code 
My current telephone number or message phone is: ,S'=l) c:i_.,. ~ 9 *' C) 4gi/ 
Crimes Charged: -~-\-Q(Z__--=;:__~.<--11--=--:.(L_--\-------------------:--:-:---
I request the Court appoint ounsel at unty e; and I agree to reimburse the county for the cost of said 
defense, in the sum and upon the terms as the Court may order. 




A. Employed:_yes Yno B. Spouse Employed: __ ,}!-\l~ no 
C. If not employed, or ~ployed, last date of employment \) 0/'\1'£"": Ke V!:\.&, \N'Qe/(._ 
D. My employer is: /\ /Du\£.. -...!.~.~~. ~--:,__ ____ ____;;_ ________________ _ 
Address:--------------------------------
HOUSEHOLD INCOME MONTHLY (ln1lit9e i~cope of spouse): 
Wages before deductions $ 2~ .. '. ,v.f'{Qther income: (Specify: Child Support, S.S., V.S., A.D.C., 
Less Deductions . $ {;,...rQ.. Food Stamps, Etc.) ....--zl O ,A 
Net Monthly Wages $ ~D 9..9---- L / S '-~ $...:;_#1A _ ~--"""--
HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHLY: ~ 
Rent or Mortgage Payment $ l-ffV . 
Utilities $ D ~ 
Clothing $ 2£~ 







Other (Specify) $ :?C::' 
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A. I (we) have cash on hand or in banks 
B. I (we) own personal property valued at 
C. I (we) own vehicle(s) valued at 
D. I (we) own real property valued at 






$ per mo 
$ per mo 
E. I (we) own stocks, bonds, securities, or interest therein $_~'&::,,,..,,._~-----------
5. THE FOLLOWING ALSO AFFECTS MY FINANCIAL CONDITION Specify),_..:_:_ ...,.4.:::..__/~"/l!.-=LJ---t:,_e~_;:,~_·...;;=..--
(Q ·i.v~ 
6. ENTS: ~elf children ---(nu~cL 
A~ 
___ other (specify) ____ _ 
~ 
g 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this J.. / day of __ _.__~~-~---+-+------' 20 f ~. 
The above named ~fendant parent guardian appeared before the 
court on the aforesaid charge and requested the alg;:*counsel. The court having considered the foregoing, and 
having personally examined the applicant; ~ORDERS DENIES the appointment of the service of 
counsel. 
The applicant is ordered to pay $ monthly beginning. __________ , 20 __ 
for the cost of appointed counsel. Payments are to continue until 
[ ] notified by the court that no further amount is due. 
[ ] the sum of$ has been paid. 
THE APPLICANT IS ORDERED TO PAY REIMBURS NT FOR THE COST OF APPOINTED COUNSEL AT 
THE CONCLUSION OF THE GASE; THIS AMO MA BE IN ADDITION TO ANY SUMS ORDERED ABOVE. 
ENTERED this 2/ ~~y of-h,oC4~r....-::::_ __ , 2of%-. 
Custody Status: __ In Out Copies 
[ ] Prosecuting Attorney ------------
[ ] Public Defender ~ ,. . ~ 
·J( J_ (.(~ t I:: IC A~. 
Date Deputy 
Bond$ _____ _ 
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ORIGINAL 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
BarNumber: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
Fel 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
REQUEST FOR TIMELY 
PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
& NOTICE OF HEARING 
COMES NOW, the Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender, and pursuant to court 
appointment hereby appears for and on behalf of the above named defendant in the above entitled 
matter, and requests that a preliminary hearing be scheduled in accordance with the time limits set 
forth in Idaho Criminal Rule 5.1. 
Counsel hereby moves for reduction of the bond set in this matter on the grounds that it is 
excessive, and further, notice is hereby given that counsel will present argument in support of the 
motion to reduce bond at the time of the preliminary hearing status conference and/or preliminary 
hearing scheduled in this matter if the defendant is in custody. 
Notice is given that the Defendant herewith asserts all rights accorded him or her under the 
Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States and under Article 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, REQUEST FOR TIMELY PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION & NOTICE OF HEARING Page 1 
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I, § 13 of the Constitution of the State ofldaho and all prophylactic measures imposed upon the State 
pursuant to said constitutional provisions; including, but not necessarily limited to, the right to 
remain silent and the right to counsel. NO AGENT OF THE STATE OR PERSON ACTING IN 
SUCH CAPACITY IS TO QUESTION THE DEFENDANT IN REGARD TO ANY ACT, 
WHETHER CHARGED OR UNCHARGED. 
Notice is further given that the Defendant herewith demands and asserts all State and federal 
statutory and constitutional rights to speedy trial of this matter. 
DATED this ~ lf' day of April, 2014. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY: ~r~ J OGSON 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy: of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the .9~ay of April, 2014, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
_L Interoffice Mail 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, REQUEST FOR TIMELY PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
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STAIE OF IDAHO 
vs. 
FIRST JUDIC' \L DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHr 
. 324 w.: GA~ ,NA VENUE, P.O. BOX 9000, COEUR D'. 
SONNY CHARLES ROME 
~0~~TY OF KOOTENAI 
·~I :DAHO 83816-r(JOO , ( , I. d~{ /'i 
FILED ~_I([) - l y AT ,:;;, 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
BY l iliut a £>uil lJLDEPUTY 
FELONY CASE# CR-2014-0003761 ORDER ~HOLDING 1 ]DISMISSING CHARGE(S) 
CHARGE(S): COUNT 1- BURGLARY - 118-1401 
Amended to: ----------------------------------------
[ ] Dismissed - insufficient evidence to hold defendant to answer charge(s). [ ]Bond exonerated. [ ]NCO Lifted. 
(Specify dismissed charge(s) on above line, if other charges still pending) 
[ ] Preliminary hearing having been waived by the defendant on the above listed charge(s), 
KJ Preliminary hearing having been held in the above entitled matter, and it appearing to me that the offense(s) set 
forth above has / have been committed, and there is sufficient cause to believe the named defendant is guilty 
thereof, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant is held to answer the above charge(s) and is bound over to District Court. 
The Prosecuting Attorney shall file an Information that includes all charges under this case number. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant be admitted to bail in the amount of$ _______ and is 
committed to the custody of the Kootenai County Sheriff pending the giving of such bail. 
[ ] Defendant was advised of the charges and potential penalties and of defendant's rights, and having waived his/her 
constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, thereafter pled guilty to the 
charge(s) contained in the Information filed by the Prosecuting Attorney. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all pretrial motions in this case shall be filed not later than 42 days after the date 
of this order unless ordered otherwise. All such pretrial motions in this matter shall be accompanied by a brief in support of the 
motion, and a notice of hearing for a date scheduled through the Court. 
THIS CASE IS ASSIGNED TO JUDGE 
ENTERED this Jjz day of ~ , 20-1!{_. 
Copies sent S / ~ (q_jgas follows: 
['i.J. Prosecutor U-1 [{]Defense Attorney PD :::t+5SLf 3 [ {J Defendant -~ [ ~ Office at fax 446-1224 
[ ] Assigned District Judge: [ ]interoffice delivery [ ]faxed _____ _ [ ] Jail (if in custody at fax 446-1407) 
5{lcoliy (~~~ 
C 
] KCSO Records fax 446-1307 (re: NCO) 
Deputy Clerk 
Order Holding Defendant/Dismissing Case 
Rev7/13 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM12 1/15/2014 Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 2014-3761 Rome, Sonny Charles 2014051~rel'iminary Status 
Judge Burton 
I Clerk Cristine Steckman 
Date 15/15/2014 II Location II 1K-COURTROOM12 
Time Speaker Note 
09:11:03 AM J Calls case, OF pres, DA Jay Logsdon, PA Laura McClinton 
II 09:11 :16 AM DA Leave set 
II 09:11:18 AM PA j3 witness 
09:11:24 AM J II Leave set for tomorrow afternoon 
I 09:11 :28 AM jend II 
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r 
Description CR 2014-3761 Rome, Sonny 20140516 Preliminary Hearing 
Judge Wayman 
w~~llL Clerk Wanda Butler 
!°ate 5/16/2014 I Location lK-
j COURTROOM4 
Time I Speaker ! Note ; 
~8 J 
! Sonny Rome CR14-3761 here out of custody with Mr. Logsdon Ms. 
M i McClinton for state. 
I 
02:10:55 IIPreliminary Hearing. PM 
! I 02,10,ss Mr .. I Waive reading complaint. 
PM Logsdon 
02:11 :03 I State filed motion to amend, forgot to bring that up to court at status. 
PM Ms. I Don't believe counsel has objection. We listed wrong crime this is 
McClinton I aiding and abetting amend that language in complaint. We had 
I j submitted an amended complaint some time ago. 
I 02:11 :53 ~I Reads complaint filed. I I PM 
~12:21 ~\:r t /first paragraph just indicated crime of burglary. That's fine 




J Thought it was burglary whether burglary or aided and abetted. 
PM 
' I 02:12:55 Ms. 
I PM McClinton Fine, Just wanted to make sure it was clear. I 
02:12:57 
Call Sarah Koenig. _J PM 
-- ·------·-·-r 
02:13:00 I . PM Clerk I Oath for testimony. 
02: 13 :21 -~ara ;-j I_am_e_m-pl-o-~-'--ed-at_W_a_lm-art_6_4_0_5_W_. P_ar_k_w_a_y_P_?_in-t-in-S-ta_t_e_L-in-.e-.-I~am--i 
PM Koeni j loss prevention. I have been ther.e ~ year. Descnbes general duties, 
g ! safety of store and arrests, shophftmg and burglary. 
02:14:18 i----1we do have alarm system EAS syst.em. Podium s_et at each door, when 
,-······················p··-~----_J _____________ _!~?~ __ ?._~~~~!~-~~!s __ ~!!_~~-~-~~ ~r~~~-~~e-~~?_:11cal alarm system._---···-
02:14:48 
PM 
I Antitheft device, set on merchandize when no deactivated will set off 
! alarm. Located at both entrances, the GM side grocery and garden 
! shop. GM means general merchandise. 
02: 15:26 i----i_ With !11-Y training, we have video cam. Trained on how to work video 
P~_ ....... _L. ____ ···----'·surveillance._ ---·-····----··-······-·····-·--·- --·--------···--·------- ··---------····--------·········· . ...J 
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I 02~~5o-· 1112/11/13 I was working. 
02:15:57 I 
PM J Weather was cold, recall really dark out. Roads wet in parking lot. 
1
1 I had just gotten back to the store from dropping off evidence at Post 
lalls PD. I started walking in noticed a Dodge pulled up right next to 
!doors. 
·1 
·,, 02: 16:43 . ~· . . . ., F;d that suspicious frotn tny tr~Iling. Passenger side tit'e~ ~f Duran. go 
• PM I was on my sidewalk. Color was goldish. The whole front of store is lit. 
· . 'I Parking lot lights there as well. 
·-02:1i29~, . !M~st of our arrests are hit and ~ ~ome in grab at1d ~. ~lirk right by ··-
PM I doors, run out and take off. 
02: 17:46 II.observed an older gentleman walking around vehicle,\:Vas talking to 
.EM I other customers that were exiting and entering the store. 
'I 02:18:05 ~il noticed that the front of the vehicle was bright \:Vhite, no license plate 
; . . £M I I numbers on vehicle, solid blank plate. 
I 02:18:25 ·~. .. ·.]I w~ ~bout 25-30 feet aw~y ~ ~~~ldn't tell what \:Va~ ·o~er it, it was PM I i covered. That was the front plate. 
I 02: 18 :51 I j I ran into the stores through GM. side, as. I entered the s~re headed. 
PM I I towards grocery observed~ female pushmg a cart runnmg through 
. i doors and set off the security system. 
02:19:26 /Yes, I got a look at the guy outside the Durango. The female was 
PM ! smaller, my height, smaller than me, pinkish white colored jacket with 
. . I hood over her head, late 40's early 50's. 
I 02:19:59 ]she ran through the grocery doors, she had a vacuum cleaner in cart. I 
I PM I heard siren go off. 
~P-2M"""'o:"'""l'"""s-,,----"i-11"'"""r_an_b ___ a.... ck-ou"""'t-s1-.d-e-th-e----st-o-re-,-I-o-b--se .... rv_e_d-th_e_:fi_em_a ___ le"'""run-------t----o_D_ur ___ an_g_o_,_run _ 
I ~ ito passengpr rbnr through vacuum 1n hP 111mnPd in and they c;,npfl off 
! - I ! -.1. ~vv.1., 1,..1..1....1.'-' .L.1..1., .l..L'-' J\.,1,..1...1..L.l-'- ~y-- ~~~-
I 
02:20:44 
..... :1 Srune car I observed as I went into the store. PM 
.. . .... , .... 
I 02:20:59 I :I Once I exited store, saw him get in car drivers side. PM '! 
I 02:21:13 II They drove off fast - sped right through parking lot very quickly. 
I PM . . . . . . . 
I 02:21 :27 I I was probably 25-30 feet from vehicle. I PM ..... -- ··-· . _ T_ .. ______ ------ ________ .. _______________________ --- --- --- ----- ·------------------ -- ---- ---------····--------·····-· --
02:21:45 
jNo passengers in the vehicle when I first observed it. 
PM ' i 
I 02:21:53 I I Yes recognize male that drove off. He is seated to the left side in a grey I 
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I 02:23:41 IIDA PM 
It shirt. 
! Sonny Romme and passenger saw video. Yes parties in Dodge 
!Durango. Observed Dodge Durango park- parked at wall. Female got 
I out, male got out, she messed with vehicle front plate. she bent down 
j in the back, he went back. She went in and he drove and parked the car 
I object 
i-···o2:23 :45 ·-·· ;·---··--·- I Finish question. 
! PM , 
I 02:23:51 Ms. I 
I PM Koenig ' 
I 02~ 54 IDA !Renew objection. 
-----'-----------------------1 I 02:58 p---~love~ed. 
I 02:24:00 !Ms. /By front of the Durango. She was in that store for - in and out in 5 
I PM I Koenig I minutes. ··-
···-·······-·-·--·················---····-·-·····r··--·----···-···-····-··i··-··· .. ------------ • ----·. ···--··-·-------·-···-··. ------·-·-··-----··-·····-··-··--· • -----·-·---··-···-----.··---···--·-······---···-
02:24:37 1Veh1cle was pullmg m back parkmg lot. Have a video shot of 1t, and its 
PM llit. From there it went to east side building wall by pharmacy. Both got 
I ·./ out, male g~t back in drivers side. F_emale went in store. Ma~e dro:e I [ and parked 1t. Then they left and exited out my front south side exit. 
I !Yes, I did have conversation with him on 4/4 this year. . 
;--0-2-:2-5-:4_8_11He call_ed,_ identified_himselfas Sonny R~me. He verbally r~layed !he 
PM /whole mc1dent, admitted he the whole things. Was very busmess hke. 
I He wanted to know how to pay restitution. I verbally advised him of 
j prior incident would be trespassed to my store. I mailed of him a copy 
! of the civil restitution. It was the vacuum. He verbally admitted it was 
I a vacuum, gal in questions, Amanda he didn't know what was going on 
I until got across state line. He asked if they did something illegal, and 
1 !she wouldn't answer and was pulled over. 
I~ -0-2-:2-7:-55-'---IMr. jCX PM Logsdon 
27:~~s. . ;-I B_e_fo_r_e_h_e_w_a_s -w-a-lk_i_n-g,_b_e_D_o_re_p_ar_k-ed_h_~_w_a_s_w-al_k_i.n_g ___ Wh __ e_n_s_h_e_c_am_e_1I 
PM Koemg I out of store, came back, and ran to the side and drove off. 
' 
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r····--··-·---··-··-····--·····---·--r-·-·--·-·-···-----, -··-·-····-···-··----·----·-····---···-··-·-···-·····--·--···------·---------·--··-·-----·--·-····-·-···-----·--·--·--··----··- .............. 
02:28:40 ! 9 out of 10 times that happens, they stop, and they will talk to 
PM I everybody. They will admit try to make deterrence to not look so 
I suspicious. 
I 
02:29:03 ~!step down. PM 
I 





JNo further evidence. 
~29:38 
PM ~SCI. t I Submit it. c moni 
~29:45 
PM INo argument. 
:················-···-···-·-·--·--------····· ...... ·--------·---·--·-··· ---····-··-·-. ------------··------------·-······-· ·····-······--··-··---·--····-·-······-----···-·-·--·-··-·----····---····-·---········---··-· ·······--------··-·-·-------··--·····-
02:29:46 I Preliminary hearing, states burden to prove, pretty substantial evidence 
PM I on each element, not the one that went in with intention to steal. All 
I I things point in that direction that this was a planned theft, actions 
I 
J I before vehicle was parked, and stopped, and license plates covered, 
land splitting up, park outside door, and person who went in comes 
I 
Jrunning out with stolen property to find waiting vehicle. Suspicious of 
I part of event. Then admission by DF about the stolen vacuum cleaner. 






I I solemnly swear this lady is Perjurizing herself. 
n~-..J, ·--...1 1.,,. .. FTD f"'-1..JTM rlUUUlit::U uy I f'I. UUIU . .. 
www.fortherecord.com 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
lll/4 HAY I 9 AH 10: 48 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 




Case No. CR-2014-3761 
INFORMATION 
BARRY McHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County ofKootenai, State ofldaho, 
who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse SONNY CHARLES ROME 
of the crime(s) of AIDING AND ABETTING in the COMMISSION of BURGLARY, Idaho 
Code §§18-1401, 18-204, committed as follows: 
That the Defendant, SONNY CHARLES ROME, on or about December 11, 2013 in the 
County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did aid and abet another and/or others who entered into a certain 
store, to-wit: Wal-Mart, located at 5405 West Pointe Parkway, Post Falls, Idaho with the intent to 
commit the crime of theft, and where the defendant agreed to aid in the commission of the burglary 
by driving an automobile to an area to facilitate the theft of merchandise , thereby aiding and/or 
INFORMATION: Page 1 
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encouraging the commission of the burglary, all of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of 
the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the People of the 
State of Idaho. 
DATED this J1__ day of May, 2014. 
BARRY McHUGH 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
F OOTEN COUNTY, IDAHO 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the Jit!.day of May, 2014, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
and the Order Holding was caused to be delivered to: 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE 
FAXED 446-1701 
INFORMATION: Page 2 
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ORIGINAL \IV 
STATE OFIDAHO J ~[ii~y OF KOOTENAITSS Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 




) CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
) Fel 
) 
) MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 




COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 25 and hereby moves the Court for an 
Order Disqualifying the Honorable JOHN T. MITCHELL in the above-entitled case. 
This motion is not made to hinder, delay or obstruct the administration of justice. 
DATED this 1 {, day of May, 2014. 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY:~ J$ (}SD{) 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Page 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct co1q;ghe foregoing was personally served by placing a copy of the same as indicated below on the day of May, 2014, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
_L. Interoffice Mail 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
Pagel 
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.--. ··-- - ~ - ~:-, ~ ,f\ ~ 
~ ,,;; '§ &~PiL 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
Plaintiff, ) Fel 
) 
V. ) 
) ORDER TO DISQUALIFY 
SONNY CHARLES ROME, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) ---------------
The Court having before it the timely Motion to Disqualify and good cause appearing, now, 
therefore 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable JOHN T. MITCHELL be and hereby is 
disqualified from hearing the above-entitled proceeding. 
DATED thisWla; of May, 2014. 
CLERK'S CERTIFIC~ 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the ~ J day of May, 2014, addressed to: 
<24V\cu_JU 
Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 446- l 70T 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 / c:.,d 
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Case No: CR-2014-3761 
ORDER ASSIGNING JUDGE ON 
DISQUALIFICATION WITHOUT CAUSE 
The Honorable John T. Mitchell, being disqualified pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a) from proceeding further in the above 
entitled action: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable Lansing L. Haynes, of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, is hereby assigned to take jurisdiction of the above entitled action for all further proceedings herein. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of the District Court of Kootenai County shall cause a copy of this 
Order Assigning Judge on Disqualification to be mailed or faxed to counsel for each of the parties, or if either of the 
parties are represented pro se, directly to the pro se litigant. 
DA TED this 2/ day of May, 2014. 
I certify that copies of this Order were served as follows: 
[~onorable Lansing L. Haynes, Interoffice Delivery (include file) 
1 Kootenai Coun1y Prosecutor-CR ~ Faxed (208) 446-1833 
/] Defendant's Counsel: Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
~ ~Faxed (208) 446-1701 
Dated: d ( , 2014 
By: 
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Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
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The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
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CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
Fel 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF 
PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, by and through his attorney Jay Logsdon, 
Public Defender and hereby moves the Court for an Order directing the clerk of the court to prepare 
and complete the transcript of the Preliminary Hearing held in the above-entitled matter on May 16, 
2014, before the Honorable Scott Wayman. This motion is made on the grounds that the transcript 
of said hearing is necessary for defense counsel in order to prepare a defense on behalf of the 
Defendant in this matter. 
Counsel for the Defendant further moves the Court to order that the costs necessary for the 
preparation and completion of the transcript be paid at county expense and at no expense to the 
Defense. This Motion is made on the grounds that the Defendant was determined to be indigent by 
the above-entitled Court on 4/21/2014, and further, that his representation is provided for by the 
Office of the Public Defender. 
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DATED this _A____,_( _ day of May, 2014 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY: 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct c$the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the .it)ClaY of May, 2014, addressed to: 
Transcript Department-Kootenai County Courthouse FAX 446-1187 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
_:J___ Interoffice Mail 
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Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
Plaintiff, ) Fel 
) 
V. ) ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF 
) PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT 
SONNY CHARLES ROME, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
The Court having before it the foregoing Motion and good cause appearing, now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the clerk of the court shall prepare and complete the 
transcript of the Preliminary Hearing held in the above-entitled matter on May 16, 2014. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the costs necessary for the preparation and completion of 
said transcript shall be paid at county expense and at no expense to the defense. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the transcript shall be complete and submitted to all parties 
to this action no later than the \ ~ day of :J~ , 2014. 
DA TED this J 7 day of May, 2014. 
LA~~~~'71\AU 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
MOTION TO DISMISS CHARGE OF 
AIDING AND ABETTING A BURGLARY 
---------------
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, and herby moves this Honorable Court to dismiss the charge of aiding 
and abetting a burglary alleged in the above entitled matter. 
This motion is made on the grounds that burglary as defined by statute I. C. § 18-1401 is 
unconstitutional on its face and as applied to this case under the First and Fourteenth 
Amendments to the United States Constitution and Article I§§ 9, 13 of the Idaho Constitution. 
Burglary is defined as: 
Every person who enters any house, room, apartment, tenement, shop, warehouse, 
store, mill, barn, stable, outhouse, or other building, tent, vessel, vehicle, trailer, 
airplane or railroad car, with intent to commit any theft or any felony, is guilty of 
burglary. 
This definition essentially describes an attempted felony or theft. 
Attempt consists of"(l) an intent to do an act ... which would in law amount to a 
crime; and (2) an act in furtherance of that intent which, as it is most commonly 
put, goes beyond mere preparation." 
State v. Fabeny, 132 Idaho 917,923 (Ct.App.1999) citing W. LaFAVE & A. SCOTT, 
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SUBSTANTIVE CRIMINAL LAW§ 6.2 (1986); see also State v. Otto, 102 Idaho 250,251 
(1981); State v. Gibson, 106 Idaho 491,492 (Ct.App.1984). The preparatory phase of a crime 
consists of "devising or arranging the means or measures necessary for the commission of the 
offense." Otto, 102 Idaho at 251 (quoting Perkins, Criminal Law 557 (2d ed.1969)). To go 
beyond mere preparation, the actions of the defendant must "reach far enough toward the 
accomplishment of the desired result to amount to the commencement of the consummation of 
the crime." Id. Of importance in this analysis is "the proximity of the act, both spatially and 
temporally, to the completion of the criminal design." Id. at 252 n. 2. It has been said that for a 
criminal attempt to occur, there "must be a dangerous proximity to success." Id. (quoting 
PERKINS, CRIMINAL LAW 572 (2d ed. 1969)). 
Thus, in State v. Pittman, Not Reported in A.3d, 2011 WL 320944, 
(N.J.Super.A.D.,2011), the Court found that a substantial step toward theft was committed when: 
defendant and his co-conspirators crafted a plan to forcefully steal from a taxi-
driver at gunpoint, and in furtherance thereof called a cab company, entered the 
cab with the intent to steal and armed with a gun, and commenced executing their 
plan, which was aborted when the cab driver was shot in the neck from behind. 
In State v. Walker, Not Reported in A.2d, 2009 WL 815650, (N.J.Super.A.D.,2009), the Court 
found the "defendant's entry of the vehicle, moving both the steering wheel and his feet in the 
foot weii area" were a substantial step toward car theft. And so, it comes as little surprise t..liat in 
Bryan v. State, not published in 716 A.2d 974 (Del.Supr.,1998) the Court held: 
3) The trial judge found Bryan delinquent of burglary third degree, but acquitted 
him of the attempted theft charge. Bryan argues that, if he did not commit 
attempted theft, then he could not have committed burglary, since the attempted 
theft was the predicate crime in the burglary charge. 
4) Bryan's argument lacks merit. Different verdicts must be rejected as being 
legally inconsistent only if the elements of the separate charges are identical. 
Alston v. State, Del.Supr., 410 A.2d 1019, 1020 (1980). The crimes of burglary 
and attempted theft have different elements. To be found delinquent on the charge 
of burglary in the third degree, the State had to prove that Bryan "knowingly 
enter[ ed] or remain[ ed] unlawfully in the building with intent to commit a crime 
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therein .... " 11 Del. C. § 824. On the charge of attempted theft, the State had to 
prove that Bryan intentionally took a "substantial step in a course of conduct 
planned to culminate in the commission of the crime" of theft. 11 Del. C. § 531. 
5) In this case, the Family Court was convinced that Bryan unlawfully entered his 
aunt's house with the intent to commit the crime of theft. The State failed to 
establish that, after Bryan's unlawful entry, Bryan took a "substantial step" in a 
plan to steal his aunt's property. Thus, there was no legal inconsistency in the 
Family Court's two verdicts. 
See also State v. Hall, 94 Or.App. 24 (Or.App.,1988). The fact is, mere entry is a not a 
substantial step toward anything. The Idaho Court of Appeals found that: 
the ambit of the [burglary] statute is remarkably broad. We so noted in Matthews 
l The statute does away with the common law requirement of a "breaking." At 
common law, burglary involved a forced breach of the security of the place 
entered. This was the "breaking" element. Thus, in common parlance, burglary 
came to be known as "breaking and entering." 
The Idaho statute omits this requirement; indeed, it does not even require a 
trespass. The statute establishes an offense based largely upon a state of mind-
the intent to commit a crime upon entry. Thus, it gives prosecutors the power, in 
essence, to charge shoplifting as a felony if the defendant conceived of the crime 
before entering the premises. Many states do not make it a crime to enter places 
open to the public. It has been argued that persons in Idaho should not be 
convicted of a felony for entering a public place with bad thoughts. However, our 
Supreme Court long ago concluded that I.C. § 18-1401 encompasses just such 
situations. 
On the other hand, it may be argued that the sweeping statute is useful as a means 
of dealing effectively with a series of shoplifting incidents, such as those which 
evidently occurred in the instant case. In any event, it is the role of the Legislature 
to define crimes and to establish penaities. The Legislature apparently intended 
our burglary statute to have wide application. Absent any constitutional infirmity, 
which Matthews has not alleged, our duty is to enforce the statute as it exists. If 
reform is needed, the task must be left to the Legislature. Accordingly, we cannot 
sustain Matthews' challenge to the burglary statute. 
See State v. Bull, 47 Idaho 336,276 P. 528 (1929); Fla.Stat.§ 810.02(1) (1985); N.J.Stat.Ann. § 
2C:18-2 (1983). See generally 2 W.R. LAFAVE AND A.W. SCOTT, JR., SUBSTANTIVE 
CRIMINAL LAW,§ 8.13(a) (1986). While Matthews may have failed to recognize the issue, it 
is plain that I.C. § 18-1401 deprives the accused of equal protection of the law and freedom of 
speech. 
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I. EQUAL PROTECTION 
Equal protection of the law is guaranteed by Article 1, Section 2 of the Idaho 
Constitution and by the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution. 
The principle underlying equal protection is that all persons in like circumstances 
should receive the same benefits and burdens of the law. Accordingly, no equal 
protection analysis is required and no violation of equal protection will be found 
in situations where the State has not engaged in the disparate treatment of 
similarly situated individuals. 
State v. Jones, 140 Idaho 41, 51 (Ct.App.2003) citing Shobe v. Ada County, Bd. oJComm'rs, 130 
Idaho 580, 585-86 (1997); Northcutt v. Sun Valley Co., 117 Idaho 351,357 (1990); Bon Appetit 
Gourmet Foods, Inc. v. State, Dep't of Employment, 117 Idaho 1002, 1003 (1989); Aeschliman v. 
State, 132 Idaho 397,401 (Ct.App.1999); State v. Rountree, 129 Idaho 146, 151 (Ct.App.1996). 
LC.§ 18-1401 separates those intending a theft or felony at the moment they enter an 
enclosed structure from those who do not, or who intend a theft or felony one moment after 
entry, or who intend prior to entry, decide against the theft or felony, but after entering, change 
their mind again. No explanation can be given for why these individuals deserve to be punished 
under I.C. § 18-1403 rather than I.C. § 18-306 in conjunction with the intended theft or felony. 
Essentially, the defendant is in a category of those who intend to commit theft and then singled 
out for a longer and more arduous process as well as far harsher punishment because that intent 
existed while entering a structure. The line the law draws is entirely arbitrary and cannot stand. 
II. FREEDOM OF SPEECH 
The First Amendment to the United State Constitution prevents a state from passing a law 
that outlaws speech based on content, except for a few exceptions. See Gitlow v. New York, 268 
U.S. 652 (1925). "Regulations which permit the Government to discriminate on the basis of the 
content of the message cannot be tolerated under the First Amendment." Regan v. Time, Inc., 468 
U.S. 641, 648-649 (1984). See also Police Dept. of Chicago v. Mosley, 408 U.S. 92, 95 (1972). 
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The First Amendment presumptively places this sort of discrimination beyond the power of the 
government. As the Supreme Court of the United States reiterated in Leathers v. Medlock, 499 
U.S. 439, 448-49 (1991) quoting Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 24 (1971):" 'The 
constitutional right of free expression is ... intended to remove governmental restraints from the 
arena of public discussion, putting the decision as to what views shall be voiced largely into the 
hands of each ofus ... in the belief that no other approach would comport with the premise of 
individual dignity and choice upon which our political system rests."' There are exceptions to 
this right, and the only which could apply to this conduct is true threats. 
"True threats" encompass those statements where the speaker means to communicate a 
serious expression of an intent to commit an act of unlawful violence to a particular individual or 
group of individuals. See Watts v. United States, 394,705, 708 (1969) ("political hyberbole" is 
not a true threat); R.A. V. v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377,388 (1992). The speaker need not 
actually intend to carry out the threat. Rather, a prohibition on true threats "protect[s] individuals 
from the fear of violence" and "from the disruption that fear engenders," in addition to protecting 
people "from the possibility that the threatened violence will occur." Id. 
Here, the Legislature has chosen to outlaw thoughts of theft. It has long been the stance 
of this nation that an actus reus is required for a crime, and that "thought crime" is impossible in 
a civilized society and under the First Amendment. US. v. Ba/sys, 524 U.S. 666, 714 (1998) 
(Ginsburg, J., dissenting); Robinson v. California, 370 U.S. 660 (1962). Mere intentions alone 
cannot make a crime. See Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S. 246, 250 (1952) ("The contention 
that an injury can amount to a crime only when inflicted by intention is no provincial or transient 
notion. It is as universal and persistent in mature systems of law as belief in freedom of the 
human will and a consequent ability and duty of the normal individual to choose between good 
and evil"). To prohibit thought crime has been recognized to be "anathema to the first 
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Amendment." quoting Jackson v. Thurmer, 748 F.Supp.2d 990, 995 (W.D.Wis.2010); see also 
US. v. Farhane, 634 F.3d 127, 182-83 (2nd Cir.2011) (Raggi, J., concurring in part); U.S. v. 
Kaechele, 466 F.Supp.2d 868 (E.D.Mich.2006); but see People v. Keister, 198 Cal.Rptr.3d 566 
(Cal.App.2011) (thought crime argued as violating Equal Protection Clause); 
Thus, the question presented here is, can the government bootstrap an intention to an 
innocent action and create a crime? There is nothing novel about this issue, as the Second Circuit 
found in US. v. Crowley, 318 F.3d 401,408 (2003): 
The problem faced by the drafters [ of the Model Penal Code] was that to punish 
as an attempt every act done to further a criminal purpose, no matter how remote 
from accomplishing harm, risks punishing individuals for their thoughts alone, 
before they have committed any act that is dangerous or harmful. 
In cases where attempt is alleged, it is for precisely these concerns that the accused are exonerated. 
See Enoch v. State, So.3d 344, 362 (Fl.App.2012) citing State v. Gaines, 431 So.2d 736, 737 
(Fl.App.1983) ("thinking about an illegal act is not, by itself, a crime"). 
The issue is succinctly stated by the Third Circuit in US. v. Tykarsky, 446 F.3d 458 (3rd. 
Cir.2006): 
As other courts of appeals have observed, it is clear that [18 U.S.C. § 2423(b)] 
does not punish thought alone. At least one act must occur for an individual to be 
convicted under§ 2423(b): crossing a state line. See [US. v. Bredimus, 352 F.2d 
200, 208 (5th. Cir.2003)] ("Consistent with our fellow circuits, therefore, we find 
that Section 2423(b) does not prohibit mere thought or mere preparation because 
it requires as an element that the offender actually travel in foreign commerce."); 
United States v. Gamache, 156 F.3d 1, 8 (1st Cir.1998). That§ 2423(b) contains 
an actus reus component, however, does not alone make it constitutional. The 
government cannot punish what it considers to be an immoral thought simply by 
linking it to otherwise innocuous acts, such as walking down the street or chewing 
gum. If§ 2423(b) proscribed interstate travel with the mere abstract intent to 
engage in sexual activity with a minor at some undetermined point in the future, 
this would be a more difficult case. 
But it does not. Contrary to Tykarsky's characterization, the relationship between 
the mens rea and the actus reus required by § 2423(b) is neither incidental nor 
tangential. Section 2423(b) does not simply prohibit traveling with an immoral 
thought, or even with an amorphous intent to engage in sexual activity with a 
minor in another state. The travel must be for the purpose of engaging in the. 
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unlawful sexual act. See United States v. Hayward, 359 F.3d 631,638 (3d 
Cir.2004) (holding that the government must show that the criminal sexual act 
was a dominant purpose of the trip, not a merely incidental one). By requiring that 
the interstate travel be "for the purpose of' engaging in illicit sexual activity, 
Congress has narrowed the scope of the law to exclude mere preparation, thought 
or fantasy; the statute only applies when the travel is a necessary step in the 
commission of a crime. 
(italics in original). Note that LC. § 18-1401 does not contain a "for the purpose of' provision 
saving it from constitutional impropriety. 
Moreover, laws such as Idaho's burglary statute also chill speech and thought. See R.A. V v. 
City of St. Paul, Minn., 505 U.S. 3 77, 402 (1992). Justice Frankfurter wrote a concurring opinion in 
Dennis v. United States, 341 U.S. 494 (1951), that would later form the basis of the current test for 
criminal advocacy in Brandenburg v. Ohio 395 U.S. 444, 447-8 (1969). The Justice found: 
It is true that there is no divining rod by which we may locate 'advocacy.' 
Exposition of ideas readily merges into advocacy. The same Justice who gave 
currency to application of the incitement doctrine in this field dissented four times 
from what he thought was its misapplication. As he said in the Gitlow dissent, 
'Every idea is an incitement.' Even though advocacy of overthrow deserves little 
protection, we should hesitate to prohibit it if we thereby inhibit the interchange of 
rational ideas so essential to representative government and free society. 
341 U.S. at 545-46 quoting Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652,637 (1925) (Holmes, J., dissenting). 
Thus, it is difficult to see how a law which makes mere intention to commit a crime while entering a 
four-walled structure will lead to ten year imprisonment does not interfere with protected speech. 
The marketplace of ideas is hardly open to all if the state may argue that individuals who have 
expressed certain ideas hold certain intentions and that those intentions are "triggered" by everyday 
actions, such as going to the store. 
There was a popular book in the 1970s in this country called Steal this Book. Abbie 
Hoffman had it published in 1971. No one ever attempted to prevent its publication. Had Mr. 
Hoffman known that he could likely find himself arrested for burglary every time he entered a 
building, he likely never would have written it. It is not for the state of Idaho's Legislature to 
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decide what thoughts are criminal. By making innocent conduct coupled with unpopular 
thoughts a felony, Idaho has gone far beyond the constraints of the First Amendment and chilled 
constitutionally protected conduct. This law must not be allowed to stand. This Court must 
strike it down. 
CONCLUSION 
In this particular case, the state charges the defendant with aiding and abetting a burglary 
on the basis of driving his girlfriend's daughter to and from a structure she entered allegedly 
intending a theft at the moment when she entered said structure. The state cannot provide a 
rational explanation for the increase of punishment purely on the basis of the fact that for a split 
second while entering a structure with four walls and a ceiling, the defendant's girlfriend's 
daughter may have intended to commit a theft. The charge of aiding and abetting a burglary 
against the defendant singles him out for disparate treatment from thefts that do not occur inside 
structures on absurd grounds and cannot stand. Further, the charge punishes him for his 
girlfriend's daughter's thoughts by coupling thinking with innocent conduct. This violates the 
First Amendment directly and by chilling protected speech. 
DATED this __ li_· __ day of June, 2014. 
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18-1401 Constitutional challenge. Court has read the memo in 
support. Court did not receive any opposition from the State. 
As applied challenge. Parties agreed the Court could review and 
use the police report as the alledged facts. Def was outside of 
Walmart. In Idaho Burglary is defined with some element of 
trespass. Petit theft creates it's own crime. We listed a number of 
cases. Nobody could prove an attempted petit theft. Bad thoughts. 
Aiding and abeting issue. Did a burglary take place rather than a 
petit theft? My client and his girlfriend's daughter arrived. She 
entered and he drove around and waited. He had a conversation 
with an officer shopping. Woman came out of Walmart and they 
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Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 . 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446--1833 · 
FAX No. 208-446-1840 P. 001 
_STAlE Of IDAHO · J 
FCIL6UNTY OF KoonNAuSS ' Ea:' . 
. : 
: 201~JUL-7 PH; 2: 23 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE.FIRST ruDICIAL DISTRICT OF UIE STATE OF 
. IDAHO, IN .AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SONNY CHARLES RO:ME, 
· Defendant · 
Case No. CR~2014-3761 
ORDER ON.MOTION To· 
DISMISS 
The above matters came on for a hearing before the Honorable JUDGE LANSING 
HAYNES, on the 27'& day of Jun~. 2014. The State was.represented by DONNA GARDNER, 
. Deputy Prosecuting Attomey, for Kootenai County, Idaho. The defendant ~ present,. 
. . 
represented by JAY LOGSDON, Attorney fo.t the De:fendant. After argument from all parties,. 
the Cou..'1: enters its order as follov"~: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant's MOTION TO DISMISS is DENIED. 
ENTERED this 1 day of~ 2014. 
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2014/JUN/27/FRI 13:06 KO KO PROSECUTORS FAX No. 208-446-1840 P. 002 
. . CERTiFI01 ~F SERVICE . . . . 
I lierebrcertify that on the _7_ day of ~ · , 2014, copies of the foregoing do~~~=::::::::::::::::e:::::3: · . · 
~ Defense Counsel Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 208- 446-1701 
___ Defense Counsel F'.AX:.__ __ · ________ _ 
____ Defendant ____________ _ 
____ Kootenai County Sheriff's Office KCSD jailsgts(a),kcgov .us 
____ Idaho Probation & Parole - Distl@idoc.idaho.gov 
____ Idaho Department of Correction FAX 208-327-7445 . . 
___ CCD Sentencing Team~ - CCDSentencingTeam@idoc.idaho.gov 
____ Idaho Department of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 
____ Community Service Interoffice M.ail or FAX 20,8-446-1193 
---~ Auditor nvigil@kcgov.us 
___ BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) FAX 208-884-7i 93 
____ Kootenai County Law Library/Transcription FAX 208-446-1187 
Central Records Centra1Records@idoc.idaho.gov 
____ ISP Forensics Lab F Ax:208-209-8716 
Idaho State· Industrial Commission, FAX: 208-334.ft5145 
JIM BRANNON, CHIEF DEPUTY 
CLERK. OF THE DlSTRlCT COURT 
Depu'"t'y Clerk 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1971 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. F14-3761 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION TO AMEND 
vs. ) THE INFORMATION 
) 
SONNY C. ROME, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW, BARRY McHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho, and 
hereby moves this Court to amend the Information in this matter. 
DA ...... 1 pl.Jr-.. +1,.;s :J / a'ay of ::[ ~ l, vf 2" 1 LI 
~ uu _ , u~+ 1Jt14b-
AR~RHAREN 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Prosecutor's Certificate of Transmittal: 
I here?y certify that on the 3/ day of T;. 7 0 ija' true and correct copy 
of the foregomg was caused to be mm.led to: · 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE, FAXED 
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Lug Ul lJ'l...-'-.,VU.l'l..1.l'I..VVlV.l7 UH 0/ 11/kVl'"t 
Description CR 2014-3761 Rome, Sonny 20140811 Status Conference 
Judge Haynes n 0 
Clerk Suzi Sverdsten - /\ 
Court Reporter Samantha Drummond ~ 1 Y~ 
Da~/11/2014 Location 111 K-COl'.JRTROOM9 
Time Speaker 










02:09:11 PM End 
Note 
Def is not in custody. PD-Jay Logsdon KCPA-Art Verharen. 
State filed a Motion to Amend the Information adds a Part II, 
any objection? 
Not part of the original complaint so not part of the Prelim 
hearing. 
No prejudice at the PH. Amended Info to be filed. 
The Court received a letter from def, inferred he was not 
satisifed with his attorney. 
Beg the Court and PA's forgiveness. I want Mr. Logsdon to 
continue. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 






SONNY CHARLES ROME, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO. F14-3761 
ORDER TO AMEND 
THE INFORMATION 
Based upon the foregoing Motion and good cause appearing, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the INFORMATION is amended. 
ENTERED this ____ii_ day of_----.~,___._..· .. .,. ·1-=--~-=-.ec_-+_-_· __ , 2o_ff_. 
JUDGE 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the _Jj_ day of ~.l~d: , 2014 copies of the foregoing 
document(s) were mailed, postage prepaid, or sent by facsimile or inter office mail to: 
_& Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County FAX 208-446-1833 
~ Defense Counsel Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 208- 446-1701 
Defense Counsel FAX ---- --------------
Defendant ---- ---------------
---- Kootenai County Sheriff's Department jailsgts@kcgov.us 
____ Idaho Probation & Parole - Distl@idoc.idaho.gov 
____ Idaho Department of Correction FAX 208-327-7445 
____ CCD Sentencing Team - - CCDSentencingTeam@idoc.idaho.gov 
____ Idaho Department of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 
____ Community Service Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1193 
____ nvigil@kcgov.us 
____ BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) FAX 208-884-7193 
____ Kootenai County Law Library/Transcription FAX 208-446-1187 
____ Central Records Centra1Records@idoc.idaho.gov 
Idaho State Police FAX 208-884-7197 
Idaho Industrial Commission FAX 208-332-7559 
JIM BRANNON 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By•Q~, 2~ 
Deputylerk 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 





Case No. CR-2014-3761 
AMENDED INFORMATION 
BARRY McHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, 
who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse SONNYCHARLES ROME 
of the crime(s) ofBURGLARY, Idaho Code §§18-1401, 18-204, 19-2514, committed as follows: 
That the Defendant, SONNY ,CHARLES ROME, on or about December 11, 2013 in the 
County ofKootenai, State ofldaho, did aid and abet another who entered into a store, to-wit: Wal-
AMENDED INFORMATION: Page 1 
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Mart, located at 5405 West Pointe Parkway, Post Falls, with the intent to commit the crime of theft, 
all of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided 
and against the peace and dignity of the People of the State ofldaho. 
PART II 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the Court that the defendant, SONNY CHARLES 
ROME, while committing the offense(s) of Burglary as charged in the Amended Information, had 
been previously been convicted of at least two (2) separate felony offenses, and, pursuant to I.C. § 19-
2514, is properly considered a persistent violator. Defendant's previous convictions consist of the 
following felony offenses: 
1) Count I, Third Degree Assault/Count II, Second Degree Theft, Snohomish County, 
State of Washington, Case No. 07-1-01477-7, date ofJudgmentand Sentence 01-29-
08. 
2) Forgery, Snohomish County, State of Washington, Case No. 07-1-01698-2, date of 
Judgment and Sentence 01-29-08. 
3) Forgery, Snohomish County, State of Washington, Case No. 07-1-02659-7, date of 
Judgment and Sentence 01-29-08. 
DATED this _5_) _ day of July, 2014. 
AMENDED INFORMATION: Page 2 
BARRY McHUGH 
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
FOR KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO 
~ ~(!A\~ 
ART VERHAREN 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 1 f day of July, 2014, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
and was caused to be delivered to: 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE 
FAXED 446-1701 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY: 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 













Case No. CRF 14-3761 
MOTION FOR COMMITTAL OF 
DEFENDANT UPON CONVICTION 
COMES NOW, Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, 
and, pursuant to LC. § 19-2319, hereby moves this Honorable Court for its Order committing the 
Defendant upon conviction to the custody of the Kootenai County Sheriffs Department to await 
judgment from the Court in this matter. 
DATED this ./!S__ day of August, 2014. 
Jk;;f?~(~ 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the _J_$__ day of August, 20 4, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be FAXED to the PUBLIC DEF RS OFFICE. ... __ 
MOTION FOR COMMITTAL OF DEFENDANT UPON CONVICTION - 1 
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09:13:10 AM PD/PA 
09:13:17 A Def 
09:13:34 AM J 
09:15:09 AM J 
6:17 AM Def 
End 
Note 
f is not in custody. KCPA-Art Verharen PD-Jay Logsdon 
Client is seeking to hire a private attorney. Will waive speedy trial 
rights. 
Believe I will be coming into money. I heard Mr. Nixon is very 
good. 
Discretion of the Court. Case has been heavily litigated. State 
filed Amended Info and will move to have def taken into custody 
if convicted. Denies continuance. 
Ready for trial. 
I be explained habitual offender. 
Talk to your lawyer. 
If defense files witness list it will be due close of the day 
tomorrow. 
I respect the Court. If I've said anything out of line I apologize. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
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ORIGINAL 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 DJ~ AUG 22 PH 2: 43 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 










CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
Plaintiff, Fel 
V. 
MOTION IN LIMINE 
SONNY CHARLES ROME, 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, Deputy 
Public Defender, and pursuant to I.R.E. 103 ( c ), 104( a), and 104 ( c ), hereby moves, in limine, for 
this Court to order the following: 
I. To exclude any testimony during trial relating to Mr. Rome's criminal convictions. Such 
testimony is not permissible as Idaho Rule of Evidence 404(b) disallows the admission of 
evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts to prove a defendant's criminal propensity. 
Furthermore, admission of such evidence should be excluded as its probative value is 
substantially outweighed by the danger of unfair prejudice. See I.R.E. 403. 
2. To exclude evidence of the defendant's felony record. The evidence would be more 
prejudicial than probative of the defendant's credibility and poses a strong risk of 
impermissibly securing the conviction in this matter on the basis of the jury's perception 
MOTION IN LIMINE Page 1 
T 
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of the defendant's propensity to commit crime. 
The determination of whether evidence of a witness' prior conviction of a crime will be 
admitted under I.R.E. 609 involves a two-tiered inquiry under LR.E. 609 and 404(b ). 
The court must first consider whether the previous conviction is relevant to the witness' 
credibility; and second whether its probative value outweighs its unfair prejudicial effect. 
See State v. Bush, 131 Idaho 22, 30,951 P.2d 1249, 1257 (1997). 
"The sharpest and most prejudicial impact of the practice of impeachment 
by conviction* **is upon one particular type of witness, namely, the 
accused in a criminal case who elects to take the stand. If the accused is 
forced to admit that he has a 'record' of past convictions, particularly if 
the convictions are for crimes similar to the one on trial, there is an 
obvious danger that the jury, despite instructions, will give more heed to 
the past convictions as evidence that the accused is the kind of man who 
would commit the crime on charge, or even that he ought to be put away 
without too much concern with present guilt, than they will to the 
legitimate bearing of the past convictions on credibility." 
State v. Palmer, 98 Idaho 845, 846 (1978) quoting McCormick, Evidence 
s43 (2ded.1972). 
3. Should the defendant in this case testify, it would result in unfair prejudice if the state is 
allowed to reveal his branding as a felon. The defendant has not been convicted of a 
felony since 2002. The ancient and odd precept accepted by courts that a felony 
conviction has some bearing on the credibility of a witness is on its face wrong. In 
today's society, a felony conviction can result from no small number of acts that have 
nothing whatsoever to do with one's honesty. See, e.g., LC. § 18-5602; LC. § 23-938; 
LC.§ 25-3506(2). The use of felony conviction to secure further convictions is a vicious 
and unjust cycle. LR.E. 609 is fundamentally unfair, and this Court should find that use 
of a felony conviction to impugn the character of a defendant is a denial of Due Process 
MOTION IN LIMINE Page2 
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and guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution and 
Article I § 13 of the Idaho Constitution. 
4. To exclude use of the term "victim" to describe Wal-Mart during trial. Reference to a 
complaining witness as a victim invades the fact finding province of the jury as well as 
the defendant's right to a presumption of innocence. Use of the victim label creates a 
grave risk that jurors will be subtly influenced to convict by attentional bias, the 
bandwagon effect, confirmation bias, the framing effect, selective perception, and the 
Semmelweis reflex. Further, allowing the Court's reference to a complaining witness as a 
"victim" gives credence to the label. The Courts of Utah, as well as other states, have 
ruled that it is improper to refer to the complaining witness as a "victim" when the 
defendant denies the commission of a crime. State v. Devey, 130 P.3d 90 (Utah 2006). 
The Utah Supreme Court stated in that case: 
Devey asserts that the trial court erred by denying his motion in limine to prohibit the 
State and its witnesses from referring to the child as "the victim." Devey contends that, 
as a result, one of the State's witnesses referred to the child as "the victim" thereby 
depriving Devey of the constitutional right to the presumption of innocence. We agree 
with Devey that in cases such as this where a defendant claims that the charged crime 
did not actually occur, and the allegations against that defendant are based almost 
exclusively on the complaining witness's testimony the trial court, the State, and all 
witnesses should be prohibited from referring to the complaining witness as "the 
victim." See, e.g., Jackson v. State, 600 A.2d 21, 24 (Del.1991) (stating, on appeal from 
a rape conviction, that "[t]he term 'victim' is used appropriately during trial when there 
is no doubt that a crime was committed and simply the identity of the perpetrator is in 
issue. We agree with defendant that the word 'victim' should not be used in a case 
where the commission ofa crime is in dispute."); Veteto v. State,8 S.W.2d 805, 816-17 
(Tex.App.2000) (stating, on appeal from a conviction for aggravated sexual assault of a 
child, that "[t]he sole issue of [the defendant's] case was whether he committed the 
various assaults on [the child]. Referring to [the child] as the victim instead of the 
alleged victim lends credence to her testimony that the assaults occurred and that she 
was, indeed, a victim." (citation omitted))" 
MOTION IN LIMINE Page 3 
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5. To prohibit the arresting officer in this case from sitting at the prosecution table during 
the jury trial in this matter. This Motion is made on the grounds that the presence of the 
arresting officer at the prosecution table during the trial would create too great an 
impression that he is "clothed with public authority", thereby improperly enhancing his 
credibility with the jury. State of Kansas v. Sampson,_ P.3d _, 2013 WL 1850745 
at *6 (Kan. May 3, 2013). 
6. To direct counsel for the state to admonish its witnesses of this Court's ruling. 
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral 
argument, evidence and/ or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is 10 minutes. 
~l_ DATED this ____ day of August, 2014. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY: ~ -:foc;,ac{ L-
J~ ~GSDOj( 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by 
placing a copy of the same as indicated below on the ;2;< day of August, 2014, addressed 
to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
/ Interoffice Mail 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SEPTEMBER 3, 2014 
1. CHERYL SUTTON, 
2. SONNY ROME, 
3. RODNEY GEIGER, 
4. DONALD EDWARDS, 
SeQtember 9, 2014 




























The above captioned cases remain active and scheduled for trial commencing Wednesday, 
September 3, 2014, at 9:00 a.m. Any remaining cases will be tried on a to-follow basis in the order listed 
above. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that counsel and parties are to be prepared to begin their respective 
trials at such time or as soon thereafter as trials with higher priority have concluded. In the event that the 
#1 case settles prior to the trial date, the trailing case will be advanced to start Wednesday morning at 9:00 
a.m. If the #1 case settles on the day scheduled to begin trial, the next trailing case would commence with 
jury selection at 1: 15 p.m. on Thursday. It will be the responsibility of the parties to keep themselves 
informed of the status of all cases higher in priority. 
Trials not heard the week of September 3rd will be heard the week of September 9th. If Geiger and 
Edwards are not heard the week of September 3rd, they will commence after Parker. 
Dated this J] day of A.':,uts , 2014. 
AMENDED ORDER SETTING TRIAL PRIORITY: 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that on the dl. day of /1l,o'-'I...) t2014, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing Order Setting Trial Priority was faxed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor 
(Gardner, McClinton, McGovern, Verharen) 
Fax: 208-446-1840 













AMENDED ORDER SETIING TRIAL PRIORITY: 2 
JIM BRANNON ::E~;~co~ 
eputyClerk 
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Description CR 2014-3761 Rome, Sonny 20140829 ~ 
Judge Haynes G ifilc 
Clerk Tavlor Luckey r-
Court Re'porterVal Nunemacher {A ' .· }( h~ 
Date 8/29/2014 Location 111 ~c-oufU'ROOM9 /I 
V 
Time Speaker Note 
10:05:07 AM Judge Calls Case Defendant Present with Jay Logsdon Representing; PA Present, 
Haynes Stan Mortenson 
10:05:52 AM Felony from 2002 not 2008. One was for forgery. Would like to 
DA just put the defendant on the stand and have him testify that yes 
he is a convicted 
10:06:59 AM J Oo"i'"''"S rule. 
10:07:27 AM Rule 609, this evidence can be admitted for limited purpose. Can 
be done so if the court determines that the nature of the prior 
conviction relates to the credibility to the witness. 
Underline concern, no one wants the defendant to be convicted 
of past crimes. The jury would make the inference. The prior 
PA crimes are forgery crimes. Forgery is a crime of dishonesty. 
Underlying reason to protect the defendant so we are only 
concerned on this crime. 
Jury should have prior conviction in context. Not sure the jury 
wouldn't make the leaps and boundaries we don't want them to 
make. 
10:10:14 AM See a robbery. Only addressing the forgery crimes. Want to 
PA enter into evidence that he was convicted once before of forgery, 
one or two times wouldn't make a difference, argue both should 
come in. Relative date 2008, jury should know. 
10:12:46 AM DA Don't see a reason to do that. The date is unnecessary. 
10:13:34 AM Allowing the state to introduce the evidence def has been 
J 
convicted of "A Forgery in 2008". Probative. 2 verses 1 isn;t 
important, conviction was same date. Date is important, jury 
doesn't need to assume or guess. 
II 10:15:30 AM PA Robery was an assault and theft. 
10:15:53 AM J No need for an order. The parties understand the perameters. 
10:16:11 AM PA Mr. Verharen will try case. 
10:16:15 AM DA to submit order for clear guideline. 
J 
Other motion in limine 
10:16:35 AM PA Not intending on viewed Walmart as victim. No additional burden 
to not use that terminology. Will conceed. 
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10:17:10 AM Walmart will not be termed as a victim. 
J 
Other motion in limine. 
110:17:30 AM IPA Can't speak for Mr. Verharen. Don't see any rule or caselaw preventing. Object to that 
10:18:05 AM There is a rule. Off the top of my head, I can't remember. In rules 
of evidence. Essential 
DA Officer can be ceeded. I don't think there is a case law. The 
language of the rule makes it sound like it's not discretionary. 
Testifying police officers are problematic to the jury. Not allow 
office to sit at counsel table. I believe that it's uncontitutional. 
10:20:07 AM J Hold in advance on the ruling. Would like to cite some authority. 
Will ask the attending pros. 
10:20:54 AM Will start Wednesday morning the 3rd. 
10:21:06AM PA/DA II okay 
10:21:09 AM J II Meet in chambers Wednesday morning .. 
10:21:19 AM End I 
10:44:24 AM EJ Rule 615 in Rules of Evidence Thought it spoke of officer witness. Think it leaves it open for the office. 
I 10:45:11 AM IIJ 
I 10:45:21 AM II End 
I Will take it up at 8:45 in chambers. 
I 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
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Jay Logsdon. Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Pubiic Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
ST)i'r: CF IOAHO l 
CCUHTY OF KOOTENAI} SS 
FILED: 
201~ SEP -2 PH I: 31 
0 PUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-J4w0003761 
Fel 
ORDER IN LIMINE 
The Court, having before it the defendant's Motion in Limine and having heard argument on 
August 29, 2014, now therefore: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the state may impeach the defendant by asking him whether he 
\~· ~~\•""t ,,~Ce",..._ of 
had committej't forge1y in 2008. No further info1mation about the defendant's prior felonies 
may go to the jmy during the trying of the Burglary charge. 
ORDERED this _ ...... d:-~ __ day of September, 2014. 
Jm~~s'f~ 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
ORDER IN LIMINE Page 1 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the J day of September, 2014, addressed to: 
e, 
Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 446-1701 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 * ViaFax 
Interoffice Mail 
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Description CR 2014-3761 Rome, Sonny 20140903 J't. {al Day 1 {? 
Judge Haynes ( ~ ()~ 
Clerk Taylor Luckey '-- l~ , UC/UA.Jj... 
Court Reporter Val Nunemacher 
Date 9/3/2014 Location JJ1K-COUR1 ~OOM9 II 
V 
Time II Speaker Note 
09:12:44 AM Judge Calls Case 
Defendant Present with Jay Logsdon Representing; PA Present, 
Haynes Art Verharen 
09:13:21 AM I Explains process I 
09:14:05 AM Clerk Calls Roll of Jury 
09: Cw,-,-.:,r \ Oir Dire 
('\Q·?()· 1? J II FYnl::iins jury process. Makes Introductions. 
II t1!=}:22:1 Calls 35 Jurors 
09:32:52 AM J Explains Voir Dire. Reads Information. Voir Dire. 
09:44:16 AM I Excuses 44. I 
09:44:32 AM Clerk I Calls Replacement, 5. I 
1~5:25A J I Continues Voir Dire. I 
7:43 AM Excuses 3. 
09:47:47 AM Clerk Calls Replacement, 21. 
09:48:56 AM J ! Continues Voir Dire. 
09:50:59AM PA ~Dire. 
10:10:49 AM J uses 35. 
10:10:55 AM Clerk · Calls Replacement, 64. 
10:11:30 AM J Voir Dire. 
10:14:34 AM PA \ I ~- l"Y V VII L.Jllv. 
:20AM IIJ Excuses 64. 
:44AM Clerk Calls Replacement, 15. 
0:17:22 AM IJ I Voir Dire. 
10:17:43 AM Admonishes jurors. 10 Mins. 
10:18:23 AM RECESS 
10:18:27 AM 
J 
Recalls Case. Parties Present - Mayli Walsh Present in addition. 
Jurors reassembled. 
10:31:17 AM PA I Continues Vair Dire. 
I 
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J. a1;;1;., £. VJ. J.£. 
10:34:29 AM I Pass For Cause I 
10:34:32 AM J I Introductions for Mayli Walsh I 
10:34:45 AM DA 
Voir Dire 
Logsdon 
10:53:02 Move to Excuse 60 
10:53:12 Questions 60 
10:54:40 Not going to Excuse 
10:54:44AM DA 
Pass For Cause 
Logsdon 
~]J Explains Preemptory Challenges. Admonishes jurors. 
10:55:31 AM RECESS 
11:24:33 AM J I Recalls Case. Parties Present. I 
11:24:49 AM I Calls Final 13 Jurors. Excuses remaining jurors. I 
11:27:54 A Clerk I Swear Try Cause Oath I 
11 :28:26 Arv J Explains process. 
11 :29: 11 Arv ds opening Jury instructions. 
11:42: ak for lunch, back at 1 :15pm. Admonishes jury. 
11:43:03 A ry not present. 
11:43:15 AM DA 
Move to exclude witnesses 
Logsdon 
J 11:43:23 AM I J Grant motion. Reciprocal. 
! 11:43:43 AM I RECESS 
I 01:19:59 PM IIJ II Recalls case. Parties present. Jury not present. I 
01:20:04 PM 
DA 
Been asked to renew motion for continuance. Def did watch the 
video in this case. He feels he would like the advice from another 
Logsdon 
attorney. 
01:20:49 PM Opposed to that. Case has been pending for quite some time. 
PA Logsdon has been on the case the entire time. There is a jury 
waiting to hear the case. 
01:21:18 PM DA Client was pro-se. Had received discovery from the state, he had a 
Logsdon blank video. He hadn't seen it until recently because of that. 
01:21:45 PM 
J 
Deny motion to continue. Defense has seen the video and came 
up with a defense to that video. There is a jury here waiting. 
01:22:38 PM Calls for jury. 
01:24:00 PM Jury has returned. 
01:24:11 PM PA Opening Statement 
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rc:tgt; .J Ul lL. 
01:32:20 PM DA 
Opening Statement 
Logsdon 
01:35:03 PM PA Calls Sarah Koenig 
I 01:35:24 PM !lcterk I Swears in Witness 
I 01 :35:47 PM II PA lox 
01:35:49 PM Employed with Walmart as asset protection. I worked for the 
Mullen store in Post Falls and the Hayden Walmart. Now at the 
Walmart at State Line in Kootenai County. That Walmart does 
have security videos. There's approx. 300 of them. They are 
connected to a DVR and records. That system goes back to a 
Witness main monitor. I can pull up live shorts or recorded shots. There are 
Sarah certain items Walmart sells that have devices like a bar strip and a 
Koenig spider wrap that are security devices. These devices go on high 
end items, like electronics, for deterrence of theft. If they do not get 
deactivated, they are set off at the doors. If it's not deactivated at 
the 
it sets off a siren, audible inside and outside the store, from about 
20 ft of the door. 
01:39:13 PM The front of the store by the doors are no parking. They are for 
emergency vehicles. Walmart 
01:39:31 PM DA 
Obj. Logsdon 
01:39:35 PM J Sus, leading. 
01:39:41 PM "Hit and Run" is where someone pulls up to the main doors, one 
Wits person stays at the vehicle and another person runs in and grabs 
Koenig an item and gets to the car and they drive away. Those items are 
stolen, those aren't just candy bars, they are higher end items. 
01:40:29 PM 
Was working on Dec 11, 2013. Came back to the store from the 
PF Police Dept about 6:30 pm. It was dark. I park in the public 
parking lot. I approached the store. SUV caught my eyes, they 
pulled up to the Grocery doors on the east side of the doOis. There 
are three sets of doors. I was going into the GM doors. I saw the 
Dodge Durango come up to the Grocery doors. It was all very well 
lit. The vehicle parked right by the doors, it was odd. I watched it. I 
saw an older gentleman get out and walk around the vehicle. He 
was making conversation with customers. The passenger tires 
were on the sidewalk. He was probably 10 ft or so away from the 
door. It's about 20 or 25 ft away from normal parking. He was in 
the area where the audio siren would have been heard. I observed 
the situation. I noticed the Durango, there were no lettering on the 
plates. I went back into the store to see if anybody else was near 
the doors. I saw a female run out the doors with a vacuum in her 
cart. I had already gone inside the building. I was right by the 
subway. I was 15 ft away from the doors on the inside when I saw 
the blonde female. I went in through the GM doors. There is a 
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Subway by the Grocery doors. I was by Subway when I saw the 
female running out the Grocery doors. She had a Hoover vacuum 
that was spider wrapped in her cart. I don't know the exact model. 
It was a high expensive. The box was 4 ft tall about. 
She went right past the registers. The system went off. I ran out to 
see where she went. She ran up to the Durango, put the vacuum 
in the back passenger and jumped in the passenger seat. I saw 
the man run around to the driver side. 
01:46:45 PM I saw the man. He is sitting in the black and white striped shirt here 
in the court room. Def had to run to get to the drivers seat, maybe 
10 ft. As def was running, the woman was jumping in the 
passenger side. 
The passenger side of the vehicle was on the side of the grocery 
doors. He was between the doors and the Durango. Def and the 
woman brushed up against he other. They brushed shoulders. 
There wasn't a noise anymore. As soon as the female ran through 
the doors she the EAS system had already shut off. It went on for 
maybe 5 to 10 seconds. 
01:49:07 PM Def got into the Durango and they sped off, high speed, through 
the back of the parking lot. I went back to my office and pulled 
video of what happened. I was approached by an off duty officer. I 
spoke with the police dept. I gave them surveillance and evidence 
and pictures and a statement. The female had left a purse behind. 
I turned it over. I didn't personally go through the purse. 
01:50:38 PM I use the EAS system every day. I had some training. I have gone 
through the procedure of going back in time and putting it on a CD 
probably couple hundred times. 
Explains procedure followed 
01:52:10 PM I went through. Burned video from the time they entered the 
parking lot until they left the parking lot. Turned it over as 
evidence. 
01:52:38 PM Reviews PL 1A. The CD I burned. I wrote my initials on it 
yesterday. I reviewed all the clippings on the DVD. It is an 
I 
accurate copy of what I provided. It contains 16 different video 
I llctips. 
01:53:30 PM IPA II Move to Admit. I 
01:53:33 PM IDA II No obj. I 
01:53:35 PM J Admitted. 
01:53:43 PM 
WitS 
Reviews Pl 1 B. The names of each of the video clips. Those are 
Koenig the numbers of the sequence that occurred. Not in a sequential 
fashion. 
01:54:45 PM PA Move to Admit. 
01:54:52 PM DA No obj. 
01:54:53 PM J Admitted. 
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01:54:59 PM IPA II Move to Publish. I 
:55:16 PM IJ II May do so. I 
01:55:26 PM IPA !lox I 
01:55:29 PM WitS Reviews Pl 1 B. 
Koenig Explains each camera clip, where they are and what they capture. 
01:59:45 PM This is the only video Walmart has. 
02:00:06 PM IPA II Publishes Pl 1 B. I 
02:11 :31 PM The Durango was parked right out side the shot. The off duty 
sheriff was the man in the clip. The clip there that was long, that 
WitS 
was on the east side. It was right next to the 
Koenig Showed a woman walking away. The Durango could have followed the woman. It's about the same. If he had to wait for traffic 
it'd be about the same. The parking in front of the store was about 
the same time as she walked into the doors. 
02:13:48 PM DA lex I Logsdon 
02:14:00 PM Happened Dec 11, 2013. It was pretty cold. It happened approx 
6:30 in the evening. The Walmart at state line is open 24 hrs. At 
WitS 
6:30 there's a good crowd. It was an average amount of 
Koenig 
customers. The woman in the video, had a light coat and pants. I 
actually saw her in person as she was heading out the door. I got 
to look at her for a good minute. She seemed to be in her early 
50's, late 40's. 
t:.·~? J ses witness 
02:15:48 PM PA ~alls John Nowels 
02:16:00 PM Clerk Swears in Witness 
02:16:18 PM PA DX 
02:16:19 PM Employed with Spokane County Sheriff's Office for 16 1/2. On Dec 
11 I was at the Post Falls Walmart. I was off duty. I believe I was 
wearing jeans and a jacket. Parked in the parking lot. It was the 
Witness 
Walmart in Post Falls at Stateline. As I entered the doors, I noticed 
John 
a Durango very close outside the doors, not usually where 
Nowels 
someone would park. I noticed the car was running and that the 
back license plates were covered with the paper. I could see the 
boarder of the plates. I noticed it was a Washington plate. The 
person I met with is sitting at the defense table. I was curious at 
what was going on. 
02:19:12 PM DA Obj 
02:19:15 PM J Overrule 
02:19:26 PM Def approached me as I came up to the back. He had asked me 
for gas money. I asked him about his license plates. He said 
WitJ "Those fucking kids" he started going on and on about "those kids" 
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Nowels and then started to remove the paper. I tried walking around the 
front of the vehicle on the business side to see if the front was 
covered to or if it matched. 
1 02:20:43 PM DA Obj 
02:20:45 PM IJ II overrule I 
02:20:48 PM Noticed the front plate was covered up as well. The paper was 
WitJ nicely folded around the plates. I was able to memorize the plate. 
Nowels It was a Washington state plate, the front matched the back plate. 
Def again blamed the kids. 
02:22:04 PM I called the Spokane County dispatch to look into the plate. I made 
the call just inside the first sets of door, where they store the carts. 
I believe I was wearing a stocking cap. My call was a few minutes 
before I got dispatch. I got a return call and the vehicle wasn't 
stolen. 
02:23:20 PM I think it was a salon manager approached me. Told me that a lady 
just left. I could see a white blonde female looking at me as the 
vehicle passed. I went to look at the Post Falls. I contacted loss 
prevention to give them the information that I had. I spoke with a 
Post Falls Police. 
I 02:2~.2G ~ilroA Obj 
()?·?4:34 r;v~ II J Overruled 
02:24:40 PM I searched the purse that was left in the cart. It didn't have 
anything identifying. I gave it to the Post Falls Police. 
On Dec 12, 2013, I went to a house. I asked our patrol officers to 
go to the house of the registered owners. They weren't able to see 
WitJ 
the car there. So the next day was when I went. I went there at 
Nowels 
about 8am. I contacted the registered owners. It was a large 
apartment complex, it was a smaller unit. I went up and knocked 
on the door. I was in a suit and a dept ID. I spoke with a woman at 
the house. I believe it was Debra George. I had a conversation 
with her that was several minutes long, trying to ascertain who had 
her vehicle 
ll=!:27:21 PM DA bj 
:27:23 PM PA 
02:27:27 PM I was able to see the vehicle. Debra opened the garage, part way, 
to let me see the Durango with the same plates. The garage was 
separate from the apartment but in the same complex. The woman 
WitJ left me on the front door step and left me there for a few minutes. 
Newels After Debra went back inside, I knocked again. Then the def came 
out. When he came out, he immediately recognized me. I asked if 
he remembered me, he said he did and that he had known I was a 
cop. 
I 02:28:53 PM I I asked the def where the vacuum was. He said it was gone and 
that they had left it at another house that evening. He said he 
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LJ didn't know the lady. 
He had met her at a Safeway, panhandling. She was going to give 
him $20 to give them a ride to the Post Falls Walmart. 
I asked about the license plate. 
02:30:09 PM I wrote a report around this time. It would refresh my memory. --
Reviews report 
02:30:31 PM Def had no idea why the plates were covered. He did allow me to 
look in the vehicle. I didn't locate the vacuum at that time. 
I confronted the def about that I felt 
02:31:37 PM DA II Obj 
02:31:41 PM J ".::, n,11 ule, advises jury 
02:32:05 PM WitJ As I walked back to the apartment with the def, I told him that I 
Nowels thought he was being untruthful. I 
I 02:32:34 PM IDA Obj 
I 02:32:36 PM IJ Overruled 
02:32:39 PM I believed it was Debra's daughter. He was very adamant that he 
hadn't been in contact with her. I told him that he was trying to 
WitJ cover up for her. His response was that it wasn't her daughter. 
Nowels He made a contradictory statement. He told me before that it was 
Safeway, then he said Yokes. His response was that they were all 
the same place. 
02:33:58 PM DA DX 
02:34:00 PM I was standing behind the two sets of doors when the lady ran out 
with the vacuum. I didn't know any thing was going on, I suspected 
something. Didn't know until the salon manager told me. I didn't 
WitJ hear an alarm. 
Nowels I was able to see the female, she looked at me through the door. 
I told them it could have been Debra George. I landed on her 
daughter, Amanda George. 
Amanda George was born in 1981, 33 years. 
02:35:38 PM ! had asked him ,..vhen he came to the door, and he said he knew I 
was a cop then. Later in my report I had stated that I thought he 
had uncovered the license plates because he thought I was a cop. 
02:37:20 PM I have a recorder at my desk. I do not carry one with me. I didn't 
have one with me when I went to the apartment. 
After def told me he didn't know who the female was, I went back 
to my office and pulled up many photos of Debra's daughter. I was 
able to identify her as the female in the vehicle. 
I turned over all the information that I had to Detective Greg with 
Post Falls Police Dept. 
02:38:54 PM PA ReDX 
02:38:56 PM I was able to establish that Amanda George was the female in the 
vehicle driving away. I asked def to identify himself and he gave 
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Wit J 
me a Washington State DL. His DOB was That is 
Nowels 
what I have in my report. 
Sonny C Rome is the full name. 
02:40:02 PM J Excuses witness 
02:40:26 PM PA 
l~nishes jury. 02:40:36 PM J 
ILB~~t~n nu J~-
02:41:37 PM Move for Acquittal. The state failed to provide evidence. Intent 
DA portion of crime. There is evidence that perhaps that he would have known after she came out, but not that he would have known 
that something was going on prior. 
02:42:30 PM There is sufficient evidence. The license plate was covered, he 
PA was pacing around, he ran to the driver seat, his statements to the 
officer. 
02:43:11 PM J Deny motion. Evidence shows that a jury could find. 
02:44:07 PM Decision to testify is completed on the defendant. Should make the 
decision based on the counsel and advice from attorney. It is your 
choice. 
lfo2'.44:38 PM RECESS 
02:57:55 PM 
J 
Recalls case. Parties present. Jury not present. Defense to call 
one witness. 
02:59:25 PM Jury Present. 
I 02:59:38 PM I DA Calls Sonny Rome 
I 02:59:49 PM !lc1erk I Swears in Witness 
03:00:15 PM Live in Spokane, WA. E 917 Indiana St. I am 59 years old. I am on 
Witness social security. I am on social security for a mental disability. On 
Sonny Dec 11 2013, something interesting happened. During the day, 
Rome nothing happened. It was dark out that an interesting thing 
happened. I was low on gas, couldn't find any odd jobs. 
-
03:01:43 PM I had access to my wife's Durango. I was over at the Yoke's 
parking lot. I was talking to the man at Good Will clothing, asking 
him what he does with the clothes. Yoke's is on Argonne. In the 
Valley of Spokane. I was talking to a man at Good Will. Got in the 
Durango, a lady with black hair named Ramona asked me if I need 
a job. She needed a ride to Walmart in Post Falls. I asked her for 
what, she said it was none of my business. We drove by Safeway 
and picked up another lady. We drove to Post Falls state line 
where the smoke shops are. We went into one of the smoke shops 
03:03:46 P A bj 
03:03:47 P J _!:!aven't heard anything yet 
03:03:56 PM WitS 
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Rome I She decided to not drive with the lady. I 
\[fil:04:11 PM J I Obj overruled I 
03:04:18 PM WitS 
We were at a smoke shop with another lady at 
Rome 
03:04:32 P Obj 
03:04:33 P J Sus 
03:04:36 PM WitS I We went to the Walmart in Post Falls I Rome 
l~:50PM PA Obj 
~3:04:51 PM DA Not for the truth of the matter 
3:04:55 PM J I Overrule, advises jury I 
03:05:12 PM She told me to stop, she was playing around with her purse. I sat 
there. I said that it was cold. She wanted me to park close and I 
said I wasn't comfortable with that and she said I wouldn't get paid. 
WitS She had gotten out of the car. There was no one in the car when I 
Rome 
parked there. It was cold outside and I wasn't happy being there. I 
thought it'd be okay. I got out and started panhandle. I like to tell 
jokes. I am funny. I sing songs. I don't beg. A man comes up and 
starts asking me about my license plate being covered up. I didn't 
use foul language. I have no problem showing the vehicle. 
03:07:30 PM I went up front to uncover the 
I showed him my identification. I didn't run to the front seat. I can't 
run. Walking is okay. I got in the car. I noticed the item and she got 
in the car. I noticed a lady was looking at us. I asked and the girl 
said I don't know lets go. I didn't speed off. Maybe aggressively, 
but it's cold 
03:08:55 PM PA Obj 
03:08:56 PM J Ask a question 
03:09:00 PM The woman is now in the car, we were leaving the parking lot. I 
didn't like that the elderly lady was pointing. She said she dropped 
WitS her purse and she said it didn't matter. I got further down. We 
Rome stopped and I told her we'd go back. She said she got receipts. 
The receipt matched everything. I said okay, let's just go. She said 
she didn't care about her purse. 
03:10:19 PM I took her over to Sprague somewhere, behind Lowe's. She 
wanted to get out. She took her items and the lady with black hair, 
Ramona, she was there. She unloads. I wanted to get paid, so I 
got paid. 
I know Amanda George. I haven't seen her since before she went 
to prison. I was convicted of forgery back in 2008. That's why I 
don't commit crimes. 
03:11:30PM PA ex 
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03:11:32 PM Amanda George is the daughter of Debra George, she is my wife. 
I live with her. On Dec 11 2013 I was living with Debra George. I 
was driving her Durango on 12/11/13. I drove it to Yoke's. I picked 
up Ramona Bridgett. That was the first time I met her. She asked 
me if I wanted to make some money. She told me her name in the 
Durango. I remember speaking with Nowels. I told him the told. I 
listened to the testimony of Nowels. I said Ramona Bridgett five 
times to him. I don't know the lady that I picked up. She sat in the 
WitS back. I couldn't tell anything on the video. 
Rome Ramona wasn't wearing a light or white colored coat. Ramona had 
a leather jacket. It didn't have a hoodie. I seen a hoodie on the 
video. I didn't know the lady's name. 
Ramona is different than the lady that went in to Walmart. I don't 
know how old she was. I didn't look at her much. I wanted to get 
paid. I didn't ask questions. I don't pay attention, I just drive the 
car. I wasn't concerned that it was illegal. I didn't think there was 
anything illegal at the time. I was concerned with staying so close 
to the Walmart. 
03:16:11 PM Ramona said she'd give me $20. We got to the smoke shop and 
she left. The other lady told me to go. I don't know what Ramona 
did. I wasn't paying attention to her. I thought she might have gone 
into the store. I made the deal with her and she left. 
I figured I would get paid. All I wanted was my $20. Because 
someone would pay me. This lady has me go to Walmart. I was 
there for 5 or 10 minutes. I don't remember the time, I wasn't 
thinking of the time. I don't know. She told me to go around the 
corner. 
03:19:09 PM I don't recall how they got covered up. I did not look at the license 
plates to see if it was covered. When I drove to Idaho from 
Washington, I don't recall the license plates being covered up. I 
didn't look at the license plates. I didn't see anything like foul play. 
If I would have seen something, I know that if I get in trouble I'd be 
in big trouble. I would never do anything. If I had seen something I 
would have gotten out. I didn't know the plates were covered until 
it was pointed out to me. 
03:21:00 PM The engine of the car was not running. We were parked at 
pharmacy and the lady was in her purse. She did get out. I don't 
recall. I thought I saw a body move. At the time I do not know. The 
video looks like I saw a body move. At the time I do not know. It 
was cold and she wanted me to park by the door. At the time I 
don't know. 
03:22:47 PM I can't tell you for a fact that the woman in the video was here. I 
can't get positive ID from that video. She wanted me to park close. 
I looked at there was no body in the car. I was parked at the 
Walmart. I don't know for sure. I can't give you an honest answer. 
I'm telling you the truth. I don't know when specifically. I got out of 
the car and started panhandling. 
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03:24:26 PM The off duty officer came up and I was making jokes. He pointed 
out my plates. I took them off instantly. I don't know if they were 
taped. They were covered. I ripped it right off. Like a thick 
paperish, close to cardboard, but not cardboard. Someone put 
them on the Durango without my knowledge. I believe I walked up 
to the front and took it off before he got there. 
If I thought something was going on illegal, I would not stick 
around. I don't know. It felt legit to get $20. I was told to drive the 
car. I didn't know the license plates were covered. I didn't think 
much of it. I thought it was a just a joke. I don't know who would 
have played the joke. It could have been my kids. 
03:27:43 PM She had a vacuum. She had the receipt. She was in a little bit of a 
hurry. I don't know how long she was in the store. I was talking 
with the officer. I took the covers off the license plates. I didn't 
know he was a cop. She put the vacuum in the car. I looked at the 
receipt by the freeway. We were down the road and told her that I 
wasn't liking it. I didn't go back because I saw the receipt. I looked 
at it really close. Everything matched. She said her purse was that 
the older lady was pointing. I didn't hear any bells. 
The lady said she lost her purse. I looked at the receipt by the 
freeway entrance. I don't know how far away it is. I was still in 
Idaho. We were right outside the parking lot. I looked at the 
receipt. It was for a vacuum cleaning, 200 and something dollars. I 
don't know how she had a receipt and not a purse. 
03:31:22 PM I didn't hear any alarms from Walmart. I was concerned about the 
older lady. I was outside the vehicle when I made contact with the 
lieutenant. I didn't hear any alarms. If alarms went off I didn't hear 
them. I asked her why she didn't want her purse. They are 
dingbats. They talk out of their heads. I just wanted $20. There 
was nothing unlegit from the receipt. I couldn't get anyone to do 
research for me. 
He wanted Amanda in prison. Nowels threatened me and my wife. 
Told us that he would bring us down. He told me that he knew I 
was lying. 
The lady's voice was stuttering. Her voice was weird and was 
teiiing me what to do. 
03:34:56 PM Ask Nowels about me telling him about Ramona. I just told him 
that I couldn't say that it was Amanda. He got madder and madder 
and madder. 
03:35:42 PM I went back to Walmart. I dropped the woman off behind Lowe's. 
I have no idea how Ramona got back there. 
03:36: J Reconvening at 8:30am. Admonishes jury. 
03:36:28 PM Jury not present. 
03:37:23 PM Meet in chambers at 4:45pm 
03:37:30 PM END 
FOR 
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Description CR 2014-3761 Rome, Sonny 20140904 Jury Trial Day Two 
Judge Haynes n /l 
Clerk Suzi Sverdsten Vt 
Court Reporter Val Nunemacher _\;(A /I \-- ';() IVttA 
I Date jj 9/4/2014 II Location jl 1 K-COURTROOM9 
Tim0 11~--~1 Note 
08:55:01 AM J Jury Trial Day Two. Parties present, def is not rn custody. PD1-Jay Logsdon PD2-Mayli Walsh PA-Art Verharen 
08:55:05AM I have prepared an Instruction 5, Persistent Violator. My client has 
PD asked that I show the Court this letter he received. He has been 
trying to pay Walmart. 
08:56:10 AM PA No objection. 
08:56:15 AM J Reviews letter. 
08:57:06AM J Does def intend to admit Part II if found guilty? 
08:57:56AM J Def can resume the stand. 
08:58:0BAM J 
Bring the jury in. Jury is seated. Def continues to be under the oath 
he took yesterday. 
08:5:;):0 I T Continues cross. 
08:59:38 AM Got to Spokane and went to the back of Lowes on Sprague and 
Ramona Bridget showed up. Walking. I didn't see a car. I wasn't 
paying attention to the time. Ramona has black hair, light-dark 
skin. Not African American. I tell them I want everything out of my 
vehicle. She said she was going to give me $20. I didn't get paid, I 
Def 
left and went home. I was mad. I didn't like it and I went home. I 
told them to clear everything out of the vehicle and I left. I did not 
tell the detective that I left the vaccuum at a house. I would like to 
have him back on the stand, I told him 5 or 6 times at my 
apartment that the only name I got from the black haired girl was 
Ramona Bridgett. He threatened to have me arrested over and 
over again. 
09:09:06 AM Def I never got the name of the other lady. I didn't ask and I didn't care. 
09:09:52 AM .. t"'U1 Rests. 
09:09:56 AM PA No rebuttal. 
09:10:14AM 
J 
Jurors in recess while we finish working on the instructions. 
Admonishes the jurors. 
09:11:18 AM J Recess. 
I 09:11:26AM IJ Back on the record. 
09:29:23AM PA No objection to the instructions. 
09:29:31 AM PD1 No objection. 
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09:29:33 AM J 
09:29:39 AM J 
09:37:45 AM J 
10:17:09 AM 
J 
10:19:22 AM J 
10:19:25 AM 
PD1 








11 :53:02 J 
11:53:31 AM J 
11:53:49 AM J 
12:45:40 PM J 
12:46:57 PM J 
12:47:03 PM J 
rage;£- u1. v 
jRecess. 
Back on the record. 
I made a clean copy of instruction 15. How does the State propose 
to allow the jury to view Ex. 1? 
Parties be in the courtroom and bring the jury in. 
That's fine. 
Bring the jury in. Jury is seated. 
Closing instruction read. 
Closing argument given. 




Bailiff's oath for deliberation given. 
Ex. 1 can be played only in open court with the parties present. 
Jury out for deliberation. 
Jury is out. 
Client would like Part II to go to the jury if def is found guilty of 
Burglary. 
Recess. 
Back on the record. Jury has informed the bailiff that they want to 
watch the video, Ex. 1A. 
Jury is seated. Watch all protions? 
I don't believe our intend was to watch the entire thing, but it wasn't 
that long. 
Watch it as played yesterday. 
Video is played. 
Jury continuing deliberation. 
ave Ex. 1A with our clerk. 
Advised that the jury has reached a verdict. Bring the jury in. 
verdict. Guilty of Burglary. 
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.Page j or o 
12:47:54 PM J Attorneys approach the bench. 
12:48:18 PM J State has filed in the Information a Part II. 
12:49:20 PM PA No opening statement. 
12:49:21 r,~ I No opening statement. 
1.0:::.'"+;::1:Lo r1 John Nowels 
12:49~[J You continue to be under the oath you took yesterday. 
12:49:50 PM Contact with d
license. DOB 
:50: PD1 II Objection. 
:50: J Sustains and stricken. 
12:50:51 PM 
John 
I dictate my reports. I didn't proof the report. I brought up my 
Nowels 
contact history for 12/12/13, Sonny Rome   I 
would have read it off of the driver's license. 
12:52:12 PM PD1 jobjection. I 
12:52:17 PM J !overruled. I 
12:52:23 PM John 
Identifies Ex. 6. 
Nowels 
12:54:16 PM PD1 Objection. 
112:54:24 PM John Appears to be a copy of the driver's license, I have seen the 
Nowels original driver's license. 
I 12:54:53 PM PA I Moves to admit Ex. 6. 
I 12:55:06 PM I PD1 II Objection. I 
112:55:40 PM IIJ II Excuses the jurors. I 
12:56:44 PM J Best evidence objection is overruled. Allow State to view its file to 
see if Ex. 6 was ever disclosed to the defense. 
01:00:28 PM For a period of time def was pro se. I have indication that on 




I 01:01:19 PM jPD1 I have not received #6. 
01:01:29 PM 
J 
Sustains objection to Ex. 6. 
Bring the jury back. Jury is seated. 
01:03:21 PM J Objection to 6 is sustained and not admitted. 
01:03:33 PM PD1 No questions. 
01:03:38 PM PA 2, 3 and 4 exhibits, moves to admit. 
01:04:07 PM PD1 Objection. 
01:04:39 PM J 2, 3 and 4 are admitted. 
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01:05:46 PM PD1 I Motion outside the presence of the jury. I 
01:06:16 PM J !Jury out. I 
01:06:17 PM 
PD1 
Moves for directive verdict of acquittal. Cites cases, Grant 
decision. 
01:09:04 PM Reviews Exhibits 2, 3 and 4. Denies Motion for Judgment of 
Acquittal. Defense has not provided authority. Distinctive name. 
Def admitted he had been convicted of Felony Forgery in 2008. Ex 
J 2 says def found guilty, signed and dated 1/29/08. Ex. 4 is evidence of another Forgery date 1/29/08. Allow Rule 29 Post 
Verdict Motion practice if the defense chooses to do that. Letting it 
go to the jury. Different offense dates, different activities and 
different victims. I 01:16:08 PM ID Conflicting evidence from Detective Nowels on date of birth. Jury 
can determine what weight and which date is appropriate. 
01:18:39 PM J Bring the jury back. Jury is seated. 
u 1. 18:55 PM PD1 Calls defendant. 
01:19:29 PM Reviews Exhibits 2, 3 and 4. Filed documents of when I was 
arrested. I don't remember the dates of these forgeries. I was 
Def already incarcerated, I don't remember exactly. I was already in jail 
when they were filed. I was in jail on my birthday in the Snohomish 
County Jail. I was released. 
01:24:48 PM IPA I Objection leading. 
01:24:53 PM IJ I Overruled. 
01:24:57 PM ~ I was in jail on this and these appeared. Taken in Marysville and released. 
01:25:52 PM PA Cross. 
01:25:55 PM Ex. 3 is the charge of 1st Degree Robbery and amended to 3rd 
Degree Theft and Assault. Felonies.  Accurate 
document. 2 and 4 Forgery convictions. Accurate documents. Ex. 
3, victim was a person. Happened 4/14/07 at Home Depot. Ex. 2, 
Def 
FOigery, check, didn't know the victims. I tried to cash it at a bank. 
Was in Lake Stevens. Home Depot was in Lynnwood or Everett. 
Ex. 4, Forgery, victim was Snohomish County Young Republicans. 
Was a love check, quite famous, it was for Valentine's Day. I put 
my name on it and tried to cash it. I left my ID and officer asked if I 
was on the stuff again. Was in Everett. 
I 01 :33:56 PM II PD1 II No redirect. I 
I 01:34:03 PM IIJ IIAwaiting closing instruction. Jury out. Admonishes jurors. I 
I 01 :34:58 PM II J II Intends to give Pit's #6 and rejects Defs #5. I 
01:35:22 PM Fl IDGI doesn't say the general rule. There are factual questions, was the def going to be on notice, when did process start, if person aware if repeative conduct wwould result in harsher punishment 
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I II II down the road. Necessary for the jury to receive those instructions. I 
01:37:26 PM 
J 
At informal instruction conference court advised it would reject 
defs 5 and give pit's 6 IDGI 1601. 
01:38:53 PM 
PD1 
Argument that all convictions on one day so 1 conviction be 
allowed. 
01:39:22 PM J I would sustain that. 
IW:39:26PM IJ I Recess. 
I 01 :43:58 PM ID Back on the record. Any objection regarding the instruction for Part 
11. 
I 01 :44:21 PM I PA No. 
01:44:23 PM PD1 1~rther record. 
01:45:53 PM J ,.,, -- ... ...1. ~eads Instruction #22. 
~---·· PA Waives closing statement. 
7;;1 ~~ PD1 Waives. 
01:47:40 PM IJ I Jury out for deliberation. 
I 01:48:51 PM I J Recess. 
I 02:04:14 PM I J Advised we have a verdict. Bring the jury in. 
02:05:35 PM J Jury is seated. 
02:05:38 PM J Reads Verdit, Part II. Finds Part II. 
02:06:49 PM J 1 nanKS the jurors. Excuses. 
02:08:28 PM J Recess. 
02:11 :0 J k on the record. 
02:11:22 PM Renewed Rule 29 Motion. Line is between Grant and Self case. 
PD1 Pleas all entered the same time. Client has forgeries and arrested 
after the robbery, while in jail the forgeries were filed. 
02:13:29 PM IJ I will hold my decision in abeyance, defense may submit a brief. 
02:13:47 PM IPD1 2 weeks. 
0?:13:59 PM J 117 days after that for Pit's response. 
02:14:08 PM Defs brief due by the close of the day 9/18, response due 9/25, 
J defs reply by 10/2/14 and then we will send notice of a hearing 
date for oral argument around the week of 10/9. 
02:15:18 PM 19-2319 give authority to revoke bond upon conviction of a crime. 
Ask to hold him without bail until sentences. Court has the 
discretion to give a life sentence. He had other prior felonies, 1998 
PA residential burglary and one or two other forgeries not part of Part 
II. 7 felonies and 6 misdemeanors all out of WA. Not an Idaho 
resident. Det. Nowles indicated that def was arrested 5/10/14 for 
theft and 7/10/14 for theft, both misdemeanors. 
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. 6:00 PM End 
I don't agree conviction should be a Felony. We have had many 
hearings and def has been here every time. Rides a bike. The 
misd theft charges, he has a court date on the 12th to deal with 
those. Def was on $10,000 bond and he paid $500 and he is 
making payments. He is on SSI. He would go back to his mental 
health treatment and his meds. He wants to get affairs together 
before sesntencing. He is more than happy to take any drug 
testing or anything the court would want him to do. 
Rule 46 factors continue to be at play. Denies motion to take def 
into custody. Def has gone to great lengths to be at court. Anything 
that happens between now and sentencing date of 10/14 at 8:30 
am will be taken into consideration. Orders PSI. Waives behavioral 
health assessment. 
Def to go immediately to P & P to get the PSI process started. You 
cannot contact PA office or the Court except through your lawyer. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord. com 
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Assigned to:-------
Assigned: _______ _ 
First Judicial District Court, State of Idaho 
In and For the County of Kootenai 
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT AND EVALUATIONS 
STAiE t,f IDAHO J 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAll SS 
FILED: 
201~ SEP -4 PH 2: 32 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 




Sonny Charles Rome 
PO Box 2253 
Spokane, WA 99210 ROA : PSI01- Order for Presentence Investigation Report 
. ' . . . ' . ~ . "' . 
On this Thursday, September 04, 2014, a Pre-sentence lnve~tigationRe1iort was ordered by the Honorable 
Lansing L. Haynes to be completed for Court_ appearance on: 
Friday, October 24, 2014 at: 08:30 AM atthe above stated courthouse. 
~ehavioral Health Assessments waived by ~he~ou~ ;PS
0
101 ROA code) 
D Waiver under IC 19-2524 2 (e) allowing assessment and treatment services by the same person or facility 
Other non- §19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI: 
D Sex Offender D Domestic Violence D Other ______ _ Evaluator: ------ ___ _ 
PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation 
WHJ/JOC D Probation D PD Reimb D Fine D ACJ D Restitution D Other: ------------
DEFENSE COUNSEL: Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender ______ _ 
PROSECUTOR: Kootenai County Prosecutor - CR __________ _ 
THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY: D YES ¥._No ::If yes where:_;_· __ .-------------
DO YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER? ~NO cf Y-E~ • if yes, what is the language? __________ _ 
Date: ~f\~ Y,.l'O \\.(1 Signature: L~~ L-~ o.y. o ~ · . J Judge .t 
Cc: ~rosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County . · · · 
~efense Attorney: Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
~ Probation & Parole EMAILED: d1sudintake@idoc.idaho.gov 
~Defendant·----------------~2,, ~ 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) Case No. CR 14-3761 
) 
Plaintiff, ) VERDICT 
vs. ) 
) [PART II] 
SONNY CHARLES ROME, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
We, the Jury, duly empaneled and sworn to try the above entitled action, for our verdict, 
unanimously answer the question submitted to us a follows: 
Was the defendant, Sonny Charles Rome, convicted of at least two (2) prior felonies 
before committing the crime of Burglary? 
NO YES_x_ 
DATEDthis~~ dayof)Q.f+ ,2014. 
p 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











CASE NO. CR-F14-3761 
VERDICT 
We, the Jury, duly empaneled and sworn to try the above entitled action, for our verdict, 
say that we find the defendant: 
(CHOOSE ONE ONLY) 
NOT GUILTY 
X GUILTY 
OF BURGLARY ~ 
DATEDthe lJ. dayof __ __;__ ___ _ 
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STA TE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
VS. ) Case No: CR.:2014-0003761 
) 
SONNY CHARLES ROME ) 




DL or  ) 
Attached hereto are the jury instructions given on the trial of the above matter. 
Copies have been given to counsel of record. 
DATED this S: day of k..fkrn /lP-1_ , 2014. 
~=i Qvv,~ 
Deputy Clerk 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN 
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~l-
Now that you have been sworn as jurors to try this case, I want to go over with you what 
will be happening. I will describe how the trial will be conducted and what we will be doing. At the 
end of the trial, I will give you more detailed guidance on how you are to reach your decision. 
You have heard the Information, or the charging document, read aloud, and the fact that the 
defendant has pled not guilty to these charges. The Information is simply a description of the 
charges; it is not evidence, and you should not be influenced or biased by the fact that such charges 
have been filed. 
Because the state has the burden of proof, it goes first. After the state's opening statement, 
the defense may make an opening statement, or may wait until the state has presented its case. 
The state will offer evidence that it says will support the charges against the defendant. The 
defense may then present evidence, but is not required to do so. If the defense does present 
evidence, the state may then present rebuttal evidence. This is evidence offered to answer the 
defense's evidence. 
After you have heard all the evidence, I will give you additional instructions on the law. 
After you have heard the instructions, the state and the defense will each be given time for closing 
arguments. In their closing arguments, they will summarize the evidence to help you understand 
how it relates to the law. Just as the opening statements are not evidence, neither are the closing 
arguments. After the closing arguments, you will leave the courtroom together to make your 
decision. During your deliberations, you will have with you my instructions, the exhibits admitted 
into evidence and any notes taken by you in court. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. a_ 
Under our law and system of justice, the defendant 1s presumed to be innocent. The 
presumption of innocence means two things. 
First, the state has the burden of proving the defendant guilty. The state has that burden 
throughout the trial. The defendant is never required to prove his or her innocence, nor does the 
defendant ever have to produce any evidence at all. 
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A reasonable doubt 
is not a mere possible or imaginary doubt. It is a doubt based on reason and common sense. It may 
arise from a careful and impartial consideration of all the evidence, or from lack of evidence. If after 
considering all the evidence you have a reasonable doubt about the defendant's guilt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 3 
Your duties are to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in my instructions to those 
facts, and in this way to decide the case. In so doing, you must follow my instructions regardless of 
your own opinion of what the law is or should be, or what either side may state the law to be. You 
must consider them as a whole, not picking out one and disregarding others. The order in which the 
instructions are given has no significance as to their relative importance. The law requires that your 
decision be made solely upon the evidence before you. Neither sympathy nor prejudice should 
influence you in your deliberations. Faithful performance by you of these duties is vital to the 
administration of justice. 
In determining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial. This 
evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and received, and any 
stipulated or admitted facts. The production of evidence in court is governed by rules of law. At 
times during the trial, an objection may be made to a question asked a witness, or to a witness' 
answer, or to an exhibit. This simply means that I am being asked to decide a particular rule of law. 
Arguments on the admissibility of evidence are designed to aid the Court and are not to be 
considered by you nor affect your deliberations. If I sustain an objection to a question or to an 
exhibit, the witness may not answer the question or the exhibit may not be considered. Do not 
attempt to guess what the answer might have been or what the exhibit might have shmvn. Similarly, 
if I tell you not to consider a particular statement or exhibit you should put it out of your mind, and 
not refer to it or rely on it in your later deliberations. 
During the trial I may have to talk with the parties about the rules of law which should apply 
in this case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At other times I will excuse you from the 
courtroom so that you can be comfortable while we work out any problems. You are not to 
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speculate about any such discussions. They are necessary from time to time and help the trial run 
more smoothly. 
Some of you have probably heard the terms "circumstantial evidence," "direct evidence" and 
"hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. You are to consider all the evidence 
admitted in this trial. 
However, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole judges of the 
facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight you attach to it. 
There is no magical formula by which one may evaluate testimony. You bring with you to 
this courtroom all of the experience and background of your lives. In your everyday affairs you 
determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe, and how much weight you attach to 
what you are told. The same considerations that you use in your everyday dealings in making these 
decisions are the considerations which you should apply in your deliberations. 
In deciding what you believe, do not make your decision simply because more witnesses 
may have testified one way than the other. Your role is to think about the testimony of each witness 
you heard and decide how much you believe of what the witness had to say. 
A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter may give an opinion on that 
matter. In determining the weight to be given such opinion, you should consider the qualifications 
and credibility of the witness and the reasons given for the opinion. You are not bound by such 
opinion. Give it the weight, if any, to which you deem it entitled. 
La.u.s~ L. \\ ~~ t.6 2 
Lansing ~nes, Distrit Judge 
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INSTRUCTION NO. L\ 
If during the trial I may say or do anything which suggests to you that I am inclined to favor 
the claims or position of any party, you will not permit yourself to be influenced by any such 
suggestion. I will not express nor intend to express, nor will I intend to intimate, any opinion as to 
which witnesses are or are not worthy of belief; what facts are or are not established; or what 
inferences should be drawn from the evidence. If any expression of mine seems to indicate an 
opinion relating to any of these matters, I instruct you to disregard it. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 5 
Do not concern yourself with the subject of penalty or punishment. That subject 
must not in any way affect your verdict. If you find the defendant guilty, it will be my 
duty to determine the appropriate penalty or punishment. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. (p 
I will permit you to take notes during the trial. Your notes will serve as an aid to memory 
and may be used during your deliberations. You are instructed, however, not to take notes during 
opening statements or during objections made to evidence. 
You should not allow yourselves to become so consumed in the taking of notes that you 
miss the oral testimony or fail to observe the demeanor of the witnesses on the stand. 
Your notes should not contain personal reactions or philosophical comments, but rather 
should be limited to a brief factual summary of testimony you deem important. You should take no 
notes during breaks; notes may be made only in open court while witnesses are testifying. When 
court recesses for the day, your notes will be kept in the custody of the bailiff. 
During the jury's deliberations you may use the notes to refresh your recollection of the 
testimony and you may compare your notes with other jurors and discuss them. You should not 
view your notes as authoritative records, however, nor should they be shown to other jurors in a 
direct attempt to influence them. 
If you do not take notes, you should rely on your own memory of what was said and not be 
overly influenced by the notes of other jurors. You will not have a written transcript to consult and 
it is difficult for the court reporter to read back lengthy testimony. In addition, you cannot assign to 
one person the duty of taking notes for all of you. 
When the trial is complete, any juror notes will be destroyed. At no time will juror notes be 
read by the court, its staff, the attorneys, or any other persons. 
L ~ l.\.\ ~MA~) 
Lansing ynes, District Judge 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 7 
It is important that as jurors and officers of this court you obey the following instructions 
at any time you leave the jury box, whether it be for recesses of the court during the day or when 
you leave the courtroom to go home at night. 
Do not discuss this case during the trial with anyone, including any of the attorneys, 
parties, witnesses, your friends, or members of your family. "No discussion" also means no 
emailing, text messaging, tweeting, blogging, posting to electronic bulletin boards, and any other 
form of communication, electronic or otherwise. 
Do not discuss this case with other jurors until you begin your deliberations at the end of 
the trial. Do not attempt to decide the case until you begin your deliberations. 
I will give you some form of this instruction every time we take a break. I do that not to 
insult you or because I don't think you are paying attention, but because experience has shown 
this is one of the hardest instructions for jurors to follow. I know of no other situation in our 
culture where we ask strangers to sit together watching and listening to something, and then go 
into a little room together and not talk about the one thing they have in common: what they just 
watched together. 
There are at least two reasons for this rule. The first is to help you keep an open mind. 
When you talk about things, you start to make decisions about them and it is extremeiy important 
that you not make any decisions about this case until you have heard all the evidence and all the 
rules for making your decisions, and you won't have that until the very end of the trial. The 
second reason for the rule is that we want all of you working together on this decision when you 
deliberate. If you have conversations in groups of two or three during the trial, you won't 
remember to repeat all of your thoughts and observations for the rest of your fellow jurors when 
you deliberate at the end of the trial. 
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Ignore any attempted improper communication. If any person tries to talk to you about 
this case, tell that person that you cannot discuss the case because you are a juror. If that person 
persists, simply walk away and report the incident to the bailiff. 
Do not make any independent personal investigations into any facts or locations 
connected with this case. Do not look up any information from any source, including the 
Internet. Do not communicate any private or special knowledge about any of the facts of this 
case to your fellow jurors. Do not read or listen to any news reports about this case or about 
anyone involved in this case, whether those reports are in newspapers or the Internet, or on radio 
or television. 
In our daily lives we may be used to looking for information on-line and to "Google" 
something as a matter of routine. Also, in a trial it can be very tempting for jurors to do their 
own research to make sure they are making the correct decision. You must resist that temptation 
for our system of justice to work as it should. I specifically instruct that you must decide the 
case only on the evidence received here in court. If you communicate with anyone about the 
case or do outside research during the trial it could cause us to have to start the trial over with 
new jurors and you could be held in contempt of court. 
While you are actually deliberating in the jury room, the bailiff will confiscate all cell 
phones and other means of eiectronic communications. Shouid you need to communicate with 
me or anyone else during the deliberations, please notify the bailiff. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. )5 
You have now heard all the evidence in the case. My duty is to instruct you as to the law. 
You must follow all the rules as I explain them to you. You may not follow some and 
ignore others. Even if you disagree or do not understand the reasons for some of the rules, you 
are bound to follow them. If anyone states a rule of law different from any I tell you, it is my 
instruction that you must follow. 
\._ CUA.Si \''2j \... \A ~MU 
Lansing Haynes, District Judge 
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INSTRUCTION NO. C{ 
In every crime or public offense there must exist a union or joint operation of act and 
intent. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. l 0 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, SONNY CHARLES ROME, is 
charged with the crime of Burglary, allegedly committed as follows: that the defendant, 
SONNY CHARLES ROME, on or about the 11th day of December, 2013, in the County 
of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did aid and abet another who entered into a store, to-wit: 
Wal-Mart, located at 5405 West Pointe Parkway, Post Falls, with the intent to commit the 
crime of theft. To this charge the defendant has pied not guilty. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. _lL 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the essential elements of the crime of Burglary, 
with which the defendant is charged are: 
1. That on or about the 11th day of December, 2013; 
2. in the State ofldaho; 
3. the defendant, SONNY CHARLES ROME; 
4. did aid and abet another who entered a certain store, and; 
5. at the time entry was made, the defendant had the specific intent to 
commit the crime of theft. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must 
find the defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt, you must find the defendant guilty. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. l cl 
It is alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" a certain date. If you 
find the crime was committed, the proof need not show that it was committed on that precise 
date. 
L~; ~ l-'A ~!YA J 
Lansing Haynes, District Judge 
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INSTRUCTION NO. \ 3 
The manner or method of entry is not an essential element of the crime of 
burglary. An entry can occur without the use of force or the breaking of anything. 
The intent to commit the crime of theft must have existed at the time of entry. 
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INSTRUCTION NO.~ 
The law makes no distinction between a person who directly participates in the 
acts constituting a crime and a person who, either before or during its commission, 
intentionally aids, assists, facilitates, promotes, encourages, counsels, solicits, invites, 
helps or hires another to commit a crime with intent to promote or assist in its 
commission. All such participants are considered principals in the commission of the 
crime. Both can be found guilty of the crime. Mere presence at, acquiescence in, or 
silent consent to, the planning or commission of a crime is not sufficient to make one an 
accomplice. The participation of the defendant in the crime must be proved beyond a 
reasonable doubt. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. l 6 
All persons who participate in a crime either before or during its commission, by 
intentionally aiding another to commit the crime with intent to promote or assist in its 
commission are guilty of the crime. All such participants are considered principals in the 
commission of the crime. The participation of each defendant in the crime must be proved 
beyond a reasonable doubt. 
Lansing Haynes, District Judge 
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INSTRUCTION NO. ( ~ 
Certain evidence was admitted for a limited purpose. 
At the time this evidence was admitted you were instructed that it could not be 
considered by you for any purpose other than the limited purpose for which it was admitted. 
Do not consider such evidence for any purpose except the Hmited purpose for which it 
was admitted. 
L <AA,q ~  \.. \\ iwl\kLJ 
Lansing Haynes, Distric\ Judge 
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INSTRUCTION NO. L l
Evidence that a witness has been convicted of an offense may be considered by you only 
as it may affect the believability of the witness. 
L~,.,~ l.\\ AAl'NLI 
Lansing Haynes, District fudge 
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INSTRUCTION NO. \ i 
I have outlined for you the rules of law applicable to this case and have told you of some 
of the matters which you may consider in weighing the evidence to determine the facts. In a few 
minutes counsel will present their closing remarks to you, and then you will retire to the jury 
room for your deliberations. 
The arguments and statements of the attorneys are not evidence. If you remember the 
facts differently from the way the attorneys have stated them, you should base your decision on 
what you remember. 
The attitude and conduct of jurors at the beginning of your deliberations are important. It 
is rarely productive at the outset for you to make an emphatic expression of your opinion on the 
case or to state how you intend to vote. When you do that at the beginning, your sense of pride 
may be aroused, and you may hesitate to change your position even if shown that it is wrong. 
Remember that you are not partisans or advocates, but are judges. For you, as for me, there can 
be no triumph except in the ascertainment and declaration of the truth. 
As jurors you have a duty to consult with one another and to deliberate before making 
your individual decisions. You may fully and fairly discuss among yourselves all of the evidence 
you have seen and heard in this courtroom, together with the law that relates to this case as 
contained in these instructions. 
During your deliberations, you each have a right to re-examine your own views and 
change your opinion. You should do so only if you are convinced by fair and honest discussion 
that your original opinion was incorrect based upon the evidence the jury saw and heard during 
the trial and the law as given you in these instructions. 
Consult with one another. Consider each other's views, and deliberate with the objective 
of reaching an agreement, if you can do so without disturbing your individual judgment. Each of 
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you must decide this case for yourself; but you should do so only after a discussion and 
consideration of the case with your fellow jurors. 
However, none of you should surrender your honest opinion as to the weight or effect of 
evidence or as to the innocence or guilt of the defendant because the majority of the jury feels 
otherwise or for the purpose of returning a unanimous verdict. 
L o.M..~,~ L. U ~rv.,b.) 
Lansing Haynes, DistrictT dge 
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~ 9 
You have been instructed as to all the rules of law that may be necessary for you to reach 
a verdict. Whether some of the instructions will apply will depend upon your determination of 
the facts. You will disregard any instruction which applies to a state of facts which you 
determine does not exist. You must not conclude from the fact that an instruction has been given 
that the Court is expressing any opinion as to the facts. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. d- D 
The original instructions and the exhibits will be with you in the jury room. They are part 
of the official court record. For this reason please do not alter them or write or mark on them in 
any way. 
If any exhibit has been sealed in bags or containers, allowing you to view the exhibit, do 
not open or remove the contents of the exhibit. If you have any questions about the handling or 
use of the exhibits, submit those questions in writing to me through the bailiff. 
The instructions are numbered for convenience in referring to specific instructions. There 
may or may not be a gap in the numbering of the instructions. If there is, you should not concern 
yourselves about such gap. 
LCM'~\~ L. \\~{'Oh, 2 
Lansing Haynes, Distrk Judge 
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~ \ 
Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of you as a presiding officer, who will preside 
over your deliberations. It is that person's duty to see that discussion is orderly; that the issues 
submitted for your decision are fully and fairly discussed; and that every juror has a chance to 
express himself or herself upon each question. 
In this case, your verdict must be unanimous. When you all arrive at a verdict, the 
presiding officer will sign it and you will return it into open court. 
Your verdict in this case cannot be arrived at by chance, by lot, or by compromise. 
If, after considering all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having fully 
discussed the evidence before you, the jury determines that it is necessary to communicate with 
me, you may send a note by the bailiff. You are not to reveal to me or anyone else how the jury 
stands until you have reached a verdict or unless you are instructed by me to do so. 
A verdict form suitable to any conclusion you may reach will be submitted to you with 
these instructions. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~ ~ 
Having found the defendant guilty of Burglary, you must next consider whether he has been 
convicted 'at least two prior occasions of felony offenses. 
6('.. 
The State alleges the defendant has prior convictions as follows: 
1) Count I, Third Degree Assault/Count II, Second Degree Theft, Snohomish County, 
State of Washington, Case No. 07-1-014 77-7, date of Judgment and Sentence 01-29-
08. 
2) Forgery, Snohomish County, State of Washington, Case No. 07-1-01698-2, date of 
Judgment and Sentence 01-29-08. 
3) Forgery, Snohomish County, State of Washington, Case No. 07-1-02659-7, date of 
Judgment and Sentence 01-29-08. 
The existence of prior convictions must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt and your 
decision must be unanimous. 
L~l.\d'Y~ 
Lansing YJles, Distd'ct Judge 
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CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR ACQUITTAL 
---------------
COMES NOW, Sonny Rome, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender, and herby submits this Memorandum in support of his 
Motion for Acquittal. 
In this case, the state alleged that Mr. Rome was a persistent violator as defined by LC. § 
19-2514 and therefore subject to certain penalties. LC. § 19-2514 states: 
Any person convicted for the third time of the commission of a felony, whether 
the previous convictions were had within the state of Idaho or were had outside 
the state of Idaho, shall be considered a persistent violator of law, and on such 
third conviction shall be sentenced to a term in the custody of the state board of 
correction which term shall be for not less than five (5) years and said term may 
extend to life. 
The Idaho Legislature passed this statute originally in 1923 and has never changed its wording. 
See C.S., sec. 9035A, as added by 1923, ch. 109, sec. 1, p. 139; LC.A., sec. 19-2414; am. 1970, 
ch. 143,sec.2,p.425. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has found that the objective or purpose of the persistent 
violator statute is to increase the penalty for a third felony conviction. State v. Prince, 64 Idaho 
343, 132 P.2d 146, 149 (1942). The Court has found that the principle underlying the law is that 
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prior bad conduct should be considered in fixing the punishment for crime. State v. Owen, 73 
Idaho 394, 402 (1953). In State v. Brandt, 110 Idaho 341 (Ct.App.1986) the Court of Appeals 
found that where convictions had occurred on the same day they should be treated, as a "general 
rule," as one conviction for purposes ofl.C. § 19-2514. 
The Brandt decision was based on the holdings of other states. See id. at 344 citing 24 
A.L.R.2d 1247 (1952). The Court held: 
The majority of jurisdictions do not permit multiple convictions entered the same 
day or charged in the same information to be used to establish a defendant's status 
as a habitual offender, reasoning that a defendant should be entitled to an 
opportunity to reform himself between convictions or that the persistent violator 
statute seeks to warn first time offenders ... Generally, we agree with the majority 
that convictions entered the same day or charged in the same information should 
count as a single conviction for purposes of establishing habitual offender status. 
However, the nature of the convictions in any given situation must be examined to 
make certain that the general rule is appropriate. 
Id. The Court unfortunately did not provide guidance as to who was to examine the nature of the 
convictions. Nor did the Court provide guidance as to what should be considered, other than by 
way of example. In that case the Court found: 
Alan Brandt escaped from the Cassia County Jail on July 15, 1984, while awaiting 
sentencing for three felonies to which he had earlier pled guilty. Brandt was 
recaptured the same day. As a result of the escape, Brandt was convicted by a jury 
of escape, injury to jail property, assault, and robbery. The jury also found that 
Brandt was a persistent violator since he had been previously convicted of the 
three felonies on which he was awaiting sentencing. 
The three offenses here were charged in three separate informations and each 
charge represented a separate crime occurring in a separate location with a 
separate victim. One of the crimes took place in February, 1984, and the other two 
crimes in January, 1984. The judgments and sentences were imposed the same day 
because of a plea bargain agreement that resulted in some charges being 
dismissed. One of the charges dropped happened to be a persistent violator 
charge. Since he had negotiated a dismissal of the first persistent violator charge, 
Brandt could hardly argue that he was not aware of the nature of such a charge or 
that he had not been warned of the consequences of repetitive criminal conduct. 
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Id. at 342, 344. Thus, the Court pointed to two issues to be considered: (1) whether there was an 
opportunity between convictions for rehabilitation is important and (2) whether one had been 
warned, presumably prior to the commission of the third offense, of the consequences of 
repetitive criminal conduct. 
Three years later, the Court decided a similar issue in State v. Smith, 116 Idaho 553 
(Ct.App.1989). In that case, the Court found: 
Here, Smith's convictions were for separate crimes perpetrated on separate 
victims. They consisted of two burglaries in different counties, and one escape 
from a jail. These convictions were for distinguishable incidents of criminal 
conduct. Consequently, it was permissible to treat them as evidence of multiple 
prior felonies. 
Thus, similar to Brandt, the convictions are similar in character: multiple felonies, and while in 
custody on them pending trial, an escape. However, the reasoning in Smith appears to have made 
the exception to the "general rule" one akin to a requirement that the prior felonies have been all 
in the same course of conduct, rather than a concern with opportunities for rehabilitation and 
notice issues. 
In point of fact, nine years later the Court of Appeals in State v. Clark, 13 2 Idaho 3 3 7, 
339 (1998), held: 
This rule not only allows the defendant an opportunity to rehabilitate between 
convictions, but also assures that the first time offender, who commits multiple 
felonies during the same course of events, will be warned about the persistent 
violator statute. [emphasis added.] 
Then, oddly, the Court found: 
The evidence presented in Clark's case, however, does not distinguish it from the 
general rule; there is no evidence that Clark committed the lewd acts in different 
places or at different times. The only factual evidence presented was the amended 
information, which described the three charges as follows: 
That the said THOMAS EDWARD CLARK, in the County of Pierce, in the State 
of Washington, during the months of June, July and August, 1982, did then and 
there being unlawfully and feloniously knowingly cause [J.P.E.], not the spouse of 
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the defendant and less than 14 years of age, to have sexual contact with the 
defendant or another, ... 
That the said THOMAS EDWARD CLARK, in the County of Pierce, in the State 
of Washington, during the months of June, July and August, 1982, did then and 
there being unlawfully and feloniously knowingly cause [L.J.B.], not the spouse of 
the defendant and less than 14 years of age, to have sexual contact with the 
defendant or another, ... 
That the said THOMAS EDWARD CLARK, in the County of Pierce, in the State 
of Washington, during the months of June, July and August, 1982, did then and 
there being unlawfully and feloniously knowingly cause [G.L.H.], not the spouse 
of the defendant and less than 14 years of age, to have sexual contact with the 
defendant or another, ... 
The only distinguishing fact, to be gathered from the amended information, is that 
Clark committed the crime against different victims. The prosecution did not call 
any witnesses to testify regarding the circumstances involved in the prior felonies. 
Since nothing in the record distinguishes these crimes by date or location, there 
may have been a single criminal episode in which all three victims were molested. 
Clark's case, then, is unlike either Brandt or Smith, where the prior felonies were 
proven by the state to be separate crimes, involving separate times, locations and 
victims. The evidence presented by the state in this case is insufficient to show 
that Clark's crimes were separate criminal transactions. 
The policy underlying the general rule, which treats convictions entered on the 
same day as one conviction for the purpose of the persistent violator statute, 
provides a criminal defendant an opportunity to reform himself between 
convictions. Brandt, 110 Idaho at 344. In this case, Clark was charged with all 
three prior felonies in the same information on the same day. There was no 
evidence that time elapsed between the crimes, and there was no evidence that the 
crimes were committed in different locations. The evidence presented did not 
prove that Clark had time to reform his actions between crimes. Based upon the 
foregoing, ,x;e conclude that the district court erred v1hen it submitted the 
persistent violator issue to the jury. 
Putting aside the rather obvious issue of how "during the months of June, July and August" could 
possibly be treated as an indistinguishable "date," the ruling appears to mean either that simply 
having more than one victim does not mean one falls outside the general rule or that simply 
having one single distinguishing characteristic does not fall outside the general rule. 
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The idea that simply the way in which the crime is worded in the information can 
extinguish the obviousness of separate events violates the notice requirement of Due Process. 
Either something is a single transaction or it is not. See State v. Orellana-Castro, ---- P .3d ----, 
2014 WL 4290459 (Ct.App.2014). If not, they can only be joined in the same information where 
the defendant does not challenge that information. Id. Thus, the Court would be providing a 
windfall to those who are willing to plead to charges illegally joined. Therefore, it cannot be that 
the Court of Appeals truly intended that the "general rule" would rest on something so flimsy. 
Rather, it seems that the Court was recognizing that Clark had no opportunity to be notified that 
he had been charged with a felony prior to his commission of his next felony, and there was no 
opportunity for rehabilitation between charge and commission. 
The Court of Appeals then, one year later, came closer to the purpose of the "general 
rule" in State v. Harrington, 133 Idaho 563 (Ct.App.1999). In that case the Court found and 
held: 
Harrington was apprehended while attempting to burglarize a local Piggly Wiggly. 
Harrington admitted during his interrogation that he had burglarized that very 
same grocery store ten days prior. The State of Arkansas filed separate 
indictments on the two charges, but they had consecutive case numbers. 
Harrington pled guilty to both charges on December 9, 1993, in one proceeding 
before the same judge. Sentences for both convictions were entered on the same 
day and were identical. 
Admittedly, the charges have separate case numbers and separate informations, 
although filed simultaneously, but we cannot allow the state ofldaho to 
circumvent the general rnle of Brandt simply because an Arkansas prosecutor 
declined to consolidate these cases. Harrington's convictions were basically 
separate parts of a common plan or scheme and obviously could have been 
charged in one information, thus placing him squarely within the general rule 
articulated in Brandt. 
The Court's ruling in Harrington seems to stand for the rule that when there is only one 
distinguishing characteristic, there is only one conviction. The Court's holding that the two 
burglaries could have been seen as separate parts of a common plan or scheme is confusing. Is 
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the defendant to be awarded for having stolen from the same entity? Or would multiple 
burglaries from multiple grocery stores have sufficed? Assuming that what amounts to a 
"common scheme or plan" for purposes of the persistent violator statute is the same as that for 
joinder or I.R.E. 404(b), then presumably any time a person repeats "remarkable" behavior, they 
will be considered to only have been convicted once. See State v. Grist, 147 Idaho 49 (2009); 
Orellana-Castro,---- P.3d ----, 2014 WL 4290459 at *3 (applying Grist analysis to joinder). 
Under Grist, it is highly doubtful that either Harrington or Smith should have been given benefit 
of the rule. Rather, Harrington should be read as further recognition that where someone is 
committing the same type of crime repeatedly and then is caught and charges brought, there was 
no opportunity from charge to commission to reform one's conduct, and treating the convictions 
as grounds for a life sentence is unreasonable. 
Then, in State v. Mace, 133 Idaho 903, 907 (Ct.App.2000), the Court confronted the 
exception to the "general rule" and held: 
Mace's two prior felony convictions were unrelated crimes, grand theft and felony 
DUI, committed on different dates in different counties, but the sentencing in 
these cases occurred in one hearing before the same judge, and the judgments of 
conviction were entered on the same day. Mace acknowledges that because his 
prior felonies were unrelated crimes charged in separate informations, they do not 
qualify for treatment as a single conviction under the rule enunciated in Brandt. 
However, Mace urges this Court to overrule Brandt and follow a more lenient 
approach, adopted in other jurisdictions, that would treat unrelated offenses as a 
single conviction if the two prior convictions were entered on the same day. Mace 
argues that adherence to the Brandt precedent thwarts the legislative intent of 
giving felons two opportunities to reform before treating them as persistent 
violators. Here, Mace urges, he effectively had previously been convicted only 
one time and served one sentence, although there were convictions for two 
felonies with concurrent sentences. 
We acknowledge that the "exception" in Brandt may nearly swallow the general 
rule. Nonetheless, principles of stare decisis call for our adherence to the holding 
in Brandt. We note also that the Idaho legislature has indicated no disapproval of 
the Brandt court's interpretation of LC. § 19-2514. In the thirteen years since the 
Brandt decision, the legislature has not amended the statute to legislatively 
overrule Brandt, nor has the Idaho Supreme Court overruled it. Therefore, 
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although Mace's argument may warrant consideration by our Supreme Court, we 
will adhere to our ruling in Brandt. Accordingly, we affirm the district court's 
application of the persistent violator statute and its finding that Mace falls within 
the purview of that statute. 
(footnote omitted). Thus, the Court appears settled on the idea that only "related" prior offenses 
can be considered one prior conviction to fit in the general rule. Unfortunately, the Court does 
not provide definition of "related." 
The Court would follow the same reasoning in State v. Self, 139 Idaho 718 (Ct.App.2003) 
(involving two convictions for grand theft, one conviction for burglary, and one conviction for 
battery on a jailer). However, Selfis better understood as an application of the exception as 
understood in Brandt and Smith. Self clearly committed the battery on a jailer while in custody 
on his other felony charges, just as Brandt and Smith were charged with escape while awaiting 
trial on their other felonies. Therefore, Self had notice when he committed his next felony, and 
falls outside the "general rule." 
The Court of Appeals just recently reaffirmed the underlying principles of the "general 
rule" and grounded them in the Due Process clause: 
The persistent violator statute favors rehabilitation between occurrences of 
criminal conduct, providing a defendant the opportunity to reform his or her 
conduct in light of enhanced penalties. State v. Harrington, 133 Idaho 563, 565, 
990 P .2d 144, 146 (Ct.App.1999). As a result, multiple felonies committed on the 
same day or in the same course of conduct generally do not result in a persistent 
violator finding. Id. This is true, in part, because the enhanced penalty for being a 
persistent violator allows for a sentencing range of five years to life imprisonment. 
See I.C. § 19-2514. Such a serious consequence is disfavored in the la\v absent a 
showing of repeated tendency to commit felonies even after an opportunity to 
reform. Moreover, it is contrary to these rehabilitative considerations and 
fundamental fairness to allow a first-time offender to meet the required number of 
felony convictions and face potential life in prison as the result of a single 
criminal occurrence or course of conduct. See Harrington, 133 Idaho at 565, 990 
P.2d at 146. 
State v. Saviers, 156 Idaho 324,325 P.3d 665,667 (Ct.App.2014). 
The defendant in this case has testified as to the circumstances of his four felony 
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convictions used to enhance his sentence in this case. Mr. Rome explained that on the 14th day of 
March, 2007, he committed a forgery with a bad check. He was not arrested. He would then 
later on February 12, 2007, again attempt to use a forgery to purchase Valentine's Day gifts for 
his wife, and once again, he was not arrested. Then on April 14, 2007, he committed second 
degree theft and third degree assault, and would be arrested on that charge. The other two cases 
would be filed while he was in custody. This can also be seen from the case numbers: the April 
14, 2007 case is 07-1-01477-7, the forgeries are respectively 07-1-01698-2 and 07-1-02659-7. 
The defendant testified that there were different victims and different locations (though all were 
in Snohomish County, WA). 
The issue before this Court is whether Mr. Rome falls within the "general rule." If, as the 
Court of Appeals found in February, the "general rule" is a constitutional ban on increasing the 
penalty on a felony to life where a defendant has not been given the chance from his last felony 
conviction to rehabilitate having had notice of the enhanced penalties, then he obviously does. If, 
however, the rule favors a lack of distinguishing characteristics and/or remarkable circumstances 
for the prior crimes, then Mr. Rome would fall outside of it. If the rule is only intended for 
"related" crimes, then he might be inside or outside, depending on how one determines their 
relation. Mr. Rome committed essentially a string of theft related crimes until finally arrested. 
From the standpoint of the human being committing thefts, the crimes are likely related, being 
driven by poverty, desperation, and likely drug addiction. Considering the constitutional 
concerns of the "general rule," Mr. Rome's crimes should be considered "related." This would 
fit with the Mace case, as Mace's cases involve DUI, showing a lack of concern for the safety of 
himself or others, and grand theft, which shows a lack ofrespect for other's property. 
If the purpose of the statute is to punish those who "persist" in committing felonies, the 
general rule should be applied whenever a person has multiple convictions on the same day from 
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felonies similar in nature all committed prior to his having received notice that a felony charge 
had been made. After all, whether conduct is a felony or not is as much a prosecutor's 
prerogative as a jury's. There are far too many laws on the books for an individual to know in 
every case whether their conduct will result in a felony charge. 
This Court must follow the Court of Appeals precedent as to the purpose of the "general 
rule" and its constitutional validity and foundation. It should further hold that the rulings of the 
Court of Appeals on this issue create a bright line rule where a defendant who committed 
multiple similar felonies before receiving notice of a felony charge against them fall within the 
general rule that there is only one felony conviction for purposes of LC.§ 19-2514 despite the 
number of convictions that eventually result. And the Court should further hold that Mr. Rome's 
four convictions should count as one for purposes ofl.C. § 19-2514. 
DATED this _____ day of September, 2014. 
OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI 
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
BY: 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the for~oing was personally served by placing a 
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Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 (\ 
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ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR 
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CONVICTION 
The Court, having before it the state's Motion for Committal of Defendant Upon Conviction, and 
having heard argument on September 4, 2014, and good cause appearing, and for the reasons 
stated on the record, now therefore 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the state's Motion for Committal of Defendant Upon 
Conviction be denied. 
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Phone: (208) 446-1800; Fax: (208) 446-1833 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY: 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
STATE OF 'IDAHO l 
COUNTY Of KOOTENAI SS 
FILED: 
Ol~SEP 12 PH'3:t,f 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
SONNY CHARLES ROME, 
Defendant. 
CASE NUMBER CRF 14-3761 
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR 
JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL OF PART II 
COMES NOW, the State ofldaho, by and through Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecutor, 
and hereby submits the following Brief in Opposition to Motion for Judgment of Acquittal of 
Part II. 
APPLICABLE LAW AND ARGUMENT 
A motion for judgment of acquittal under I.C.R. 29 is limited to the issue of whether there 
was sufficient evidence produced at trial upon which a jury could convict. State v. Griffith, 127 
Idaho 8, 11 (1995). The standard of review for such a motion "is whether there was substantial 
evidence upon which a trier of fact could have found the essential elements of the crime beyond 
a reasonable doubt." State v. Hoyle, 140 Idaho 679, 684 (Ct. App. 2004). In assessing such a 
motion, a court should "give full consideration to the right of the jury to determine the credibility 
BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL OF PART II - 1 
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of witnesses, the weight to be afforded evidence, as well as the right to draw all justifiable 
inferences from the evidence before them." State v. Hamilton, 129 Idaho 938, 941 (Ct. App. 
1997). The evidence should also be considered "in the light most favorable to the prosecution." 
State v. Herrera-Brito, 131 Idaho 383,386 (Ct. App. 1998). 
Multiple convictions entered on the same day can establish a basis for utilizing I.C. § 19-
2514. State v. Brandt, 110 Idaho 341, 344 (Ct. App. 1986). However, the offenses must be 
different, that is, each offense must represent "a separate crime occurring in a separate location 
with a separate victim." Id. In other words, the convictions must be "distinguishable incidents 
of criminal conduct." State v. Smith, 116 Idaho 553,560 (Ct. App. 1989). See also State v. Self, 
139 Idaho 718 (Ct. App. 2003). 
The evidence in this case adduced at trial as to the allegations in Part II of the Amended 
Information included three different felony judgments from the State of Washington as well as 
the testimony of Mr. Rome. The judgments and testimony established that each felony 
conviction pertained to crimes that occurred at different places, at different times and involved 
different victims. As such, given the appropriate legal framework for assessing a motion for 
judgment of acquittal, there was a sufficient evidentiary basis for the jury to convict Mr. Rome of 
Part II of the Amended Information. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the above stated reasons, the state respectfuiiy requests that the Defendant's 
Motion for Judgment of Acquittal of Part II be denied. 
DATED this 4- day of September, 2014. 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the lJ= day of September, 2014, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was sent to the Kootenai Coun1y Public Def~ffice. -
.7 
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Judge Haynes 
Clerk Suzi Sverdsten 
Court Reporter Val Nunemacher 






01 :45:46 PM PD 
01:47:30 PM 
J 
01:53:10 PM PD 
01 :53:31 PM J 
01 :53:50 PM End 
Note 
Def is not in custody. PD-Jay Logsdon KCPA-Art Verharen 
The Court has read the submissions by the parties. 
Under 19-2514 the jury found client persistent violator. The earlier 
feloniesweren't charged until later. Client should fall in the general 
rule by the Court of Appeals. It is law that says 3 felonies and you 
are out. And says 3 felonies the same day and you are not out 
and ~e·pending pn how occt,Jrred you are still out. A lot of the 
cases are after the second crime they commit a crime in the jail. 
Mays case reviewed. We provided a better record than most 
ca.s.es. My client wasn't charged and couldn't be aware that these 
. were .felonies and worse .outcome for him. Notice requirement isn't 
there., . · 
The law is very clear and you are bound by that law. Different 
felonies; differentcrimes'with different victims. You have a factual 
basis sthat establishes the convictions. 
The underlying interest,. notice.requirement, chance to reform. 
Reads State vs Brandt. .. $eparate Informations. Court also read 
Harrington. Fell within the general rule. Court also read Mays, 
unrelated. priors, but sentenced on the same day, took it out. 
1/22/08 def convicted. Separate incidents, separate victims. This 
does not fall within the general rulel and motion is denied. State to 
present.order. ... · 
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t ' I vt 11GJTENA1fss 
Fk.::O: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRI 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 





SONNY C. ROME, ) 
Defendant. ) 
The above matter came on for hearing before the Honorable Judge Haynes, on the 6th day of 
October, 2014. The State was represented by Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, for 
Kootenai County, Idaho. The defendant was present and represented by Jay Logsdon. After 
argument from both parties, the Court enters its order as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant's Motion for Acquittal as to Part II is denied. 
ENTERED this l ll day of __ O_'--~~-ti~k~---' 2014. 
ORDER-1 
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CERTI~fMT~ ~F SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the J ~f \:;_J ~ , 2014 copies of the foregoing 
document(s) were mailed, postage prepaid, or sent by facsimile or inter office mail to: 
/ / Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County FAX 208-446-1833 
___ v_ Defense Counsel Kootenai County Public Defender F~l 
Defense Counsel FAX ---- -------------
---- Defendant _____________ _ 
____ Kootenai County Sheriff's Department jailsgts@kcgov.us 
____ Idaho Probation & Parole - Distl@idoc.idaho.gov 
____ Idaho Department of Correction FAX 208-327-7445 
____ CCD Sentencing Team - - C<:DSentencingTea111<@idoc.idal1o.gov 
____ Idaho Department of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 
____ Community Service Interoffice Mail ot FAX 208446-119:,-
Auditor Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1662 ----
---- BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) FAX 208-884-7193 
____ Kootenai County Law Library/Transcription FAX 208-446-1187 
Central Records CentralRecords@idoc.idaho.gov 
ORDER-2 
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Description CR 2014-3761 Rome, Sonny 20141024 S 
Judge Haynes 
Clerk Suzi Sverdsten 
Court Reporter Sam Drummond 
Datell 10/24/2014 II Location 
Time Speaker 
08:42:01 AM J 
I 08:42:36 AM ~ J 
I 08:42:57 AM II PD 
I No~ 
I Def is not present PD-Jay Logsdon KCPA-Art Verharen 
I Letter from IDOC requesting a bench warrant for not following 
through with PSI process. 
I ~~n~::~=~e~o~e~~~;~ha~~~~ee~=~~:~~:~: ~~-t~~t ~~~~!: 
his court appearances. 
Request bench warrant. 
Def has been unable to achieve the PSI process for a report. NO 
good cause to excuse his absence today or the PSI report. 
Forfeit bail. Issue bench warrant $20,000. 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Sonny Charles Rome 
917 W Indiana Ave 
PO Box 2253 
Spokane, WA 99210 
Defendant. 
 
DL or  
AKA: 
' -
In and For the County of Kooten,· 
324 W. Garden Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 S :;l.TE. OF IJlAKOHOOTENAti SS 
COUtHY Ot-
FILEO: 

















TO ANY SWORN PEACE OFFICER IN THE STATE OF IDAHO: 
The Defendant in the above captioned case, having failed to appear for the following court hearing: 
Failure to Appear For Sentencing Hearing October 24, 2014, at 8:30 a.m. 
NOW, THEREFORE, THIS IS TO COMMAND YOU to arrest the above named Defendant and bring him/her 
before this Court. 
May be served: [ ] Day Only 
[ X] Day or Night 
[ X ] Bond is set at $ 20,000.00. 
Must Serve days 
Dated: CJ C \-ow d-::\. d- 0 \ 1,/ 
I 
Judge: LAA~ { _ µ.41:D C'L' 
Lansing l. aynes 
Work Release Authorized 
RETURN OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I served the foregoing Warrant by arresting the above named Defendant on this 
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04:28:14 PM 
CR 2014-3761 Rome, Sonny 20141110 First Appearance 
Judge Wayman 











111 K-COU RTROOM6 tJ 
I Note 
Calls Case 






Refer to Judge Haynes to set 
Atty Mr. Logsdon 
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ORIGINAL 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
BarNumber: 8759 
STATE OF fDAHO J 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAnss 
FILED: /SI 
201~ NOV 26 PH 2: 39 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
Fel 
MOTION TO REORDER PRE-SENTENCE 
INVESTIGATION REPORT 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves this Honorable Court to reorder the pre-sentence 
investigation report in this matter. 
This Motion is made on the grounds that Mr. Rome missed his previous sentencing and 
also did not make it to his presentence investigation interview. Probation and Parole will not 
prepare a pre-sentence report without receiving a new order stating the new sentencing date, 
which is January 5, 2015. In order to ensure that the Court has the pre-sentence investigation at 
the time of sentencing, the defendant requests that the Court issue a new order. 
If necessary, counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral 
argument, evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is 10 minutes. 
MOTION TO REORDER PRE-SENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORT Page 1 
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DATED this day of November, 2014. 
BY: 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct co~~ the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the . day of November, 2014, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
~ Interoffice Mail 
MOTION TO REORDER PRE-SENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORT Page 2 
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ORIGINAL 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
BarNumber: 8759 
201~ DEC -2 AM 9: 39 
~,:~ 1 '.:(\CT COURT 
~, -- ---=-=-~---==-
r. 
L ' T 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
Fel 
ORDER FOR PRE-SENTENCE 
INVESTIGATION REPORT 
The Court having before it the Motion to Reorder Pre-sentence Investigation and good cause 
appearing, now, therefore 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a Pre-Sentence Investigation Report for Court appearance on 
January 5, 2015. The defendant is in custody. 
ORDERED this _ ____..__ __ day of ~~,~~r;2014. 
l w.,..~+r6 l; \_\ ~ ND ) 
DISTRIC DGE 
ORDER FOR PRE-SENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORT Page 1 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the ,)_ day ofNoYember, 2014, addressed to: 
~ c_, 
Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 446-1701 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 . . r J 1 / 
Probation and Parole FAX 769-1481 efWV locR d I Sud ~ f\ IQ t~.e_o. ·1 Jue , ·, (jti./11D, ~OV 
Via Fax 
Interoffice Mail 
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Description ;~~~~~~~~~ Rome, Sonny 20150105 Sernten _' ~ f\~\\ , 
1
Q~· \ f\J )tr(} 
Court Reporter Val Nunemacher I\ 111 \ \ \ : '~ · :/ 
Clerk Amy Hodge I \ J\ ~V 
Dat~ 11 1,012015 II Location ll1K-couffff(ooMttL-J -
Time Speaker 
09:09:19 AM Judge 
Haynes 
09:09:58 AM PA/DA 





09:12:09 AM Judge 
Haynes 
09:12:19 AM DA-Jay 
Logsdon 









09:23:05 AM DA-Jay 
Logsdon 
09:23:13 AM Judge 
Haynes 





Calls case, Def - Sonny Rome in custody, DA- Jay Logsdon, PA-
Art Verharen 
Ready for sentencing. 
Read the PSI and attachments. 
My client wants the court to know he had an episode the day after 
the PSI investigation and went to the hospital. He remembers the 
meeting but does not recall what was said. 
Why does PSI say none on medication? 
There are some issues with this PSI. Corrections. 
No documents or witnesses. 
No legal reason to proceed but when I was talking to the lady, I 
was hit in the head by a hammer. I was in Snohomish county. I 
tried to get back here for court. I told the officers. While I was 
here. The lady introduced herself. It was the day before I had my 
breakdown. I was taking lithium. I was taking to the hospital. I 
think a better PSI would be better for the court. I would like 
another chance at the PSI. I am a fool and not a liar. No legal 
reason but I would like a new PSI. 
He is asking the court to continue this and try and meet with PSI 
reporter again. 
I am concerned about ineffective of counsel. No attempts have 
been made to get a mental health evaluation. I suggest a 
continuance for a mentai heaith evaiuation. 
That makes sense and is a good idea. 
Vacate this sentencing to get a mental health evaluation. Not 
going to get a new PSI. Mr Logsdon to present the order for that 
evaluation. Reset sentencing for 2/2/15 at 930. Notice will be sent. 
Hands a memorandum of restitution to the court. 
Lodged to be filed. Recess for 5 mins. 
file://R:\District\Criminal\Haynes\CR 2014-3761 Rome, Sonny 20150105 Sentencing.htm 1/5/2015 
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I I Haynes 
I 09:25:03 AM \ End 
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ORIGINAL 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
,·. The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
20f 5 JAN -5 P.N 2s st 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE ..fy-
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
Fel 
MOTION FOR MENTAL 
HEALTH EVALUATION 
PURSUANT TO I.C. § 19-2524 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, hereby moves this Court for an order requiring the Department of Health 
and Welfare to conduct a mental health evaluation for indigent defendant, SONNY ROME. 
Prior to felony sentencing, the Court has required that a mental health evaluation be 
conducted on SONNY ROME, who is still in local custody and cannot afford such an evaluation. 
Idaho Code § 19-2524 allows the court to order a mental health evaluation for sentencing 
purposes the examination being conducted through the Department of Health and Welfare. 
Subsection 6 indicates the expense of the evaluation will be borne by the Department of Health and 
Welfare, with an entitlement to have the defendant reimburse the cost. 
MOTION FOR MENTAL 
HEALTH EVALUATION PURSUANT TO I.C. § 19-2524 Page 1 
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DATED this __ r ___ day of January, 2015. 
BY: 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy...9f !~ foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the ~day of January, 2015, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
7 Interoffice Mail 
MOTION FOR MENTAL 
HEAL TH EVALUATION PURSUANT TO I.C. § 19-2524 Page 2 
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ORIGINAL 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
2015 JAN -9 PM ~: 00 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 







CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
Fel 




ORDER FOR MENTAL 
HEALTH EVALUATION 
PURSUANT TO J.C.§ 19-2524 
) 
Defendant. ) 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED pursuant to Idaho Code § 19-2524 that the Idaho Department of 
Health and Welfare conduct a mental health evaluation. The Defendant may be required to reimburse 
the Department for the expenses involved. Sentencing is set for Febraury 2, 2015. 
DATED this __ 9__,_ __ day of January, 2015. 
LANSING L. HAYN 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy tJ the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the day of January, 2015, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 446-1701 
Department of Health & Welfare FAX 769-14300 a 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 , . ·~~---__-, 
Probation & Parole FAX 769-1481 _14, .  _......._.=-""'---L.Jv""'l~----=------=---
ORDER FOR MENTAL 
HEALTH EVALUATION PURSUANT TO I.C. § 19-2524 Page 1 
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'ORIGINA.l~ 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 20l5 JAN-9 PH 2: 37 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
Fel 
MOTION FOR RECOGNIZANCE 
RELEASE OR REDUCTION OF BOND 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for its Order releasing the defendant on his 
own recognizance or reducing the bond in this matter. 
This motion is made pursuant to the 81h and 14th amendments of the U.S. Constitution; 
Article I,§§ 6 and 13 of the Idaho Constitution; and I.C.R. 46. 
This motion is made on the grounds that defendant has ties to the community and is not a 
flight risk, and the bond as set violates the defendant's rights to due process and to be free from 
excessive bond and cruel and unusual punishment as guaranteed by the U.S. and Idaho Constitutions. 
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument, 
evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is ten minutes. 
MOTION FOR RECOGNIZANCE RELEASE 
OR REDUCTION OF BOND Page 1 
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q 
DATED this ____ day of January, 2015. 
BY: 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct cop~ the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the '> day of January, 2015, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
__L_ Interoffice Mail 
MOTION FOR RECOGNIZANCE RELEASE 
OR REDUCTION OF BOND Page 2 
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BARRYMcHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
2015 JAN -9 PH 4: 02 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR-F14-3761 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) MEMORANDUM OF RESTITUTION 
) 
SONNY C. ROME, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW, ARTHUR VERHAREN, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, 
Idaho, and hereby requests in the following additional amount(s) to be paid to the Kootenai County 
Clerk, 324 West Garden, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 in the form of cash, certified check or money 
order: 
WalMart 
6405 W Point Parkway 
Post Falls, Idaho 83854 
$219.96 
DATED this .5"' day of ..::rft-""V\ryi{ , 2015. 
1W'2 i/ vV~ V/v-,-1. 
ARTHUR VERHAREN 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
MEMORANDUM OF RESTITUTION: Page 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the ___ day of _____ , 2015, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing delivered to: 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE 
FAXED 
MEMORANDUM OF RESTITUTION: Page 2 
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Court Reporter Sam Drummond 














Calls case - deft present incustody and represented by Mr. 
Logsdon. Ms. Gardner for the State. Sentencing set for today. The 
court has read the mental health assessment and the PSI. 
I have read the PSI. 
Requests a continuance. My client would like to be screened for 
Mental Health Court. 
There is no pending motion for bond reduction. 
ve 1na\ren't received notice of this motion. 
motion and thought it was set for today. 
to Court for the motion to continue. 
Grants motion to continue. File reflects mental health issues. 
Believe that this is a valid reason for a continuance. No prejudice in 
anyway. Benefit of the defendant. Set for Sentencing on 3/2/15 at 
1:30pm. 
Judge Haynes released me OR, but was picked up on a BW. I was 
hit by a transit bus and they gave me pills and didn't know what I 
was doing. I will show up for MHC. SSI is going to get canceled. I 
will show up for my evaluations and will show up for court. I can't 
come up with bond amount. I work at Roosevelt. I'm at mercy of the 
court. I won't dishonor your robe, by not showing up. 
This is a procedural issue and I'm not deciding on the reasons why 
you need to get out. I hear what you are saying, there is merit to it, 
but nothing barring you from bringing this up at a later date. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
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Description CR 2014-3761 Rome, Sonny 20140224 Bond Hearing 
Judge Haynes 
11\\f'\{\\ >-0c,U>vilo Court Reporter Val Nunemacher Clerk Amy Hodge 
Date 12,241201 s 11 Location II 1K-COURT~OO}J19 ' . 
Time I Speaker II Note I 
02:37:38 PM Judge Calls case, Def - Sonny Rome present in custody, DA - Jay 
Haynes Logsdon, PA- Stan Mortensen 
02:38:23 PM Bond reduction hearing. 
02:38:28 PM PA- Stan 
The defendant is incustody. 
Mortensen 
02:38:44 PM Ready. Update. MH assessment is done. He has paranoid 
schizophrenia, bipolar, antisocial, SA issue. Closer to having an 
idea of what is going on. I spoke with Ms Wolfinger and they do 
not know if they can accept him till mid march. Ask to move 
sentencing. Ask to release him on an OR. Apologizes for the last 
hearing he missed. He went to WA to deal with issues. While in 
WA he was hit by a bus and after getting out of the hospital he 
got in trouble. He called me after he missed the hearing. We tried 
DA-Jay to quash the warrant. He went to a police officer and he was 
Logsdon picked up. He has been in custody for 114 days. Another 2 
weeks in WA. His wife Debra has spoken with me. She would like 
him to come home. He has a letter with him and a picture of the 
two of them. New address in Spokane. Meds while in the jail. 
Zyprexa and Depokote. He says he will continue them. On SSI. 
They stopped it because of incarceration. He will lose it if he is in 
too long. He would like to arrange a way to move to Kootenai 
county to get into MHC. He will agree to UA's. Ask to reduce 
bond to SK. 
02:43:47 PM Def-
Sonny I will show up for court. 
Rome 
02:43:52 PM Judge 
Listen to lawyer. Do not interrupt. Haynes 
02:44:00 PM Court is aware of Sonny. He has circumstances that need to be 
dealt with in WA that caused him not to get his PSI done. He is 
DA- Jay hoping to be released so he can be a part of the MHC. Medicaid 
Logsdon is the only individuals in MHC. Sonny is very sorry for missing 
court and asking the court to show the faith in him that you have 
shown before. 
02:45:13 PM 
They said it would be dismissed on time served. I am back on 
medications. I was bussed to Snohomish county. Explains. I was 
released. I was hit by the bus. I was in Bothel. I sent the court a 
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I 02:55:18 PM I PA- Stan 
: Mortensen 
02:55:44 PM DA-Jay 
Logsdon 
02:56:12 PM Judge 
Haynes 
02:56:25 pAflfEnci 
piece of paper stating that. I ended up turning self in. I do not 
know for sure if there is a pending matter. I was told it would be 
time served. The Spokane matter I was told it would be time 
served. I will show up for court. I have been doing real well in 
court. I am on depokote and seroquel. I can UA everyday and 
meetings daily. I will show up and see if I can qualify for MHC. I 
will go through the hoops. Money is tight. I have not been able to 
help my wife. I give you my word I will show up for court. I will 
make sure I show up. 
Object to bond reduction. Bond is more than reasonable. He did 
fail to appear. There is more than one pending charges out of 
WA from the PSI. I do not know if there are warrants. Pending 
cases there is a likelihood he will get picked up for WA and we 
will not see him for a long time. He is looking at a life sentence. 
n ... :--- :- ,·--· ... --• ~--.....r .. ----- __ .,..a.- -a...-, •• ··- 0-,.:,..., •• ,... r11.:,u11 1.::, vc1y 1ccu. uuuu 1ca.:,u11 11uL LU .:,11uvv UtJ. n.c;vu::;vv.> 
criminal history. Serious concerns. 
He is a very interesting individual. He came to all of the court 
appearances. I believe Sonny when he says he will be here. He 
is not someone who will take off. I think the court can accept his 
word he will come to the court. Ask to move the sentencing date 
to see about MHC. 
Reviews the purpose of bail. Reviews. 20K is not unreasonable 
under the circumstances. Getting to court is not the only reason 
for bail. You have a huge criminal history. You live a chaotic life 
and tell stories to others. Your burglary story is unbelievable. I 
have to take all factors into account. Deny the motion for bond 
reduction. 
No objection to moving sentencing. MHC will only provide more 
insight to sentencing. 
Move the sentencing out 
Sentencing 4/10/15 at 830. Notice will be sent. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
S fATE ot-· !J!\HO ) 
COUNTY OF KOOTEHAIYSS 
FILED: 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 20!5 MAR 19 PH 2: 46 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
Fel 
MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an Order continuing the hearing now 
set for April 1, 2015. 
This motion is made on the grounds that the defendant is being screened for Mental 
Health Court and has an appointment to meet with ACES on April 7, 2015. 
DATED this / 1 
''NO OBJECTION" 
gifif'" :/ 3/; 9/tt; 
ART . VERHAREN 
DEPUTY PROSECUTOR 
day of March, 2015. 
BY: 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PlJBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING Page 1 
I ....)I 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the l °t day of March, 2015, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
/ Interoffice Mail 
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Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
2015 HAR 20 PH 2: 49 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
Plaintiff, ) Fel 
) 
V. ) NOTICE OF FILING UNDER SEAL 
) MOTION AND PROPOSED ORDER 
SONNY CHARLES ROME, ) 
Defendant. ) 
-----------------') 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendant, by and through his attorney of record, Jay 
Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender, files a MOTION AND PROPOSED ORDER, under seal to 
protect the confidentiality of said document. 
DATED this I 1 day ofMarch, 2015. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY: ~~~ Jjyeisri 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy Q.f the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the 62.Q day ofMarch, 2015, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
ViaFax ~. ~~J 
/ InterofficeMail 
NOTICE OF FILING UNDER SEAL MOTION AND PROPOSED ORDER Page 1 
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Clerk Suzi Sverdsten ~ Court Reporter Val Nunemacher 
Da~/10/20151 Location 111 K-COURTROOM9 
I Time I Speaker Note 
I 08:34:12 AM IJ Def is in custody. KCPA-Art Verharen PD-Jay Logsdon 
08:34:41 AM 
n 
The Court was aware of the Motion to Transport for an eval for 
application for MHC and a motion to continue the sentencing. The 
Court did not sign the order to transport. If you want the eval and 
the transport I will listen, but the def will not be going on probation. I I He will either go to prison or a rider. 
08:36:27 AM PD We would like to go forward today. 
08:36:36AM J The Court has read the PSI with attachments. 
08:37:50 AM Sonny disputes a lot of conclusions made by the PSI writer and at 
PD the time of the process he was on meds that put him in the 
hospital. 
08:38:18 AM IPA I Corrections to PSI given. 
08:39:37 AM I came here and went to this mental health thing, at the PSI I 
talked to the lady and told her everything, I went through the hops. 
I'm glad to do a ua everyday and stay off the drugs. I admit I was 
high when I was in Court. I was protecting my daugher. The PA 
was right, he is a good PA, I'm guilty as heck and should go to 
Def prison. If released I would do the hoops. It was a petit theft and 
that isn't a felony. I would gladly pay the amount of the carpet 
cleaner. I should have been truthful and I would have done my 
rider and be done. My whole life is in my hands. If you do let me 
out and give me a second chance I'll do everything I need to do. I 
don't want to go to prison, but I'm not afraid. I don't need drugs at 
all. 
08:43:29AM Defs PSI is rP.m::irk::ihlP., thP. r.rimin::il hi~tnry. ~till h::i~ ::i couple of 
I active cases in \fl.IA 'lJith outstanding warrants. Also some of the 
comments made by the investigator stood out. You don't often see 
this subjective report. Reads page 26. Def unable to tell the truth 
PA without first telling a lie. Def has wasted his life, used drugs his 
entire life. Kids taken away. Uses meth and marijuana and steals. 
No hope for him making probation. Don't think it should be a life 
sentence. Suggest 12 yrs with 4 fixed. Crime wasn't impulsive, 
had planning. 
08:48:21 AM At the time Sonny met with the PSI writer he was coming out of 
withdrawals and changing his meds. Today he is the most 
coherent we have heard. He cares about his wife, I wish she could 
have been here today, she couldn't get a ride and get her today. 
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t:_J Burglary Walmart case. Probably wouldn't have been a felony in 
most states. I still ask that the Court considers community 
supervision. MHC would have been a pretty good idea. I think he 
would do well on a rider. 
I 08:53:13 AM II Def 
08:54:09 AM 
J 
J 08:58:03 AM JJ 
I 08:58:32 AM I End 
II Turned myself in 10/30. 
Verdict was guilty of Burglary. Habitual offender. 4 factors of 
sentencing given. 162 days credit. Planned out retail thefts. 
Extensive criminal history. Life long pattern of stealing. Not honest 
with the PSI, not honest with the jury. But you always made your 
court appearances. Used drugs all your life, never worked, steal 
from others. Life long pattern of theft. Spent your life stealing, 
habitual offender. Protection of society is the goal. 12 yrs, 4 fixed, 
8 indeterminate. 
State to submit an order to restitution for Walmart. $219.96. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
-· 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Sonny Charles Rome 
Defendant. 
 
324 W. GARDEN A VENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
Case No: CR-2014-0003761 
JUDGMENT 












On April 10, 2015, before the Honorable Lansing L. Haynes, District Judge, you, 
Sonny Charles Rome, personally appeared for sentencing. Also appearing were Art 
Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, and your counsel, Jay 
Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender. 
WHEREUPON, the previously ordered presentence report having been filed, 
and the Court having ascertained that you have had an opportunity to read the 
presentence report and review it with your lawyer, and you having been given the 
opportunity to explain, correct or deny parts of the presentence report, and you having 
been given the opportunity to make a statement, and recommendations having been 
made by counsel for the State and by your lawyer, and there being no legal reason 
given why judgment and sentence should not then be pronounced, the Court did then 
pronounce its sentencing disposition. 
JUDGMENT: CR-2014-0003761 
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that you, after exercising your right to a jury trial, and 
the jury having entered a verdict of guilty to the criminal offense(s) charged in the 
Information on file herein as follows: 
Idaho Code§§ 18-1401, 18-204, Burglary, a Felony. 
And Habitual Offender Status pursuant to Idaho Code§ 19-2514. 
THAT YOU ARE GUil TY OF THE CRIME(S) SO CHARGED, and now, 
therefore, 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to Idaho Code §19-2513, you are 
sentenced as follows: 
For a total unified sentence not to exceed twelve (12) years, commencing 
with a fixed period of four (4) years, to be followed by an additional 
indeterminate period of eight (8) years. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you are committed to the custody of the Idaho 
State Board of Correction on April 10, 2015. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you are remanded to the custody of the 
Kootenai County Sheriff pending transport to the Idaho State Board of Correction. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you will be given credit for one hundred sixty-
two (162) days time served on any sentence imposed on the above charge. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that you shall pay restitution pursuant to the Order 
to Pay Restitution to be filed in this case. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be 
exonerated, provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to Idaho Code §19-
2923. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this order to the 
Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) days of 
the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an 
appeal, you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for 
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the appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your 
right to appeal, you should consult your present lawyer. 
DATED this l O day of t\f:s:i( , 2015. 
Lansing ~ aynes 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the \'v day of ~ ,, l , 2015, copies of the foregoing 
Judgment were emailed, mailed-postage prepaid,fxed, or sent by interoffice mail to: 
V Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County [ ]FAX 208-446-1833 [ K] EMAILED 
~ports.kcgov.us -A- Defense Attorney: Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
ViEMAILED: pdfax@kcgov.us 
[ j FAXED: (208) 446-1701 
~ Idaho Department of Correction (><[EMAILED: centralrecords@idoc.idaho.gov [ ]FAXED 208-327-7445 
--4- Probation & Parole P<J_EMAILED: dist1@idoc.idaho.gov [ ]FAXED 208-769-1481 
~ Kootenai County Sheriff's Department via email [ ] jailsgts@kcgov.us [ ] workrelease@kcgov.us 
kl warrants@kcgov.us 
JIM BRANNON 
CLE OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
JUDGMENT: CR-2014-0003761 3 
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Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
··STATE OF IOAHO J 
COUNTY Of KOOTEHAIJSS 
FILED: 
The Law Office of the Public Defender Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 APR I 3 PM 2: 1+5 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
Oc.PUiY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 





















CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
Fel 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: Tf{E ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, )STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE ENTITLED COURT: 
1. The above named Appellant appeals against the above named Respondent to the 
Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment entered in the above entitled matter on the 10th day of 
April, 2015, the Honorable Lansing Haynes, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or 
orders described in paragraph one above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate 
Rule (I.A.R.) 1 l(c)(l-10). 
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3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then intends to 
assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant from 
asserting other issues on appeal, is/are: 
(a) Did the district court err in imposing an excessive sentence? 
(b) Did the district court err in denying the appellant's Motion to Dismiss? 
( c) Did the district court err in denying the appellant's Motion for a directed verdict as to 
the Habitual Offender enhancement? 
( d) Was there sufficient evidence to convict the appellant of Aiding and Abetting a 
Burglary? 
4. There are portions of the record that are sealed. Those portions of the record include 
the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI) and the Mental Health Evaluation. 
5. Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the entire 
reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25( c ). The appellant also request the 
preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's transcript: 
(a) Motion to Dismiss Hearing held on June 27, 2014 (Court Reporter: Samantha 
Drummond, no estimation of pages was listed on the Register of Actions.); 
(b) Trial held on September 4 and 5, 2014 ( Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher, Reporter's 
estimate on the Register of Actions is 310 pages.); 
(c) Decision Hearing held on October 6, 2014 (Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher, 
Reporter's estimate on the Register of Actions is under 100 pages.); 
(d) Sentencing Hearing held on January 5, 2015 (Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher, 
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Reporter's estimate on the Register of Actions is under 100 pages.); 
(e) Sentencing Hearing held on April 10, 2015 (Court Reporter: Val Nunemacher, 
Reporter's estimate on the Register of Actions is under 100 pages.). 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record pursuant to 
I.A.R. 28(b )(2). The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record, 
in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28(b )(2): 
(a) Any e:xJ,ibits, including but not limited to letters or victim impact statements, 
addendums to the PSI or other items offered during trial and at sentencing hearing. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the Court Reporters 
Samantha Drummond and Val Nunemacher; 
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation of the 
record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho Code§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)); 
( c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal case (Idaho 
Code§ 31-3220, 3 l-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)(8)); 
( d) That arrangements have been made with Kootenai County who will be responsible for 
paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client is indigent, Idaho Code§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 
24(e); 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to I.A.R. 
20. 
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DATED this _/_J __ day of April, 2015. 
BY: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL Page4 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
EPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this \"2, day of April, 2015, served a true and 
correct copy of the attached NOTICE OF APP~nteroffice mail or as otherwise indicated 





Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 816-9000 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3050 Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
via Interoffice Mail 
First Class Mail 
Certified Mail 
Facsimile (208) 334-2985 
First Class Mail 
Certified Mail 
Facsimile (208) 854-8074 
Reporter for District Judge Lansing Haynes, Valerie Nunemacher (Kootenai County, PO 
Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816) via Interoffice Mail 
Reporter Samantha Drummond (3 24 5 E. Armstrong Ct., Coeur d'Alene 83 814) via mail 
NOTICE OF APPEAL Pages 
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[]ORIGINAL 
·, 
-: r ·. 2ff5:ARRi 28.H Pll lllt2 
:CLERK OfS'1'RfCTCOURT 
IN TIIB DIS1RICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIS1RIC~2" 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
Case No. CRF14-3761 STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. ORDER TO PAY RESTITUTION 
SONNY CHARLES ROME, 
Defendant. 
Order is hereby entered against the defendant, SONNY CHARLES ROME, in the 
amount(s) that follow. Such amounts to bear statutory interest from the date indicated and shall 
be paid to the Kootenai County Clerk, 324 W. Garden, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, 83814 in the form 
of cash, certified check or money order: 
To: Amount: 
WalMart $219.00 
6405 W Point Parkway 
Post Falls, Idaho 
TOTAL: $219.00 
This order is entered pursuant to Idaho Code Section §19-5304 and §20-520(3) and shall 
include statutory interest pursuant to Idaho Code §28-22-104(2) accruing from the l fJ day of 
--+f\ ......... f-<'-'i""""'\ ___ , 20 l§__ together with all post judgment attorney's fees and costs extended 
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in the collection of this judgment as allowed by law. 
1d in full. 
our 
shall b 
Entered this~ day of_.._A~~ .... r~i ..... l-----~' 20 l S'. 
JUDGE 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the -4--- day of IJ.t!..i ( , 20L ~opies of the foregoing document(s) 
were mailed, postage prepaid, or sent by facsimile or inter office mail to: 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County email: kcpareports@kcgov.us 
Defense Counsel Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 208- 446-1701 
Defense Counsel FAX · · - -- · ----
---- Defendant _____________ _ 
____ Kootenai County Sheriff's Department jailsgts@kcgov.us 
-----c--r-- Idaho Probation & Parole -Distl@idoc.idaho.gov --X-~ Idaho Department of Correction FAX 208-327-7445 
____ CCD Sentencing Team - - CCDSentencingTeam@idoc.idaho.gov 
____ Idaho Department of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 
____ Community Service Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1193 
____ nvigil@kcgov.us 
____ BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) FAX 208-884-7193 
____ Kootenai County Law Library/Transcription FAX 208-446-1187 
Central Records CentralRecords@idoc.idaho.gov 
Idaho State Police FAX 208-884-7197 
Idaho Industrial Commission FAX 208-332-7559 
JIM BRANNON 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT By:al~,~ 
v( 
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'ORIGINAL 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
S fATE OF IOAHO ) 
COUNTY OF KO'OTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 2015 APR 30 PH 2: Si 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 













CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
OF SENTENCE PURSUANT TO 
I.C.R. 35 
COMES NOW the above named defendant by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, Deputy 
Public Defender, and pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 35 requests the Court to reconsider the 
Judgment and Sentence entered herein April 10, 2015. This motion is made as a plea for leniency. 
Counsel requests a hearing be scheduled in order to present oral argument and/ or testimony in 
support of the foregoing motion. Requested time is 30 minutes. 
DATED this q D day of April, 2015. 
BY: 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
OF SENTENCE PURSUANT TO I.C.R. 35 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
,1 
(// ~ .AA---· 
JA~ON? 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the ':fi;J day of April, 2015, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
/ Interoffice Mail 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
OF SENTENCE PURSUANT TO I.C.R. 35 Page2 
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IS/ 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
S fATE OF IDAHO J 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAfISS 
The Law Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender 
PO Box 9000 
FILED: . 
2015 JUN - I PH 2: 53 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
D ?UTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 













CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
R.35 
MOTION FOR ORDER 
PERMITTING TELEPHONIC 
PARTICIPATION AT HEARING 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby respectfully requests this Court for an Order permitting 
telephonic participation at hearing currently scheduled to be heard June 26, 2015 at 8:30AM 
(9:30AM-MST). Counsel has already arranged with the Idaho Department of Corrections 
(ISCI) for the Defendant's telephonic participation at this hearing and he will be available at 1-
208-336-0740 ext. 4780 on that date and time. 
This motion is made on the grounds that Defendant would like to participate in the 
hearing but is unable to attend due to his current incarceration. Transporting the Defendant 
would interrupt his current programming with the Department of Corrections. 
MOTION FOR ORDER 
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DATED this _f __ day of June, 2015. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI 





DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same as indicated below on the l ?< day of June, 2015, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
--LViafax 
__ vinteroffice mail 
M01'ION FOR ORDER 
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~ -- . 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
R.35 
ORDER PERMITTING TELEPHONIC 
PARTICIPATION AT HEARING 
THE COURT having before it the foregoing Motion to Permit Telephonic Participation at 
the Rule 35 Hearing scheduled for June 26, 2015 at 8:30AM (9:30AM-MST), and good cause 
appearing, NOW THEREFORE: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that SONNY CHARLES ROME, be allowed to participate 
telephonically at said hearing currently scheduled for June 26, 2015 at 8:30AM (9:30AM-
MST) through a telephonic link with the Idaho Department of Corrections at 1-208-336-0740 
ext. 4780 previously arranged by counsel. 
DATED this~ day of June, 2015. 
ORDER PERMITTING TELEPHONIC 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the fore~ing was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the day of June, 2015 addressed to: 
Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 446-1701 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Idaho Department of Correction by e-mail astewart@idoc.id~v ' Q 
.. 0.1-~ 
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Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender 
PO Box 9000 
2015 JUL -9 PH 2: t.9 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 












CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
R.35 
MOTION FOR ORDER 
PERMITTING TELEPHONIC 
PARTICIPATION AT HEARING 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby respectfully requests this Court for an Order permitting 
telephonic participation at hearing currently scheduled to be heard August 14, 2015 at 8:30AM 
(9:30AM-MST). Counsel has already arranged with the Idaho Department of Corrections 
(ISCI) for the Defendant's telephonic participation at this hearing and he will be available at 1-
208-336-07 40 ext 4 780 on that date and time. 
This motion is made on the grounds that Defendant would like to participate in the 
hearing but is unable to attend due to his current incarceration. Transporting the Defendant 
would interrupt his current programming with the Department of Corrections. 
MOTION FOR ORDER 
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DATED this _I __ day of July, 2015. 
BY: 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI 
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same as indicated below on the q day of July, 2015, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
-f-Viafax ~ 
Interoffice mail 
MOTION FOR ORDER 
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Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 













CASE NUMBER CR-14-0003761 
R.35 
ORDER PERMITTING TELEPHONIC 
PARTICIPATION AT HEARING 
THE COURT having before it the foregoing Motion to Permit Telephonic Participation at 
the Rule 35 Hearing scheduled for August 14, 2015 at 8:30AM (9:30AM-MST), and good 
cause appearing, NOW THEREFORE: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that SONNY CHARLES ROME, be allowed to participate 
telephonically at said hearing currently scheduled for August 14, 2015 at 8:30AM (9:30AM-
MST) through a telephonic link with the Idaho Department of Corrections at 1-208-336-0740 
ext 4780 previously arranged by counsel. 
DATED this /!t_t;;;;of July, 2015. 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a 
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the lb day of July, 2015 addressed to: 
C 
Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 446-1701 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 J ~ 
Idaho Department of Correction by e-mail astewart@idoc.idal/v n I ( : _~ /l 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 

















I, Symone Sasser, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the foregoing Record in 
this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete 
Record of the pleadings and documents requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
I further certify that the following will be submitted as Sealed Exhibits to this Record on 
Appeal: 
Transcript for Preliminary Hearing filed on 7/3/2014 
Plaintiffs Exhibits 1-6 Filed 9/3/2014 
Presentence Report Filed 12/22/2014 
Motion to Transport Filed 3/20/2015 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this day July 16, 2015. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
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Plaintiff/Respondent 
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SUPREME COURT 43213 
CASE CR2014-3761 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Symone Sasser, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to 
each of the attorneys ofrecord in this cause as follows: 
Jay Logsdon 
Public Defender 
1607 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Appellant 
Mr. Lawrence Wasden 
Attorney General State of Idaho 
700 W. State St., 4th Floor 
Boise ID 83720 
Attorney for Respondent 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said 
Court this 16th Day of July 2015. 
Jim Brannon 
Clerk of District Court 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
